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KUNG-FU
SIL LUM KUNG-FU, The Chinese Art of
Self-Defense, by Leo Fong. Lin Wan Kune,
the continuous and returning fist, are revealed
for the first time in English through a

step-by-step breakdown of the form, along
with instructions on basic blocks, strikes and
kicks.

304-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.50
304-H HARD-BOUND—$6.50

CHOY LAY FUT KUNG-FU, by Leo Fong.
This long-range style of Chinese boxing in the
Southern style takes you from the basics to
the applied attack and defense techniques
with over 800 illustrations.

307-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.95
307-H HARD-BOUND—$6.95

WING CHUN KUNG-FU, by James Yimm
Lee. This is the most authoritative volume of
its kind on the style studied by the great
Bruce Lee. Hundreds of illustrations reveal
the economy of movement theory, sticking
hands and trapping hands and the four
corners of WingChun.

309-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.95
309-H HARD-BOUND—$6.95

HUNG GAR KUNG-FU by Bucksam Kong
and Eugene H. Ho provides a thorough look at

this unique martial art, from the basic exer-
cises to sparring techniques. With numerous
illustrations, the book makes this ancient art
available to your fingertips.

310-S SOFT-BOUND-$4.95
310-H HARD-BOUND—$6.95

WHITE CRANE KUNG-FU, Chinese Art of
Self-Defense by Michael P. Staples. This
legendary Southern system is revealed for the
first time in English with its fusion of short
and long-hand Chinese boxing. More than 225
photos illustrate the unusual White Crane
techniques.

312-S SOFT-BOUND—$2.95
312-H HARD-BOUND—$4.95

KARATE
HAPKIDO: Korean Art of Self-Defense, by
Bong Soo Han. The first complete volume
that deals with hapkido, the Korean art of
kick-oriented karate. Over 500 photos illus-

trate the kicks, blocks, strikes and sparring
techniques that make hapkido a dynamic
form of self-defense. Aimed at your advance-
ment from the beginner level.

116-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.50
116-H HARD-BOUND—$6.50

BEGINNING KARATE by former tourna-
ment great, Tonny Tulleners. A massive
training manual covering virtually all of the
aspects involved in learning Shotokan Karate
from the beginning, including the most
common errors made by beginning students
and 650 illustrations.

206-S SOFT-BOUND-$4.50
206-H HARD-BOUND—$6.50

GOJU-RYU KARATE, by Gosei Yamaguchi.
Over 400 illustrations reveal the fundamentals
of this popular style of Japanese karate, as
taught by its most respected exponent in the
U.S.

112-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.75
112-H HARD-BOUND—$6.75

GOJU-RYU KARATE II by Gosei Yamagu-
chi. Aimed at the advanced beginner, this
second volume in theGoju-Ryuseries delivers a
step-by-step preparation and execution of the
Taikyoku kata group. Over 1100 illustrations
aid in the instruction of these preliminary
steps to the intermediate level.

119-S SOFT-BOUND—$5.95
119-H HARD-BOUND—$7.95

SHITO-RYU KARATE, by Fumio Demurs.
Offers the fundamentals of one of the four
major karate systems in Japan for the first

time in English. Over 200 illustrations give a
detailed breakdown of hand, kicking and
blocking techniques.

110-S SOFT-BOUND—$2.95
110-H HARD-BOUND—$4.95

SEISAN KATA OF ISSHINRYU KARATE
by Steve Armstrong. The first substantial
work to deal with a major Okinawan school
of karate, this edition utilizes nearly 100
illustrations to present the Seisan kata, the
first of three forms for advancement to green
belt.

114-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.95
114-H HARD-BOUND—$6.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO WADO-RYU
KARATE: A manual dealing with the most
basic and necessary techniques needed to
form a firm foundation in this major school
of karate, as taught by black belt, Cecil T.
Patterson.

117-S SOFT-BOUND—$2.95
117-H HARD-BOUND—$4.95

TAE KWON DO
MOO DUK KWAN by Richard Chun. For the
first time in English, the history, origin and
philosophy of Moo Duk Kwan and Tae Kwon
Do are separately defined. The serious practi-
tioner will especially appreciate the illustrated
study of Moo Duk Kwan’s basic movements
and step by step instruction of six basic
forms.

120-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.95
120-H HARD-BOUND—$6.95

POWER TRAINING IN KUNG-FU AND
KARATE, by Ron Marchini and Leo Fong.
Two respected competitors apply their
knowledge in weight training toward methods
of gaining power in striking and kicking
without sacrificing speed in the process. Also
includes applications of these weight routines
to techniques of karate and kung-fu.

400-S SOFT-BOUND—$5.50
400-H HARD-BOUND—$7.50

WINNING TOURNAMENT KARATE. Chuck
Norris, firmly established as one of the all

around giants of tournament karate, takes the
reader and practitioner on a practical study of
competition training. He presents a training
program suitable to any rank and invaluable
to any tournament fighter. Now you can learn
both the physical and psychological elements
of this growing sport from the man who made
it his game and won.

121-S SOFT-BOUND—$3.95
121-H HARD-BOUND—$5.95

TAE KWON DO, by Jhoon Rhee. A series of
five volumes by this instructor which demon-
strate the basics and the forms needed for

advancement through brown belt.

CHON-JI (English/Spanish). Directed toward
white belt.

102-S SOFT-BOUND—$3.95
102-H HARD-BOUND—$5.95

TAN-GUN and TO-SAN. Directed toward
gold belt.

106-

S SOFT-BOUND—$4.50

106-

H HARD-BOUND—$6.50
WON-HYO and YUL-KOK. Directed toward
green belt.

107-

S SOFT-BOUND—$3.95

107-

H HARD-BOUND—$5.95

To Order: Use the Ohara
Postage Paid Envelope or

The Ohara Coupon on Page 69



NEW
from Ohara

Kung-Fu
BEGINNING KUNG-FU. Kam Yuen, famed
for his work on the “Kung Fu” television

series, explains step by step the basics of
Shaolin kung-fu. This is a compilation of the
series printed in KARATE ILLUSTRATED—
plus more! Arranged in progressive lesson
form, this book offers you a rounded-out
knowledee of kung-fu technique as well as the
Shaolin form Ling-Po.

314-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.50
314-H HARD-BOUND—$6.50

The Wisdom
of the Chinese

selections by
Brian Brown

%

THE WISDOM OF THE CHINESE: Selections
by Brian Brown. In this volume, the key
sayings of both Lao Tzu and Confucius have
been selected by Brian Brown to give the
layman a clear insight into the wisdom of the
ancient Chinese. The sayings themselves have
been modernized slightly in this edition to
promote the reader’s understanding, but the
beauty of their language has not been
tampered with.

315-S SOFT-BOUND—$2.95
315-H HARD-BOUND—$4.95

CHUNG-GUN and TOI-GYE. Directed toward
blue belt. 108-

S SOFT-BOUND-$3.9b108-

H HARD-BOUND—$5.95
HWA-RANG and CHUNG-MU. Directed
toward brown belt.

109-

S SOFT-BOUND—$3.95
109-

H HARD-BOUND—$5.95
TAE KWON DO by Choi Hong Hi. The
President of the Tae Kwon Do Association
offers over 1300 photographs to illustrate the
basic and finer points of the Korean style of
karate.

100—$15.00

PALGUE 1-2-3 Of Tae Kwon Do Hyung, by
Kim Pyung Soo. Presents this martial art as
practiced by the Korea Tae Kwon Do
Association. Nearly 200 illustrations bring
you step-by-step through the first three forms
of eight Palgue Hyungs required for advance-
ment through brown belt.

113-S SOFT-BOUND—$3.95
113-H HARD-BOUND—$5.95

PALGUE 4-5-6 by Kim Pyung Soo. Nearly
250 illustrations and corresponding foot
patterns will allow you to learn the second
three forms of eight Palgue hyungs (the
required forms for advancement through
brown belt). Also included are self-defense
and one-step sparring techniques.

118-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.50
118-H HARD-BOUND—$6.50

JUDO
FOOT THROWS: Karate, Judo and Self-
Defense, by Hayward Nishioka. Explores the
three major areas for foot throws with
easy-to-follow photos. Valuable for both
tournament and street situations.

204-

S SOFT-BOUND—$2.95

204-

H HARD-BOUND—$4.95

COMMON SENSE SELF-DEFENSE; Vince
Tamura and Gene Shelton combine their 38
years of experience in judo, karate and
ju-jitsu, along with nearly 300 illustrations, to
provide self-defense pointers for the most
common street attack situations.

205-

S SOFT-BOUND—$3.95

205-

H HARD-BOUND—$5.95

WEAPONS
NUNCHAKU: Karate Weapon of Self-
Defense, by Fumio Demura. Weapons expert,
Fumio Demura, demonstrates the basic move-
ments and fighting applications of this
formidable kobu-do weapon.

111-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.50
111-H HARD-BOUND—$6.50

THE SAI, Karate Weapon of Self-Defense, by
former champion of Japan, Fumio Demura.
Includes a demonstration of the entire spec-
trum of usage and application. The SAI
includes nearly 600 illustrations.

115-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.50
115-H HARD-BOUND—$6.50

THE WEAPONLESS WARRIORS, An
Informal History of Okinawan Karate, by
Richard Kim. For the first time in print,

Richard Kim approaches the illustrious his-

tory of Okinawan Karate through the exploits
of its famous practitioners. Tnis volume
covers their lives, concentrating on the deeds
which eventually made them legends in their
own times.

313-S SOFT-BOUND—$3.50
313-H HARD-BOUND—$5.50

HISTORY
NINJA, The Invisible Assassins by Andrew
Adams. Japan’s medieval espionage agents
terrified the country during its days of
greatest turmoil, from the 13th to 17th
Centuries. With more than 150 photographs,
Mr. Adams describes the tools, weapons and
techniques of Ninjitsu—the art of espionage,
sabotage, arson and assassination.

S302-S SOFT-BOUND—$3.95
S302-H HARD-BOUND—$5.95

THE CHERRY BLOSSOM SQUADRONS:
Bom to Die by the Hagoromo Society of
Kamikaze Survivors, with a special historical

introduction by Andrew Adams. Japan’s
greatest sacrifice of World War II—the suicide
tactics of the Kamikaze—is told by those who
remained behind in the wake of the country’s
defeat.

311-S SOFT-BOUND—$4.50
311-H HARD-BOUND—$6.50

20TH CENTURY WARRIORS. The best of
BLACK BELT and KARATE ILLUS-
TRATED’s famed personality features offers
you a veritable IV^o’s Who? of the Oriental
fighting arts in our time, from the inspira-

tional founders, such as Jigoro Kano, Gichin
Funakoshi and Morihei Uyeshiba, to such
celebrated instructors and personalities of the
70s as Bruce Lee, Gogen Yamaguchi and Mas
Oyama.

305-S SOFT-BOUND—$5.95
305-H HARD-BOUND—$7.95

CHINESE WEAPONS by E.T.C. Werner.
China’s fiery past has been strewn across 40
centuries of civil wars and unimaginable
bloodshed and slaughter. With a supplement
of more than 85 illustrations, the origin,

structure and use of many Chinese weapons—
from the two-edged sword to the poisoned
plug-dart—are described in detail.

308-S SOFT-BOUND—$3.50
308-H HARD-BOUND—$5.50

PHILOSOPHY
ZEN AND AMERICAN THOUGHT by Van
Meter Ames. Through meditation, Zen
encourages a calm and joyful wisdom which,
it is hoped, will lapse over into everyday life.

One must “wake up to oneself” so that the
resulting compassion “is not only attitude but
activity, not merely a teaching but a way of
life ...”

PH-3—*6.00

THE SACRED BOOKS OF CONFUCIUS and
Other Confucian Classics. Ch’u Chai and
Winberg Chai, Editors and Translators.
Confucian philosophy is humanistic and does
not concern itself with the supernatural. Tht
upholding of human rights is its main con-
cern. Through a singleness of mind, one
strives for complete honesty with oneself as
well as complete understanding and sympathy
with the outside world.

PH-1—$6.50

THE OPENING OF THE WISDOM EYE, by
His Holiness Tenzin Gyatsho, the XIVth Dalai
Lama of Tibet. All of your feelings—whether
they are pleasurable, painful or simply
neutral—arise from specific and concrete
causes. They do not happen by mere chance.
Tenzin Gyatsho covers this and teaches you

that only you are responsible for all of your
feelings; after realizing this, he claims life will

be more peaceful for you.
PH-6—$6.95

PHYSICAL
AEROBICS, by Kenneth H. Cooper, M.D.,
M.P.H. One of the best selling books of its

kind, Aerobics offers you a unique program
of physical fitness which makes use of your
normal activity to promote overall health
improvement. Proven by over 15,000 people
of both sexes, this book remains one of the
most valuable physical fitness programs on
the market today.

3911—$1.25

YOGA 28 DAY EXERCISE PLAN by
Richard Hittleman. Meaningful exercise need
not contain the huffing and puffing usually
associated with a “workout.” In a beautifully
photographed, step-by-step guide, Mr. Hittle-

man proves how lasting physical, spiritual and
emotional fulfillment can be yours—with a

mere 20-30 minutes of your time each day.
The next 28 days could be the most impor-
tant 28 days of your life!

HE-2—$7.95

METAPHYSICAL
BIOFEEDBACK: Turning On The Power Of
Your Mind, by Marvin Karlins, Ph. D„ and
Lewis M. Andrews. Yogis, Zen experts and
serious practitioners of the martial arts have

long been able to attain inner peace by
controlling their brain waves. This book
shows you how to let your mind help your
body.

901—$5.95

GENERAL BOOKS
THE SECRET SOCIETIES OF ALL AGES
AND COUNTRIES By Charles W. Hechet-
horn. Two astounding volumes trace the
mysteries of ancient India, China, Japan,
Egypt, Mexico, Peru, Greece and Scandinavia.
Learn about the Cabbalists, early Christians,
heretics, assassins. Templars, mystics. Free-
masons. A complete look on initiations,

ceremonies, codes and customs.
PS-3—$15.00

PINEAPPLE WHITE by Jon Shirota. “You no
gon’ find peace away, Bruddah.” The tragic

comedy of an elderly Japanese-Hawaiian who
leaves the quiet isles and tries to find
contentment with his son’s family in fast-

paced Los Angeles.
FI-1—$5.95
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' COMING SOON...
1

Tao of Jeet Kune Do
by Bruce Lee

The martial arts book of the century!
Entirely written & illustrated by Bruce Lee!

This is the book that has been talked and whispered about for several years. It took time to gather

Bruce's notes and drawings and arrange them with the seven volumes into a single, massive book.

But here it is, the most comprehensive work ever written on the martial arts and written by the most
famous martial artist that ever lived! Bruce Lee discusses the principles, observations and training

that make Jeet Kune Do. His own sketches and finished drawings illustrate the work throughout.

Now, with his wife Linda Lee's authorization, Ohara presents it to the public,

impressively bound and artistically crafted.

Send a self-addressed envelope & reserve your copy now.

OHARA
ECONOMY
LINE
BOOKLETS

Now you can get the finest Ohara books in

magazine form at a low, low price. The all new
horizontal format makes them easy to read,

easy to follow. And, they're priced right!

Start now collecting your economy set of the

most authoritative books in the martial arts!

NUNCHAKU No. Ill -E

WING-CHUN-Volume 1

$1.95

No. 39V

1

$1.75

WING-CHUN-Volume II

No. 39V2 $1.75
POWER TRAINING—Vqlume 1

No. 40V1 $1.95

POWER TRAINING—Volume II

No. 40V2 $1.95

HAPKIDO-Volume 1

No. 16V1 $1.75

HAPKIDO-Volume II

No. 16V2 $1.75

NINJA No. 302-

E

$1.95

THE SAI No. 115-E $1.95

Your
Choice
$4.95 ea.

CUSTOM
BINDERS

PROTECT your reading! Make a
collector’s 9et of your favorite
issues with customized binders.
Each a different color—KARATE
ILLUSTRATED (RED), BLACK
BELT MAGAZINE (BLACK),
FIGHTING STARS (BLUEy—
with silk screen imprints. All done
in rich, leatherette cloth. Keeps
them neat and makes them
handy. ORDER NOW! COLLECT
A SET!

j

Stores Carrying OHARA Books
BROWN’S
3202 Grandy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33611

BUSH1
3223 Farimont Ave.
San Diego, CA 92105

BUSHIDO MARTIAL ARTS SUPPLY
1639 S. Broadway
Denver, CO 80210

CASANOVA’S GUNS, INC.
1601 W. Greenfield Ave.
Milwaukee. WI 53204

CASTELLO COMBATIVE SPORTS
836 Broadway
New York, NY 10003

EAST WEST MARKET EXCHANGE
5449 N. Broadway
Chicago, IL 60640

J. EHARA INTERNATIONAL
2017 Canal St.

New Orleans, LA 70112

HAKUBUNDO BOOK CO.
1028 Smith St.

Honolulu, HI 96808

HONDA ASSOCIATES, INC.
485 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10017

HO-TAI ORIENTAL
4 N. Pennsylvania St.
Indianapolis, IN 46204

UNIVERSAL TRADING
265 Atwood Street
Pittsburg, PA 15213

K.C. VARIETY
326 E. 47th St.

Chicago, IL 60653

MARTIAL ARTS SUPPLIES CO.
10711 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90034

MERTENS’ MARTIAL MARKET
1505 N.E. 26th St.

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305

RYU KYU MARTIAL ARTS CO.
3113 Merriam Lane
Kansas City, KA 66107

WOLVERINE BRAND JUDO
AND KARATE SUPPLIES
4179 Pearl Rd.
Cleveland. OH 44109

OHARA BOOK
DISTRIBUTOR

for France, West Germany,
Belgium, Spain and Italy

S.E.D.I.R.E.P. sari.

37 Rue de la Belle Feville

92100 Boulogne, France

603-12-46

MUTUAL SUPPLY
1090 Sansome St.

San Francisco, CA 94111

VAN BOSKIRKS
7334 S. Halsted St.

Chicago, IL 60621

64-01 Woodside Ave.
Woodside, NY 11377

ro Use the Ohara Postage Paid Envelope or The Ohara Coupon on Page 69
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jbr BLACK BELT 75
As in the past, BLACK BELT once

again presents its yearbook edition. This

year we've made some changes in order

to make this a special issue—one that

you will treasure throughout the years

to come. With both the beginning and

advanced martial artist in mind, this

year we've included an informative mar-

tial arts dictionary and encyclopedia.

Along with the annual Hall of Fame and

Top Ten Fighters Awards, the area has

been broadened to include Top Ten

Women Competitors in both judo and

karate. Finally, because of the changes

that have been so apparent in the direc-

tion of martial arts today, articles have

been included on women and children

in the martial arts and the introduction

of professionalism to the competition

scene. We hope you enjoy it!

Publisher and Staff of

BLACK BELT

10
DICTIONARY OF MARTIAL ARTS TERMS

Encyclopedia of Martial Arts

20 44
Sumo Hapkido

21 45
Weapons Jeet Kune Do

28 52
Judo Aikido
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36 60
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37 68
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42
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For seven years now, BLACK
BELT has called upon its readership to
appoint the most outstanding martial

arts personalities annually to the Hall

of Fame. But in a year that’s held
many changes in all phases of the mar-
tial arts, the Hall of Fame has proved
to be no exception. This year and in

the years to come, BLACK BELT will

call upon the previous members of the
Hall of Fame to determine the future
holders of this prestigious award.

Because these 47 men in each of
their years in the Hall of Fame have
represented only the best in the field

of martial arts, perhaps they are the
most qualified to determine exactly
what makes a good martial artist. In

primary and secondary ballots, these

men nominated and elected the five

men who make up the 1975 Hall of
Fame.

Because this manner of selecting

Hall of Fame members is new, we were
forced to eliminate the category for

martial arts instructors other than judo
or karate. However, should there be a

qualified nominee in the years ahead,
this category will be reopened.

Our thanks to the Hall of Fame
members of 1968 through 1974 and to
our readership for their assistance

throughout these years.



1975

Hall of
Fame

Martial Artist

of theYear

FUMO DEMURA
Perhaps most well known for his

brilliant demonstrations, Fumio Demura
is not a newcomer to the Hall of Fame.
Originally appointed to the position of

Karate Instructor in 1969, Demura has

not yet given up his teaching of the art.

A dedicated martial artist since his

teens, Demura was originally encour-

aged by his parents to take judo. But
because Demura preferred karate, an art

which was looked down upon in Japan
at that time, he took classes secretly for

almost two years before his parents

discovered the deception. By this time,
however, he had done so well in karate

that his parents could not stop him and
he went on to become the 1961 All-

Japan Karate Champion.
It's just this sort of dedication that’s

given Demura the skill that so attracts

his audiences to him. In his middle
thirties, Demura’s devoted more than 25
years to martial arts training including

kyudo, kendo, judo and the use of

many weapons. A student of the shito

ryu school of karate, Demura is adept in

kata performance and believes this type
of practice is important particularly

before training with weapons as the sai

and nunchaku. "This is why I feel a

student can learn the basics if he only

studies and practices the kata. It’s this

feeling of realism he should be able to

visualize and incorporate into his move-
ments. Because kata is such an indi-

vidual thing, I strongly feel kata is for

everyone of every age.”

This statement echoes one of De-

mura’s most obvious talents—his work
with youth in the martial arts, for which
he is respected by both children and
parents alike.

Karate Instructor

of theYear

CHUCK NORRIS
Chuck Norris, renowned for his.

achievements in many areas of the

martial arts, has been elected once again

to the Hall of Fame. Having originally

taken up tang soo do in Korea 15 years

ago, Norris began entering tournament
competition and soon became so well

known for his success that he received

the Karate Player award in 1968.
The karate world has come a long

way since then and Chuck Norris has
moved right along with it. He’s tasted all

aspects of the martial arts from tourna-

ment competition to television and
cinema appearances. But he hasn’t

stopped there, having become quite

involved in the business aspect. With all

his interests in the arts, last but not
least, Norris still takes time out for

teaching.

Norris feels that this aspect of the art

is the most important and feels there is

much value in passing on his knowledge
to others. With quite a lot of experience
in teaching, Norris is responsible for

many greats in karate.

Even though he’s worked in many
time-consuming martial arts films such
as Return of the Dragon and Yellow
Faced Tiger, Norris sees to it that his

wife and two sons are also adept in the

martial arts. Just as he teaches his stu-

dents at the dojo, he trains his family

with just as much philosophy as physi-

cal training. “If you are physically, men-
tally and emotionally prepared,’’ says

Norris, “you’ll win. This is the philos-

ophy that makes my students good
students. This is the philosophy that

makes my fighters great fighters. And
this is the philosophy that I live by.”

Copyrighted material
|



Judo Instructor

o;fthe>fear

WILLIE CAHILL
A black belt holder in both judo and

jujitsu, Cahill well deserves recognition
after over 25 years of dedicated study in

these arts. Of the many aspects of his

studies, Cahill is most valued as a

teacher who is devoted both to his

students and his art.

Cahill was first introduced to jujitsu

by his father John Cahill, who was a

respected teacher of jujitsu in Hawaii. In

1947 the Cahill family moved to the

Mainland where once again the senior

Cahill opened classes—the secret art of

jujitsu was finally being taught to non-
Orientals. Then, after the older Cahill

passed away, his son eventually took up
his own teaching career.

His students themselves are the most
evident proof as to Cahill’s qualifica-

tions as an instructor. Willie has greatly

contributed to the development of judo
for youths as is proved by the accom-
plishments of his younger students. His

judo team, having amassed over 500
trophies and medals by 1970, is still

going strong with impressive competi-
tion at many events.

The Cahill Judo Academy, as origi-

nally founded by his father, continues to

take home more trophies in the USJA
Junior Nationals than any other team.

Supported by enthusiastic students and
parents, Cahill’s team shows the deter-

mination of their instructor by earning

their own money to travel to competi-

tions.

Cahill is also supported by his wife,

son and daughter, who join him with

their active participation in the arts.

Karate Player

ofthetear

JOE LEWIS
A veteran fighter for 20 years, Joe

Lewis came out of retirement this year

just long enough to knock out Frank
Brodar of Yugoslavia in the World Pro-

fessional Karate Championships in Los
Angeles. Although Lewis is actually no
longer active in tournaments, his ex-

pertise and many years of success in

competition demand the recognition

that goes along with a place in the Hall

of Fame.
Few fighters have been able to match

Lewis’ consistent winning streaks with
his inimitable and unbeatable fighting

style. A man who will most probably go
down in tournament history as the

Muhammad Ali of karate, Lewis went
through some rough times in his career,

but still came out on top. The three-

time winner of the Long Beach Inter-

national Karate Tournament, the U.S.

Heavyweight kick-boxing champion,
two-time winner of the Jhoon Rhee
Washington D.C. Karate Tournament
has probably amassed more major titles

in his sport than any other tournament
fighter around today.

Certainly a very controversial fighter,

Lewis has not always been the audi-

ence’s favorite in competition. But al-

though not everyone always rooted for

him, his endless record of wins before

his recent retirement prove Lewis’ dedi-

cation to his art. And Lewis has a lot of

respect for his sport. “I think the sport

is far more advanced and refined than
boxing,” says Lewis. "And the entrance

of karate to the world of sports is going

to bring an attitude, a whole feeling of

integrity and sanity to violent sports

like football, boxing and the others.”

Judo Player

of theYear

TOMMYMARTIN
Holding an unusual honor this year,

Tommy Martin not only boasts a place

in the Hall of Fame but was also voted
by his fellow judoka as number one in

the top ten judo competitors. But at the

ripe old age of 19, Martin is not
altogether unfamiliar with this kind of

success. Tommy first appeared in the

top ten ratings as number nine in 1973,
moving up to number five in 1974 and
finally this year reaching the ultimate
seat.

Martin’s age certainly adds some dis-

tinction to his reputation as a hard
fighter in the tournaments he’s com-
peted in. Competing as the youngest
member of the Pan American team,
Martin came up to everyone’s expecta-
tions and went home with a gold medal
in the 205 and under class. Though
Martin usually weighs in at about 190
pounds, he has no trouble competing in

this division and has taken such honors
as second place in the 1974 senior

nationals in Phoenix and the titleholder

of the 1974 National High School
overall Championships.

But most evident in Martin’s future is

the chance to become an Olympic com-
petitor and perhaps even bring home a

gold medal in 1976. Martin has com-
peted and fared well against Olympic
competitors including top-rated Jimmy
Wooley. Competing so well at such a

young age, it seems that Martin can only
go up. Should he miss out on the

Olympic trials in '76, he’s still got time
to try again in 1980.

9
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Martial Arts

Dictionary
Based upon the many queries

we receive daily, we are presenting

a mini-dictionary of basic martial

arts terms. Although it is not a

comprehensive list of common
terms, it should serve as a general

beginning for the fledgling martial

artist and curious non-martial

artist. Our thanks to John

Corcoran for his assistance in help-

ing us make our selections from

his complete dictionary of martial

arts terms.

B
BACK HAND-A strike using the

back of the unclenched fist, as

opposed to the back fist.

BASICS— Fundamentals, first in a

series of progressive steps

towards attaining advanced

skills.

BO/bo/J—Staff used in self-

defense.

BODHI DARMA/'bo-hi-dar-ma/
The founder of Zen Buddhism
who purportedly traveled across

the Himalayas from India to

China in the Sixth Century

A.D., and introduced what was
believed to be a martial art

based on breathing exercises at

the Shaolin Temple.

BUDO/'boo-doh/J— 1. Stop con-

flict. 2. Generic term encom-

passing the Japanese "do" arts

which are largely 20th Century

products stemming from con-

cepts which can first be posi-

tively identified about the Mid-

18th Century. An encompassing

term for all martial arts.

BUS HI D O/boo- 'shee-doh/J— 1.

Way of the warrior. 2. A code

of ethical behavior formulated

during the Tokugawa era

(1603-1868) in Japan. Its main

tenets were loyalty to ones

lord, and dutiful service. To die

in the service of ones lord was
looked upon as the ultimate

expression of loyalty and thus

became somewhat admirable.

Applies in contemporary
martial arts as the ethical back-

ground for practice of the mar-

tial arts. Is now used synony-

mously for pride, honor, dis-

cipline, humility, etcetera.

c
CHOKE—Any form of stopping

ones ability to breath, using

various forms of arm and leg

10
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leverage to pinch the air pas-

sage. Also to pinch off a blood

vessel to the head causing loss

of consciousness.

CHOP—Striking with the open

hand using the thick part of the

edgewise palm as the striking

surface.

CONTACT—The act of continuing

with a movement until the

opponent's body is reached.

Varying degrees of contact are

permitted in tournaments, pre-

determined by the rules, as

opposed to noncontact.

CONTROL— In freesparring, the

ability or action of limiting

ones strikes to just near an

opponent's body. Executing

movements with precision.

COUNTE R — Reacting to an

opponent's attack with a re-

taliatory blow or strike. The
attack which is triggered by an

initial offensive opponent's

front.

CRESCENT KICK-A kick which
commits a high arc, starting

from the floor and passing head

level across the opponent's

front. Point of contact is

usually the instep, but can be

the lower foot below the ankle

if executed in reverse.

D
DAN/don/J— Designates rank of

black belt. Example—nidan,
second black.

DOJO/'da-jo/J— Place where
karate is taught. KWOON/
cwun/C—

,
DOJANG/do-jang/K.

F
FREESTYLE— 1. Term applied to

the advanced controlled combat

(sometimes practice, sometimes

tournament, competitive) essen-

tial to most martial arts prac-

tice. 2. Practice without regi-

mentation, absence of pre-

planned regulation and control.

FULL CONTACT— In competi-

tion, striking an opponent until

submission. Recently incorpo-

rated into sport karate
tournaments.

G
Gl/gee/J—Uniform. SAM/som/C—

,

DOBUK/doe-book/K.

H
HAMMER STRIKE—Any strike

which uses the base of the palm
of a closed fist as the hitting

surface.

HAJIME/'ha-ji-may/J—To begin.

Used mostly to commence a

freesparring bout. JOH MAH/jo
ma/C—

, CHUMBA/chum-ba/K.

I

I PPON/i-'pon/J—Term meaning
one point. Called out sharply

when a competitor scores a full

point strike.

J
JEET KUNE DO/jeet-koon-'doh/

C— 1. Way of the intercepting

fist. 2. A collection of basic

mental and physical concepts,

observations of combat maneu-
vers and philosophies of atti-

tude gathered and developed by
the late Bruce Lee.

K
Kl/ke/J—Meaning the mental and

spiritual power summoned
through concentration and
breathing maneuvers to accom-

11
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K
plish physical feats. CH 'l/che/

C-, KI/ke/K.

KUM I TE/'ku-mi-tay/J — Free-

sparring.

KYU/kyou/J— Designation of belt

ranks below black belt. SI

DAI/see-di/C— ,
GUP/gup/K.

M
MATE/may-'tay/J— 1. Stop 2.

Used to cease action after a

strike has been made in com-

petition.

N
NUN CH AKU/noon-'cha-koo/J-

A

universally-hinged wooden flail

originally used as an Okinawan

farming implement, which later

was used as a weapon.

RAN DO R l/ran-'dor-ee/J—Judo

term meaning free exercise,

used similarly to the term free-

sparring in karate.

REVERSE PUNCH-A punch

emanating from the rearward

hand, executed in a torquing

motion while the opposite hand

is pulled back.

RIDGEHAND-A technique popu-

lar in tournament karate, de-

livered laterally with the thumb

side of the hand, usually to the

head area.

S
Sai/Si/J-Weapon believed to have

originated from farm tool

(pitchfork), now used in de-

fense against long reach weap-

ons. Comprised of a long

pointed center shaft, joined

near the base of handle with

two curved prongs for hooking

an opponent's weapon.

12

SENSE l/sen-'say/J— Instructor or

teacher. S I FU/'si-fu/C—
,SABUM/'sa-bum/K.

SHODAN/sho-dan/J-First degree

black belt.

S H U R I K E N /'shu-ri-ken/J—Small

metal weapons, shaped like a

star with many points, thrown

by hand.

SPORT KARATE-Competing in

tournaments for prizes. Distin-

guished from the art form of

karate, where competition is

limited to practice in the studio

and not for prizes.

SWEEP—Technique to cause

another to fall to the ground by

forcing the opponent's body

over his center of gravity while

immobilizing or moving his

foot(feet).

T
TAI CHI CH'UAN/TI-chee-ch-’

wahn/C— 1. Grand ultimate

boxing. 2. Chinese system of

internal "soft" boxing— ideally,

meditation in movement. Tai

chi ch'uan has evolved from a

form of fighting to a calisthenic

type exercise. •

z
ZEN/zen/C—The intuitive dis-

cipline of enlightenment related

to the Buddhist doctrine which

stresses meditation discipline

and the direct transmission of

teachings from master to

student.
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Women in the
martial arts

Venus’
Big Year
inBudo

by John Scura

^^Firls don’t fight for fun. Even
Margaret Mead will tell you that. All

you have to do is go out into the forest

and see for yourself. Does the lioness

fight the lioness for sport? Do female

orangutans go at it for a purse of

grapes or for recognition from their

peers? Of course not. They will only

engage in mortal combat, say the an-

thropologists. They will only fight in

death struggle. It’s got to be either for

self-preservation or protection of

young, right?

But Mikie Rowe isn’t an orangutan.

And neither of her two children were in

any sort of danger at the Denver All-

Western Tournament this year.

Why then did Mikie Rowe, with her

modestly made-up eyes, her $50 hair-

style and her ample cleavage, go out to

stage center and break her foot, smash
her nose and dislocate her thumb for a

first place trophy?

“I didn’t come here to watch,” she

was to say later.

Hell, Napolean didn’t go to Waterloo

to batfungoes, but he knew when he’d

had enough. Mikie, on the other hand,

fought the final round with a foot full

of pain killer, a thumb taped to her
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EXHIBI TING SPUNK, Terry and Renee Jimenez execute full contact

karate at the L A. Sports Arena's extravaganza.

next finger and a nose that looked like a squashed pome-

granate.

Standing battered in the winner’s circle, her appearance

prompted the same question - why? — to which she answered,

“I love mixing it up.” Groucho Marx loved his cigar, but

sometimes he took it out.

Mikie Rowe is a singular case, but by no means does she

stand alone. She is an individual in the microcosm of women’s

karate, but it’s all part of a very real revolution — the changing

of a woman’s role in our society. A large part of the next

generation of women - the ones who are glued to Sesame

Street now — will not be weighted down with the notion that

women just don’t compete in sports and business. Two girls

going toe to toe as athletic endeavor, for the fun of

competition, will no longer be “abnormal.” And it is largely

because of the sweeping changes and steps made in this last

year that these things will take place. Example: Marion

Bermudez, a tiny but cat-quick brown belt from Phoenix,

Arizona, managed to wangle her way into the Tucson Golden

Gloves tournament intent on disproving Alice Cooper’s theory

that only women bleed. Bermudez went up against Eduardo

Porras, who seemed stumped for three rounds by the language

barrier, and although he did not bleed, he was decisively

beaten by the young lady. And boxing isn’t even Marion’s

game.

Example: In New York earlier this year, Aaron Banks

promoted a “Battle of the Sexes” between giant Joe Hess and

a very game Beth Bussey. Oklahoma’s answer to Wonder

Woman was outweighed by a hundred pounds, battered from

one end of the Madison Square Garden ring to the other and

finally knocked out cold. But she got up to finish the fight and

lost on points.

In both of these instances, you’d have to admit that the

women’s attitudes were uncharacteristic. Most of the women
in karate have no desire to go up against a man. Instead, they

want conditions in their own division to be improved. And
1975 has been a year of just that kind of improvement in all

comers of the martial arts for women.

For instance, a common gripe among competitors has been

that match pairings are all mismanaged. A green belt often has

had to duke it with a black belt and even worse, a petite,

102-pound specimen of femininity has found it common to

enter the ring opposite a big mama who had her by 60 pounds.

This has been true of women’s competition in judo as well as

karate.

This year, however, the pairings have begun to improve.

There’s still a long way to go, but many tournaments have
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added new women’s categories so that all of the ladies don’t

have to swat it out in the same category - the “other” sex.

The Judo Nationals held this year by the AAU in Arizona is

a good example. The female classes were changed from six to

eight, allowing a number of new faces to get their gold - faces

who would have been buried beneath the cross-body pins of

girls with unfair weight advantages in tournaments past. They

included 17-year-old Lynn Lewis of Massachusetts, Devie

Nelson, and Debbie Fisher as well as the old standbys Maureen

Braziel, Diane Pierce and Bonnie Korte.

But even more significant is that women are competing at

all in something aside from kata competition in judo. After 12

long years of campaigning, women now have been accepted

into shiai by the more important tournaments, and it’s only a

matter of time before the situation becomes universal. To a

middle-aged competitor like Brooklyn’s Rusty Kanokogi, it’s

like finding a seat on the subway.

Rusty has been in the forefront of the battle to get women
into shiai ever since the days she had to change into her gi in

the YMCA broom closet. There were only five women who

UNDEFENSIVELY BLOCKING, Marion Bermudez jabs a quick right

punch to Eduardo Porras' head winning in her first AAU/Golden
Gloves.

practiced judo in all of Gotham when she first entered the

sport. Naturally, she trained with men. It wasn’t until she was

approaching her fifth decade that Rusty Kanokogi was allowed

to meet another woman on the mat and have it sanctioned by

the AAU. Oddly, she had to sweat off six pounds in less than

half a day, and she ironically lost. But her loss went almost

unnoticed as the women were so taken up with the precedent

— an organized and sanctioned shiai which allowed them to

use the full range of judo techniques.

The rate of change in women’s judo over the past year -

first the allowance for free fighting and then the improvement

of competitive divisions - is really quite amazing. But it’s only

the tip of the iceberg. The real changes will come when the

(Continued on page 74)

A combination of factors led to the appearance of several

new faces in this year's listing of the top female judo players in

America. First was the changing of women's classes from six to
eight, creating a much more equitable weight distribution and
spread, a move favored by most of the competitors. This
automatically made for two more faces. The emergence of

several young competitors and the failure of several of last

year’s top players to perform up to par during the champion-
ship competition at Los Angeles were also factors.

For the first time we have added a kata classification.

Seeing that only one pair managed to win more than one of

the three classes, this was fairly easy to choose.
Faye Allen, national women's AAU Judo Chairperson,

commented that she hoped that women’s shia and kata would
stay a part of the same national tournament the men are in.

“If we separate the women’s competition from men’s, it will

kill it, especially kata. Too many coaches could not afford to
travel to two separate national championships and most of

them would choose the men’s shia. This would leave the
women without coaches and adequate refereeing. If you
separate kata and shia into two contests, a lot of good players
like Fran Tomlinson, who compete in both, would have to
choose one or the other because of the problems of cost and
getting time off from their jobs or school. We have to keep
them together, at least until the women’s nationals get a lot

bigger and a lot stronger and we get more women certified as

officials.”

Generally it was agreed the level of women’s shia has
advanced considerably from the first go round last year in

Phoenix, and that all that was lacking to bring it up to par
with the men’s was depth. The top women are really tops, but
too many classes had only a few top flight contestants. This
was very obvious to most experienced observers, but it was
equally obvious that the future for American worpen's judo is

very promising.

Top Women Judoka
MAUREEN BRAZIEL

Braziel’s win in the 1975
Senior Women’s Champion-
ships, Open Class, didn’t draw
as much attention as her loss

in the overall contest. "I just

slipped, it was stupid,” was
her explanation. She became
one of only two American
women to ever bring home a

gold medal in international

competition when the 29 J

year-old Brooklyn nidan won
the European Women’s Open
Championships in Switzer-

land. She has won her class in

the National AAU Champion-
ships two years in a row.

Braziel hopes to be a physical

education teacher someday,
but right now has her sights

on 1980 and the possibility

of women competing in the

Olympics. A strong player,

Braziel’s favorite technique is

osotogari but is using more
uchimata (thigh throw)
lately.

DEBBIE FISHER

Crockett, California's

sankyu Debbie Fisher is an

example of the tremendous
inequities that still exist in

judo promotional standards.

Besides winning this year’s

165-pound and over class in

Los Angeles, the 23-year-old

Fisher took first in the Pacific

AAU Brown Belt Champion-
ships — a feat that would
have gotten any man a bat-

sugan to shodan. She took
firsts in the 1972 Women’s
Judo Championships, Black
Belt Division and in the

150-165 pound class in the
USJA Women’s Nationals in

Columbus, Ohio. Seoitoshi is

the favorite technique of

Fisher, a manager of an

amusement park.

FRANCES GLAZE AND
BONITA HUDAK

Toledo, Ohio’s 25-year-old
nidan Bonita Hudak and
27-year-old shodan Frances
Glaze, together, took first

place in both a ju no kata and
katame no kata in 1975 while
taking third place in nage no
kata. Previous years saw them
win first place in the 1974
USJA Nationals in both
katame no kata and nage no
kata; first place in both
katame no kata and ju no
kata and second place in nage
no kata in the 1974 Senior
Nationals; overall kata cham-
pions in 1973 at the Senior
AAU Championships; first

place in ju no kata and sec-

ond place in katame no kata
at the USJA Women’s Nation-
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als in 1972; second place in

katame no kata in the AAU
Nationals in 1972. This tall,

slender pair’s kata are de-

scribed as looking so smooth
as to be effortless. Glaze is a

geologist and assistant at a

jewelry operation and Hudak
is a physical education
teacher.

LYNNE LEWIS
Seventeen-year-old Lynne

Lewis of Revere, Massachu-
setts, won the 110-pound and
under class in the Women’s
Senior Nationals and first

place in the 1975 High
School Nationals, 115 pounds
and under class. The ikyu
previously took first place in

the New England High School
Championships and was New
England AAU District Cham-
pion in '73, ’74 and ’75,

finishing second in the overall

competition in both ’74 and
’75. Lewis’ favorite technique
is uchimata (thigh throw).

She is an example of the fine

young female players this

country is developing in spite

of old fashioned, unfair re-

strictions placed on them.

RINA McCALMONT
El Cajon, California nikyu

Rina McCalmont took first

place in the 166-pound and
under class this year after

finishing second in the

150-pound and under class

last year in Phoenix. The
18-year-old's favorite tech-

nique is ogoshi (hip throw).
After only two years in judo,
McCalmont has racked up an
impressive list of wins includ-

ing the distinction of being
the first woman to win the
Garrie Merit Award. The
18-year-old nikyu received a

certificate of recognition for

outstanding performance in

judo from the Pacific South-
west AAU. McCalmont is a

student at Grossmont Col-
lege.

DEVIE NELSON
A sankyu in judo and a

shodan in jujitsu, 23-year-old
Devie Nelson of San Bruno,
California, won the Pacific

AAU Championships as well

as the 130-142 pound nation-

al championship. In 1974 she
won the Far Western Wo-
men’s Judo Championships
and placed third in the USJA
Women’s Championships in

Little Rock, Arkansas. Prior

to launching her judo career

Nelson won awards in track
ranking fourth nationally in

the 440 in 1967 and fifth in

the 880-yard runs. The
sankyu is a high school physi-
cal education teacher.

BONNIE KORTE
In addition to winning

first in the 1975 Senior Wo-

men's AAU Championships,
142-154 pound class, Bonnie
Korte of Hazelwood, Mis-

souri, went on to win the
grand championship against
Diane Pierce. Korte’s biggest

accomplishment came in the
fall of 1974 when she won a

silver medal in the British

Women’s Open on the
strength of five ippon wins.
Since winning the national

AAU victories last year,

Korte added the National
YMCA Championship to her

list of titles. Fast and strong
and operating equally well

standing up or on the mat,
the nidan-ranked Korte’s
favorite techniques are taioto-

shi (body drop) and osotogari
(major outer reap). She is a

commercial art illustrator and
teaches judo.

DIANE PIERCE
Thirty-year-old Hopkins,

Minnesota, nidan Diane
Pierce took the 110-120
pound class in the Women’s
Senior Nationals this year. In

1974 she won both the Na-
tional YMCA Championships
and the USJA Women’s
Championships for the third

consecutive time. Not a kata
contestant, Pierce is strictly a

fighter. This judoka has one
of the best balanced attacks
of all the women fighting

today but tends to use her

choking and arm bar tech-

niques when fighting in over-

all competition, where they
serve to neutralize weight dif-

ferences. Pierce used both to

good advantage in the 1974
British Women’s Open when
she took a silver medal, losing

only to Therese Nguyen of

Switzerland.

FRAN TOMLINSON
Thirty-two-year-old sho-

dan Fran Tomlinson has won
the ju no kata class in every

local or regional competition
she has entered, this year
taking third in the nationals.

In addition to winning the
120-130 pound class nation-

als with five straight ippon
wins this year, the Arlington,

Virginia, shodan placed third

in the 135-pound class in the

1974 Women's AAU Cham-
pionships and third in the

1974 USJA Women’s Cham-
pionships. Tomlinson’s most
effective technique is haraigo-

shi (hip sweep), although she
balances this out with a

strong seoinage (shoulder

throw) and a good osotogari.

The shodan was voted Po-
tomac Valley's AAU Wo-
men's Judo, Outstanding Ath-
lete for two years running.

When not studying her judo,

Tomlinson is a treasury mana-
ger for a telephone company.

Top Women Karateka

Because of the recent growth of popularity in women’s
participation in karate, this year BLACK BELT has included

an alphabetical listing of the top ten women competitors ac-

cording to results from a telephone survey of random female
competitors. While we feel the female balloting system falls far

short of the more equitable procedure we use for the men, the

inconsistencies still prevalent in women’s competition force us

to rely on it. We hope that by next year we will be able to

devise a more far-reaching and acceptable voting format for

our female fighters.

MARION BERMUDEZ

Winning her way into the

top ten women karateka from
purple to brown belt rank-

ings, Marion Bermudez has

been competing seriously for

three years. From her in-

structor Fred Stilli, she has

learned the kempo style that

has won her first place at Ed
Parker's 11th Annual Inter-

national Karate Champion-
ships, Ralph Krause’s 6th
Annual Rocky Mountain
Karate Championships, and
numerous other tournaments,
competing in women’s ad-

vanced classes. Known mostly

for freesparring, Bermudez

competes and wins in form
competition also. At Sam
Allred’s 6th Annual tourna-

ment, she walked off with the

lightweight crown. From her

home base in Phoenix,
Bermudez travels nationwide

to seek top competitors and
will pit her talents against

men and women alike.

DEBBIE BONE

From Seminole, Florida,

Debbie Bone began hitting

the Southeastern circuit from
the brown belt division. A
consistent winner, Bone
competes in both sparring

and forms. In 1974 she

placed first in the brown belt

forms division against stiff

competition at the Battle of

Atlanta. She is said to be one
of the most promising women
fighters in the country.

BARBARA BONES

A former student of top-

tenner Malia Dacascos,
Barbara Bones has shown the

moves and determination that

caused her 1974 opponents
to remember her well. Just a

fledgling fighter, Bones, for-

merly of the Denver area,

now fights from her home
territory in the Northeastern
United States. Though her

competition has been limited,

Bones is rated as one of the

most promising newcomers in

the fighting ring.

MALIA DACASCOS

Employing the system of

kajukenbo, a combination of

kung-fu, karate, judo, jujitsu

and kenpo, Malia Dacascos
has carried away a fair share
of the most prestigious
trophies and first place

awards in the tournament
circle. Having taken top
honors in fighting, where she
dazzles opponents and spec-

tators with her roundhouse
kicks, she is known for

hitting only the tournaments
which offer the toughest

competition. Where there

existed no division for her

class, she competed and won
against men. However,
Dacascos prefers to compete
in forms, where she can over-

whelm judges and fans alike

with her soft, long-range and
close-in techniques of won
hop kuen do, as she did when
she walked off with the first

place honors at Ed Parker’s

11th Annual International

Karate Championships. The
mother of two boys, Malia
advanced in rank under the

instruction of her husband
Al.

(Continued on page 79)
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Your CMHKctln with the Sqerstars

Who'sWho
indie

Martial Arts

and Directory

WHO'S WHO IN THE MARTIAL ARTS & DIRECTORY©
By Bob Wall

Costar of Bruce Lee's Enter The Dragon

This unique book presents for the first time the names and addresses of thousands

of martial arts studios in the United States, and an informative supplement

highlighting the positive contributions of America's premier martial artists.

Compiled and written by Bob Wall, the evil Oharra of Enter The Dragon, it provides

an invaluable guide for those students and instructors who have been plagued by

unsuitable addresses or insufficient mailing lists. The serious fan will finally be able

to correspond with his favorite star without waiting for months to obtain the

address elsewhere. Promoters and merchants alike can share the benefits of having

the most comprehensive mailing list available at their very fingertips.

The informative Who's Who supplement lists the accomplishments of more than

100 contemporary leaders who have shaped the martial arts into an important part

of Americana. Photographs and statistical data accompanies the list of significant

contributions fostered by each Who's Who member. This extraordinary package

deal is like buying two books for the price of one.

BL10 $5.95

ENTER THE DRAGON FLIPBOOK
Straight from the vaults of Warner Brothers, Bob Wall

demonstrates two of his favorite techniques, a sweep and

counter defense against a round kick by Jim Kelly and a

jumping spinning back kick. By flipping the pages, the 25

illustrations come to life to teach you the exact execution of

each technique. A must for collectors

BL11 $1.00

CHUCK NORRIS' TANG SOO DO KARATE
The 200-page personal training manual of America’s first Hall of Fame fighter and one of

its most highly regarded instructors. More than 650 action photos detail the champion's

warm-up exercises, his fighting and self-defense techniques, 11 fully illustrated kata, and

the complete series of promotion exams. A unique binding permits easy reference and

lasting durability.

BL12 $7.50

Make money orders or cashier's checks payable to:

R.A. Wall Investments. Inc.

DEPT. BL
11604 Dilling St., Studio City, Cal. 91605

NAME .

STREET.

CITY

STATE-

If your order is

Up to $7.00 Add 65i
Up to $9.00 Add 80^

Up to $15.00 . .Add $1.25

QTY.

-ZIP-

ORDER NO. PRICE

TOTAL

Calif, res. add 6% sales tax

shipping & handling

total amount enclosed

TOTAL

C.O.D.’s not accepted. Send money orders or cashiers checks. Foreign countries: please submit Int’l M.O. or Bank Draft,

payable in U.S. funds and add 50% more postage.
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Sumo
Sumo, a basic form of

unclad grappling is deeply
embedded in ancient combat
values which makes its ration-

ale other than purely spor-

tive. Fully effective in com-
bat, the object of this ancient

fighting art was to cause one
of the opponents to surrender
unconditionally. It is ori-

ginally known as sumai,
which is the ancient Japanese
word for "struggle” and is a

combat form that came to

have far-reaching effects on
all "empty hand" combat for

the bushi and even for the
modern cognate budo forms.

According to the Nihon
Shoki (23 B.C.), combat

sumo (sumai) began on a

beach at Izumo in Shimane
Prefecture where Tajima-no-
Kehaya met Nomi-no-Sukune
in a fierce fight. Sukune
defeated Kehaya by frac-

turing Kehaya’s ribs with a

kick from a standing position,

knocking him to the ground
and crushing his hipbone.
Kehaya died from these in-

juries. This bout is the origin

of combat sumo and Sukune
is, thus, its founder.

In time a religious element
crept into sumo and fights

were staged as an oblation to

the gods in exchange for di-

vine protection. During the
Nara period (710-94), sumo

was patronized by the Im-
perial family, and wrestlers
from all parts of Japan were
summoned to attain special

social status as guards to the
court. By Heian times
(794-1185), sumo had be-

come popular as a spectator
sport.

The determination of
sport "victory”—touching the
ground with any other part of
the body than the feet meant
defeat—was abandoned and
special emphasis was placed
on the gaining of skill in

grappling from a standing
position as well as taking an
opponent to the ground and
holding him helpless.
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Weapon/
Throughout history,

weapons have made turning

points in our society. The
need for survival, whether for

food or for protection, has

led us to mold instruments
duplicating prehistoric ani-

mals with their intrinsic pro-

tectors as a defensive measure
and innovating rocks and
steelware as offensive aims.

People with a fascination

for weapons have invented

countless types of instru-

ments for their needs. These
weapons have been im-
provised to be used in the arts

of self-defense. Some of the
more popular ones from the
simplest forms have been in-

corporated in the martial arts,

such as the stick, the cudgel,

the club and the mace. The
battle-axe evolved - from the
hachet. The spear, lance and
rapier are used for throwing
and thrusting. The dagger is

for cutting and thrusting. The
one and two-edged sword or

the lengthened dagger devel-

oped after the discovery of

metals. The nunchaku, the

bo, the sai, the kama and the

surushin are some weapons
that were an improvisation of

farm implements which the
ingenious farmers converted
into effective protective de-

vices. The spike (shuriken)

and chain (manrikigusari)

which came from Japan are

classified by the law as being
deadly or dangerous weapons.

In the martial arts, weap-
ons are employed for both
creative and destructive uses.

Used correctly, they can pro-

vide a stimulating and prac-

tical training device and at

the same time they can be a

means of education and dis-

cipline.
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FIGHTERS
INEUROPE
Judo

If you compare this list with the one we printed in the

1974 YEARBOOK, you’ll find only four new names. But six

judomen who survived this hectic year on European tatami are

not in the same spots they occupied last year. European

judomen were busy getting themselves in shape for the 1975

World Judo Championships and, even more seriously, for the

1976 Olympics. In the process some scored more victories,

reached good form earlier, developed new tactics more

successfully than others, and the result is this list. Several

tournaments such as the following influenced the ratings: the

prestigious Pre World Championships Tournament in Vienna in

1974, several international tournaments in Paris, Tiflis and

Tokyo, where European elite went to see how their new stuff

works on tatami, and of course, the European Judo Champion-

ships. But, as before, it is often not enough to win a title in the

European Judo Championships to make the Top Ten list.

If one thinks there are too many Russians on the list, one

Copy rig!
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should have seen them on the tatami during the past year. And
do not get the wrong impression of wrestlers with judogi,

musclemen who use uncanny tricks. Judo is now an estab-

lished sport in the Soviet Union and judomen, though they

may have some sambo-wrestling experience, are real judomen
and exclusively judo trained fighters of great technical skill,

big fighting spirit and fine physical shape.

David Starbrook of Britain (No. 4), Dietmar Hotger of East

Germany (No. 5), Sergei Melnichenko of the Soviet Union

(No. 8) and Goran Zuvela of Yugoslavia (No. 10) failed to

make the list in 1975, but they were very close to the selected

ten. Several other judomen, notably Thorsten Reissmann and

Wolfgang Zuckschwerdt of East Germany, Shengali Pitselauri,

Amiran Muzaev and Sergei Dvoinikov of Soviet Union, Angelo

Parisi of Britain and some other Europeans are very close, and

constitute the other half of the “top twenty.” They can all

win medals in the World Championships or Olympics.

1. Vladimir Nevzorov
Welterweight (154
pounds), Soviet Union

This small, five-feet-seven,

baby-faced Russian from the

town of Maikop, does not

look like one to be tagged

best European judoman. But
appearance can be wrong, as

welterweights tapped the

mats in surrender when this

23-year-old applied his arm

lock. He stunned the world
when he won the 1974 Pre

World Judo Championships
tournament in Vienna besting

Japanese welterweight K.
Ishimine.

Nevzorov conquered Euro-
pean welterweights easily and
effortlessly in the 1975 Euro-
pean Championships, scoring

nothing less than ippon (full

points) in his contests.

Arm lock is his most
feared weapon, but Nevzorov
is not a man to drag oppo-

nents to the mat to apply arm
locks. He scores points with

finely timed throws — seoi-

hage (shoulder throw) or

sasaetsurikomigoshi (prop-

ping ankle throw). Graduated
from Maikop University Nev-

zorov now teaches physical

education. He will probably

be on the Olympic team in

Montreal, with his eye on a

gold medal.

2 . Givi Onashvili

H eavy weight (275
pounds), Soviet Union

Not a very stylish player,

Onashvili belongs to the now
vanishing generation of sam-
bomen-tumed-judomen. But
he will surely be around when
medals are distributed at the

1975 World Championships.
A physical education

teacher in the Soviet Army,
Onashvili, from Tiflis, Geor-
gia, is 28 now. His collection

of trophies includes a bronze

medal from the Munich
Olympic Games and three

European heavyweight titles.

Onashvili’s makikomi
(winding throw) gets his op-

ponents down where a pin

with 275 pounds on top is

impossible to escape.

Six-foot-four Onashvili is a

permanent inhabitant of our
list. No. 9 in 1970 and 1971,
he moved up to No. 5 posi-

tion in 1973 and even

reached No. 3 in 1974.
Onashvili can reach No. 1

spot before he retires in

1977, when this huge Geor-
gian will be thirty.

3- Sergei Novikov
H eavy weight (230
pounds), Soviet Union

First of the fine stylists

the Soviet Union developed

in judo, Novikov dropped
from his No. 1 spot in 1974
to No. 3 position.

Third place winner in the

1973 World Championships,
Novikov won third place in

the Pre World Judo Cham-
pionships tournament in

Vienna in 1974. After two
victories in European open-
weight championships in ’73

and ’74, Novikov lost the title

in 1975 to teammate Nizher-

adze.

The blonde Ukrainian
from Kiev is 26, and having

lost some weight, now packs

230 pounds on -his powerful
six-foot-three frame. He is

fast and scores brilliantly

with powerful osotogari (ma-
jor outer reaping throw) and
sometimes uses nice taiotoshi

(body drop). He can also win
by pinning, but prefers to

score with throws and shuns
matwork. Novikov has a very

good defense and is not the

aggressive type of fighter. He
takes his time, usually waiting

for a chance to score with

just one decisive series of

attacks.

A university graduate in

physical education, Novikov
will probably remain among
the best Europeans for several

more years.

4. Dzibilo Nizheradze

Heavyweight (2 70
pounds), Soviet Union

Nizheradze’s first time
among the best 10, the po-

liceman from Tiflis is another

giant from Georgia. Much like

his teammate Onashvili, Niz-

heradze is no stylist. At 29,

he relies on his strength and
former sambo-wrestling skills,

rather than fine judo.

He lost to Japanese champ
Haruki Uemura in the Pre

World Championships tourna-

ment in Vienna in 1974, but
the Japanese are afraid that

next time he can topple their

heavyweights. Nizheradze is

more dangerous to the Japan-

ese than other ranking Soviet

players because of his solid

defense, and colliding with

him, the Japanese say, is like

running into a wall.

Standing six-foot-three,

packing 270 pounds, Niz-

heradze uses makikomi or

ukiwaza (floating throw) to

get opponents to the ground
and then pins them for point.

With solid defense, he lets

opponents attack, then coun-
ters successfully.

5. Jean Paul Coche
Middleweight (176
pounds), France

France’s best judoman was
10th in 1973, second in 1974
and is now in No. 5 position.

The reason — frequent in-

juries. He was European
champion in 1972, but could

not fight in 1973. Coche won
the title again in 1974, but in

1975 he injured his shoulder

and fought without confi-

dence, losing his title.

Europe’s best middle-

weight’s biggest success was
his victory in the 1974 Pre

World Championships tourna-

ment. The 176-pounder was
the winner despite Japanese

and American participation.

His aim is to get the medal in

the 1975 World Champion-

(Continued on page 82)

TOP TEN IN ACTION. The
Soviet Union’s "Baby Faced
Tiger ” Vladimir Nevzorov (top

photo) throws East Germany's
Gunther Kruger. At right, Shota
Chochoshvili of the Soviet Union
counters German heavyweight

Jean Komosinski. Meanwhile,

East German light-heavyweight

Dietmar Lorenz (far right photo)

offsets the Soviet Amiran Muzaev
and later wins by a decision.
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Karate
The return of Dominique Valera to competition karate

highlighted this year’s European tournament circuit. He failed

to win individual titles in both heavyweight and openweight

European Championships, but still won enough tournaments

and matches to return to his No. 1 position. Another come-

back was the appearance of Dutch karateman William

Millerson, while three fighters are on this list for the first

time- England’s Eugene Codrington, Germany’s Willy Voss

and France’s Jacques Abdurraman.

Our 1974 list was halved to make places for these five

fighters: No. 1 Jan Kallenbach of Holland who retired after

winning the European Championships in 1974, and No. 6

Richard Scherer of Germany who did the same-both men are

over 30 and instructors now. (Three other old-timers failed to

make the list.) No. 7 Francis Didier of France is only 16, and

he could have qualified, but he shunned tournaments this past

year and could not be ranked. No. 5 Francois Petitdemange of

France and No. 10 Jean Luc Mami of France did fight during

1975, but were outperformed by new arrivals.

France still fields the strongest team in Europe, but British

karate is almost as powerful, and may surpass the French very

soon. Belgium, Holland, Switzerland and Germany are also

very strong and keen competition between countries helps de-

velop better training methods, and eventually, better karate-

men.

As before, only members of the European Karate Union,

the official European organization, are listed. Representing

more than 80 percent of the continent’s karatemen, although

EKU is the strongest, it is not the sole federation. Several small

organizations recently formed the JKA European chapter, the

Amateur European Karate Federation, which boasts some fine

fighters, but they participated in only a few closed tourna-

ments and could not compare favorably with EKU stalwarts.

Korean karate or tae kwon do is getting strong in Europe, but

the pupils of Korean instructors fight only between them-

selves, and they use completely different competition rules. It

seemed unfair to compare them to karatemen, though many

are certainly capable subjects for this list.

1. DOMINIQUE VALERA
Heavyweight, France

Big Cat Valera is certainly

the best karateman developed

in Europe. His reason for re-

tiring at 26 in 1973 was

simple-he believed he did

everything he could, winning

587 out of his 602 official

matches, collecting titles and

trophies in Europe, Japan and
the U.S. In 1975 he came
back, urged by the French

Karate Federation to fight in

the 1975 World Champion-
ships in Long Beach.

Valera helped his team win

the title at the European Ka-

rate Championships and won
so many contests that no-

body can really challenge his

No. 1 position. He was No. 1

on our list every year from

1968 till 1972 and No. 2 in

1973.

A powerful ankle-sweeping

throw followed by a fast

punch is his main weapon. It

is his trademark in Europe,

causing audiences to look for

the throw that is envied even

by judo champions. The
heavyweight’s front or round-

house kicks are excellent and

his punches are powerful too.

The six-foot, 195 pounder

operates five dojo and is a

black belt judoka.

2. BRIAN FITKIN
Heavyweight, England

During 1975 this six-foot,

190-pound Londoner proved

he could be ranked higher

than the No. 10 spot he

vacated in 1973 and the

No. 9 position in 1974.

Among Fitkin’s scalps the

biggest is from No. 1 Domi-
nique Valera’s head. In this

fine match, Fitkin defeated

the French champ and he also

bested other ranking
European karatemen.

Before proving himself in

regimented European tourna-

ments, Fitkin did wonders in

contact karate notably
famous Mas Oyama’s open
tournaments in Japan. He
likes this kind of test, but can

also control his punches and
kicks splendidly for no-

contact matches.

The 28-year-old English-

man is known for sweep-and-

punch combinations, but has

developed a thrusting front

kick. His main drawback is

that he enjoys fighting but

winning is not so important
to him.

3. WILLIAM HIGGINS
Middleweight, England

A European middleweight

champion in ’74 and ’75, run-

nerup in the 1973 World

Championships, this
medium-built 155 pounder is

always at the top of our list.

He was No. 6 in ’70, No. 4 in

’72 and ’73, and No. 2 in

1974.

Higgins studied several

styles of karate and is now a

teacher in his own right. The
f i v e - f o o t-seven middle-
weight’s main scorer is a re-

verse punch, and usually his

tactics are to wait for an op-

ponent’s attack and then

block and punch for a point.

“Billy,” 29, from Wigan,

near London, will surely par-

ticipate in the 1975 World

Championships in Long
Beach. Patient, cunning ma-
neuvers mark his wins.

4. EUGENE CODRINGTON
Heavyweight, England

Tall (six feet two) and big

(192 pounds), this electrician

from Birmingham performs
like a seasoned fighter.

Codrington displayed a

roundhouse kick which was
so fast and accurate that

many of his opponents at the

European championships
could not even wince when it

scored on their temples. With

the help of sensei Toro Taka-
mizawa, Codrington follows

the wado style of karate and,

in 1974 bested all wado ka-

ratemen in Europe. A
member of Temple Karate

Centre in Birmingham, the

heavyweight also plays soccer

and badminton.

5. JOSEPH ROGER PASCHY
Lightweight, France

This small, quiet man off

the mat turns into a terror in

the ring. Only five feet eight

and 150 pounds, Paschy
fights the heavyweights with

a zealous drive to win. Paschy
won the European light-

weight championships in ’72

and ’73, and lost in ’74, but

was back in ’75 to win all the

matches and recapture his

crown. Exclusively a

shotokan stylist, Paschy is a

(Continued on page 81

)
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JKD Now Available on
Postertechniques!»

There’s been a lot of speculation

as to what Jeet Kune Do is or is not.

Bruce Lee’s original students - to whom
he entrusted his legacy - are anxious to

see JKD flourish, by perpetuating it

correctly. These few are the most
qualified to teach publically the art

of JKD: Taky Kimura; Dan Inosanto;

Dan Lee; Tony Luna; Richard Bustillo;

Ted Wong; Larry Hartsell; and Jerry

Poteet.

JKD was Bruce Lee’s philosophy.

It is based on things he personally

observed to be true. It is a means of

knowing yourself physically, spiritually

and emotionally. JKD utilizes all ways
and means to serve its end; it is bound by
none and is therefore liberated.

Bruce Lee was JKD, a man at least

a hundred years ahead of his time. In

the future many of his principles will

be discovered by petitioners “swimming
in water.” As a tribute to him, after

much soul-searching, we have decided

to share some of his methods, thereby

giving him the credit he rightly deserves

for his many innovations in the Martial

Arts. We dedicate these posters then,

to his memory and spirit.

These posters are based on Bruce
Lee’s supplemental training on a

wooden dummy. Do not mistake wooden
dummy training as an end in itself. It

is merely a means to an end: the ultimate

is actual sparring. The exercises depicted
are performed by Dan Inosanto, Richard
Bustillo and Jerry Poteet - all original

Bruce Lee students. The exercises are

performed on the actual wooden dummy
Bruce Lee imported from Hong Kong
and then modified to his personal

specifications. Although the dummy will

never replace a live sparring partner, it is

useful for blocking, striking, grabbing

and pulling which can be performed with
full force.

The posters include a dedication to

Bruce Lee, authentic JKD combinations
on the dummy, along with applications

on an opponent.

POSTERTECHNIQUES were conceived as a fundamental training aid, consisting of professional
quality photographs that depict techniques in clear detail. Posters are made to be wall-mounted,
so that the forms can be followed without having to pause to turn the pages as in a book. They are
2 colors and 22 x 28 inches in size. Each is produced by professional photographers and designers.

WEAPONRY: Tadashi Yamashita,
weapons master and motion picture

star, demonstrates the techniques of

two traditional weapons-the nunchaku
and tonfa-by way of a pair of truly

unique posters. f**!i*;

SBi*.
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SIL LUM WIN6 CHUN: Sifu Tommy Ho
and Douglas Wong include the entire

"Little Idea" exercise form and its

application against an opponent
in this one-of-a-kind poster. Side and
back views are shown for clarification.

BKF KENPO KARATE: The 8lack

Karate Federation is renowned
for producing oustanding
tournament competitors.

Founder Steve Sanders demon-
strates some of their favorite

combat tactics, the BKF salute,

using peripheral vision, close-

ups of blocking and striking

responses.
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SURVIVAL IN THE STREET: Sifu Carl

Totton and Douglas Wong demonstrate
self-defense tactics for the street,

using everyday implements including

keys, pens, chewing gum, newspapers,
dirt, clothing, cosmetic goods, garbage

cans. etc. A must-especially for those

without any previous martial arts

training.
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ESCRIMA: As taught by Dan Inosanto

and Richard Bustillo at the Filipino

Kali Academy. Poster -1 shows the

different weapons of Escrima,

various stick sizes, salute, basic

stances, blocks and strikes. Poster
= 2 shows twirling exercises, striking

combinations and proper angling

with weapons AND empty hands

against an opponent.

TANG S00 DO: Third-ranked

professional Karate star.

Darnell Garcia, performs the

many hand and foot techniques

of the Korean Mu Duk Kwan.

Included are punching and

kicking exercises and close-ups

of the primary striking areas

or the hands and feet.
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THREE-SECTION-STAFF:
Eric Lee, kata's famed "Little

King”, describes the history,

dimensions, salute, stances,

maneuverability and blocking
and striking techniques of

this ancient Chinese weapon.
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George Foon Graphic Design
7011 Sunset Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90028

Allow 2 weeks for
checks to clear

* and 2 weeks for
mail delivery

1 Poster - $2.75

4 or more - $2.50 each

All 11 - $25 / set

Escrima
Inosanto

1 2

Tadashi
Yamashita

Tonfa Nunchaku

H 3-sectional
| |m Eric Lee l—

1

Darnell r~l
Garcia 1 1

Survival i—

i

in Streets L_J

1 BKF
(

1_ Sanders 1—

1

Wing f—

I

Chun 1—

1

$25
set n

JKD by
Dan
Inosanto

Calif, residents
add 6% sales tax —

add $1.00
for shipping _
and container

total enclosed -

1.00

Copy i
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Judo
With the collapse of the

feudal system in mid-18th
century Japan, came the de-

cline of martial arts there.

What founder Jigoro Kano
preserved from jujitsu came
to be known as judo, “the
gentle way.” Two viewpoints
regarding the purpose of this

system exist. One school be-

lieves the whole reason be-

hind judo is its use in defeat-

ing the opponent—through
any means imaginable. The
other school, which is the one
more closely identifiable to

Kano’s interpretation of judo,

puts emphasis on "ju,” gentle

giving way and “do," the

way. The art includes studies

in the principles of broken
balance, movement, leverage,

utilization of weight and
effort of one's opponent in

executing techniques and
mental attitude.

There are five stages of

instruction in this martial art,

each containing eight throws.

For every throw and trick

there is a counter-throw and
counter-trick involving def-

inite principles of movement.
In a fighting situation the

judoka induces his antagonist

to lunge forward making him
easy to throw. When an op-

ponent attacks, the judoist

first defends, thus auto-
matically causing an offensive
action to take place. The at-

tacker’s power, weight or size

are not significant as one em-
ploys the effort of his op-
ponent to defeat him. In judo
training one learns to antici-

pate suitable positions and
the perfect moment of

action. This decisive moment
is not consciously planned,

but comes simply as a natural

reaction to the movement of

the opponent. One can tell a

good judo player when his

moves are performed with
gentleness; rough violent

actions indicate incorrect

training.
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Toi Chi Chucin
T’ai chi ch’uan, meaning

boxing or physical exercises,

is characterized by its delib-

erately even, slow, continu-
ous, circular, well-balanced
and rhythmic movements.
The flowing nature of the
movements is natural and en-
hances the normal functions
of the human body. Through
earnest and diligent practice

of t'ai chi ch’uan flexibility,

graceful lightness of move-

ment and emotional refresh-

ment can result.

But looking back through
its history, t’ai chi ch’uan as a

free-hand exercise for health
is theoretically first recorded
in the period of the Three
Kingdoms (about 220 A.D. to
265 A.D.) in China. A famous
Chinese physician named
Hua-t’o, an expert in a

method of breathing life into
the sick that did not rely on

medicine alone, was gifted in

ways of building up health
through exercise.- He taught
his disciples movements of

the five creatures—tiger, deer,

bear, ape and bird. These
movements are the basis of

t'ai chi ch’uan. Later at the
dawning of the Ming Dynasty
(1368 A.D.), Chang Shan-
feng elaborated on the

movements, applying the har-

monization of yin and yang

to the fundamental move-
ments.

T’ai chi ch'uan is widely
practiced today in China as

well as in many countries. It

is not surprising to see groups
of people of all ages gathering

at the same spots outdoors
and in public parks, devoting

an hour or more to this form
of slow motion exercise.
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by Tom Sulak

It used to be you couldn’t bribe, threaten or plead karate

promoters into offering money at tournaments, but as soon as

some free-thinking, probably non-martial artist, gave out the

first few bucks, the keel was laid. In a few short years, what

had been the domain of the dyed-in-the-wool orthodox karate

instructor, transformed itself into prime grazing land for the

karate entrepreneur. All too soon everybody who could rent a

high school gym was throwing a “professional tournament.”

Each one was the first something-or-another. The scheduled

tournaments clamored for top billing, stepping on each other

like baby birds scrambling for the feeding. There were galactic

Christmas tournaments, super planetary Washington’s birthday

tournaments and even a solar system Mother’s Day tourna-

ment.

Things have finally begun settling down. The bigger events

try to schedule themselves evenly through the year, and the

annual affairs have come to be expected at certain times of the

year. And even though the karate purist fought tooth and nail,

“professional” karate punched a place into the hearts of the

spectators and the pocket books of some promoters. They

couldn’t have stopped it anyway. It’s what the American

people clamor for, high paid, fast paced action-with a

knockout. Aaron Banks, one of the first to ever promote a
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professional karate tournament believes “It was neccessary if

karate was to survive and become an accepted sport. People

want to see who wins,” says Banks, “not who should have

won.”

It wasn’t only the spectators who influenced the trend of

tournaments.

A lot of the fighters, as well as the crowds, were getting

tired of the amorphous titles and lack of monetary reward for

the action and effort. Every tournament was beginning to look

the same. Trophies got bigger and bigger but what good is a

closet full of 18 foot trophies. The fighters wanted more

reward and the promoters wanted more spectators. So it

seemed the only thing to do was offer cash. Along with the

cash prizes came a lot of speculative criticism. Many felt it

would ruin the art altogether and others felt it would cause

deaths and horrible injuries. So far a few deaths have occurred,

but only one in a pro tournament and it was not the direct

result of a karate blow. The other two were from amateur

tournaments. “A lot of the guys who were running around

yelling against pro karate are now holding their own pro

tourneys,” says Joe Corley, an outspoken pioneer of pro

karate in the Southeast. “The ‘flippy dippy’ kind of enter-

tainment has lost its appeal, people want to see the real thing,

they don’t want a referee picking the winner in a battle,

supposedly the deadliest form of fighting there is.” Corley

should know—he’s been disqualified more times than you can

imagine and he’s recently gone nine hard-fought rounds with

the nation’s top ranked middle weight Bill Wallace. From a

fighter’s standpoint, who can dispute his credentials? In

Corley’s opinion there’s no substitute for the real thing. And
you’ve got to be in shape for it. Professional karate takes

professional training, something that hasn’t caught up with a

lot of the fighters quite yet, Corley believes.

For a long time, most of the fighters were practicing on

their own time, spending their own money and traveling great

distances to compete in some of the larger tournaments.

For a while it’s okay, but how long can a person last

collecting bruises along with gaudy trophies. “I decided one

day that I was going to quit and that was the last day I ever

competed,” says Ken Knudsen, winner of the Top Ten
Nationals for two years, who felt it wasn’t getting him what he

wanted. The year they started to offer cash prizes he had

already made the decision to retire from the arduous and

unrewarding competition. He packed it in and went off to seek

greener pastures.

If pro tournaments had been offering money in his day,

would he have given “pro” competition more of a try?

“Definitely yes,” says Knudsen, “but you have to realize that

it’s only going to be good for a few, not for everybody, just a

few people, like Benny Urquidez. He’s been building up

audience appeal and within a few years he’s going to be able to

start to demand (higher salary) and be one of the few people

in the US or in the world that can demand a decent amount of

money.”
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FANS SEEM TO BE WONDERING, "What's it going to be Ref?” at

much publicized World Professional Karate Championships. Full-

standing slug (top) snake-roll (above) or intermediate slant (right) all

succeed in belting in points.

It wasn’t long ago a fighter couldn’t even ask for a certain

amount of money to fight. There were so many fighters willing

to compete for the going rate, the really good fighters had to

go along or lose their standing. “To the best of ipy knowledge,

it was Mike Anderson who started screaming about separating

the amateurs from the professionals, and the only way it could

be done was by giving the players money,” says Knudsen. “I

have to give all credit to him, to the best of my knowledge, he

was the first to give away a thousand dollars.”

There has, no doubt, been money offered before Mike

Anderson, but it was a turning point for the word “pro-

fessional karate.” No longer were fighters to remain mute

sluggers, following the tournaments and playing lackey to rude

promoters. Now they began to take on some semblance of

what the word meant.

Now that the fighters’ positions were becoming clearer, the

tournaments themselves had some things to iron out. They

went overboard with each other to see who could offer the

most prize money, with a few even going to the extent of

fraud to attract the crowds with big numbers. Fortunately,

only one has tainted the “pro” scene so far. Anywhere from a

$25 savings bond to $3,000 can be had under the right

circumstances. All the intrepid karateka must do is be willing

to play by the rules, which themselves are no less diverse than

the fluctuations in prize money. At some tournaments the

fighters can win money without fear of the “fight to the

finish,” when only semi-contact with padded equipment is

required. In others, full contact to the knockout is the rule.

But even before these you could win a few dollars in the old

non-contact fashion.

It’s not hard to see the state of “pro karate” means

different things in different areas. In the Southeast, Corley

claims full contact is considered “pro.” On the West Coast,

Darnell Garcia just won prize money in a tourney which was

semi-contact and a few months earlier on the East Coast,

brawny fighters vied for the cash-bareknuckled.

It would seem with all the new excitement over the pro
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tournaments, amateur tournaments would suffer. “Not so,”

says Algene Caraulia, well known tournament promoter from

Cleveland, Ohio. “There is going to have to be an amateur

group for people who are doing it solely for the recreation

benefits.” In fact most of the promoters pushing pro karate

feel there is no real threat to amateur karate. The general

response concerning the two aspects of competition karate is

that “they are two separate entities,” according to Caylor

Adkins, National AAU chairman. He believes pro and amateur

karate can co-exist. “There’s always going to be people who
prefer one or the other. Now that the AAU has accepted

karate as an authorized sport,” he concludes, “new interest is

springing up in the amateur ranks.”

Pro karate may not have affected amateur karate in the

tournament category but there are some rumblings in the

studio. Training for the pro matches is much different than for

amateur fighting where the contact is minimal and fighters

don’t have to go the rounds. We are probably going to see the

day when two types of training take place in the karate

studios, the professional training and the amateur. No doubt

the pro training will spill over to the amateur side. “We are

changing the training in the amateur dojo,” says John Therien.

“Starting September we’re putting in fighting rings and heavy

bags, because we’re going to put karate in Canada on the map.

We have some really good young men and we’re going to put

SERIOUS COMPETITORS soon grew impatient with bookcases full of
three-foot trophies and dwindling travel reserves. Sparring for money
seemed to be inevitable for pro fighters.

them through a workout for maybe a year or so and then we’ll

be ready to start our own league, or if they want to fight

separately, they’ll be ready to go on their own.” Joe Corley

claims, “We’re realizing some of the things we thought were

really deadly before aren’t so deadly after all and so we’re

changing our training methods for more realistic purposes.”

There’s no turning back now, pro karate has made its debut

and stirred up enough interest in the mainstream of martial

artists. New ideas and concepts have already begun to change

the thinking of some old-time martial artists and many are

gearing up for the change. What those changes will lead to are

as yet uncertain. As far as the tournaments go, the period of

experimentation is well into the core of public interest.

But no one really is sure of where it’s at right now and

opinions range from pessimism to elation. Ken Knudson plays

it safe and says “It (pro karate) spurted up and it appears at

this very moment to be floundering. And it seems like the

National Karate League is moving forward with progress, but

the general audience appeal isn’t there yet.”

It all depends on how you look at it. For some the appeal is

more apparent—enough, at least, to plan bigger and better pro

martial arts events. John Therien of Canada’s TSS Promotions

held his first pro martial arts event and comments that because

of the enthusiastic response, “we’re going to do something

bigger. We’re meeting with another promotions agency, and

we’ll see what’s going to happen. But the people are interested.

Just that little fight like the preliminary, which weren’t even

pros yet—they were amateurs going pro, if you want to put it

that way-and the crowd was turned on.”

Steve Armstrong, Northern California instructor and

promoter is against certain aspects of the half pro and half

amateur tournaments. “I am totally against paying black belts

and only giving the other people trophies. And I might be

cutting my own throat by doing this, but I really strongly feel

this way. I think you’re going to see a vast decline in a lot of

participants. Why should they come and do all of the work for

the black belts? I’m all for professionalism in karate, but are

we going to decline to boxing? And that’s just exactly what it

looks like with the use of the padded equipment. If that’s

what the black belts want, okay, let them pay. But don’t bring

in the other people (amateurs) into the tournament.”

It’s hard to say whether pro karate tournaments are going

to be the shot in the arm Ali gave to boxing, but they have

made a dent in the American public, not to mention a few of

the struggling promoters’ pockets. Already several tourna-

ments have been aired on television and more are in the

making. One upcoming film features select clips of fighters

during tournament trials. In fact most of the film is supposed-

ly based upon the action and excitement, suffering and pain of

the tournament competitor who makes it to the top. It’s

obvious that if pro karate is going to make it, the mass public

must appreciate it. “That’s right,” claims Mike Anderson,

considered to be one of the pioneers of the pro karate

movement. “If karate expects to make it, it has to appeal to

the market and that means to the buying power-women.
Women would have never watched boxing if it weren’t for Ali.

He brought in a lot more of the TV watching public because of

his SEX appeal. And that’s what karate is going to need,

Fighters who aren’t pugs, intelligent gentlemen. No sponsor

will want to associate his product with a punch of pugs,

battering away at each other. They want to see their product

aligned with clean cut good sportsmanship, and American

action.”
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SIZE A B C D E

0 44 22*4 17*4 13*4 27*4

1 4* 24*4 19*4 16 30

2 51 26*4 21*4 18 33

2*4 63*4 28 22*4 19 34

3 55*4 29 23*4 20 35*4

3*4 57*4 30 24 21 37

4 59 31 25 22 38Vi

4*4 61 32 26 23 40

5 63 33*4 27 24 41*4

5*4 64*4 34*4 27*4 25*4 43

6 66*4 •'5*4 28*4 26 44*4

XL 68*4 30*4 29 27 46

Standard size chart is as follows:

k-c^l -
colored belt of your choice.
PRO-KARATE BRAND Kung-Fu uniforms consist of a coat with

DETACH ORDER FORM BELOW DOTTED LINE

MAIL THIS FORM TO

Pro-Karate
P. O. BOX 95

GARDENA, CA 90747

Custom
100% cotton
Pure-white
Pre-shrunk

Easy Care
||
Heavy Duty

50% cotton II 100% cotton
50% poly
Pure-white II Canvas
Wash & Wear [I Pre-shrunk

—BEM
133 iniinl

I£1*33 1

IllttOl l

IIESEa i

IIIMiM
i

litnEiq i

IIM
IIEBE3

IIEjESI
IIE3EDI

HV-WllI

KFIiTill

25.00 19.00

Easy Care
50% cotton
50% poly
Black
Pre-shrunk

HEEDI

||
mini

Heavy Duty Kung-Fu
100% cotton Wash & Wear
Jet Black 50% cotton
Canvas 50% poly
Pre-shrunk Pre-shrunk

hi
EBDIHI
EE3I

Irnrrmg

EXmi
mm i

Emt
eeji
ESE3I

ItiiUI

IIE32DI

PLEASE
CHECK
COLOR
CHOICES
HERE

SASHES
BELTS

GI
SACKS

DESCRIPTION

Heavy duty knitted elastic shin & instep protector.

Heavy duty knitted elastic arm & hand protector.

Protects bones, tendons and knuckles of hand & wrist.

Mouth protector—$1500. Dental warranty. No taste, odor.

Head band—all colors available.

Etono-kick bag. Durable canvas Unfilled, No hardware
included. A small bag.

Kung-Fu. Available in all colors. (State color)

Available in all colors. (State color)

Black canvas with draw string.

Excellent beach or gym bag.

SIZE WAIST CUP

ML 40-44 MENS
MM 3^-38 MENS

MS 28-32 MENS
TXL 40-44 TEEN

TL 34-38 TEEN

!
PLEASE
INDICATE
SIZE

PRICE

S-M-L $12.95/pr

S-M-L 11.00/pr

S-M-L 5.75/pr

FITS ALL 1.25/ea

FITS ALL 1.00/ea

14" DIA.

36”LENGTH
15.00/ea

FITS ALL 3.40/ea

0 THRU XL 2.75/ea

10” DIAM
18”LENGTH

3.00/ea

10 SIZES 3.75/set

QTY total
ORD PRICE

6% Cal Tax
We pay all. ship-

ping except on Total
C.O.D. & special l-
handling, then you pay all cost

25% down on all C.O.D. No C.O.D.
under $25.00. No personal checks
Send bank check or money order.



Kendo
Kendo, the Japanese art of

the sword, is the modern re-

finement of the physically

aggressive and spiritually

dedicated samurai of ancient

Japan. While the samurai was
the battle equal of the Euro-

pean knight, his methods
varied in many ways. The
most significant differences,

which were eventually
adapted from the samurai by
the kendoist, were the two-

handed grasp and the circular

sweep of the shorter sword.
Each style of kendo is

named after the family that

refined it by combining the

useful patterns of other styles

with inventive methods of

their own. They all have the
basics, however, that allow
them to fall under the cate-

gory of kendo.
Equipment for the practi-

tioner of kendo consists of

the katana or live blade, the

bokken, a hardwood sword,
and a shinai, a bamboo staff.

The shinai is employed in

practice because it allows

complete freedom of move-
ment with very little risk of

injury.

Kendo armor consists of a

men, which is the head piece

with mask, the kote, or glove,

the tare, a hip and groin
protector, and the hakama, a

divided skirt.

Because of the rigorous

physical aggressiveness that

characterizes kendo training,

a great deal of emphasis is

placed on finding a balance
through contemplation. And
even today, while kendo is a

sport rather than an actively

practiced method of battle,

the spiritual training reigns as

an equal to the physical.
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Kung-fu, also known as

gung fu, is the fascinating old

Chinese style of karate which
originated in India and was
introduced by Dot Mor into

China. Although the hand
and foot blows are all similar

to the styles of karate, the

principle differences between
kung-fu and other styles of

karate are a preference for

clawing, stabbing hand blows
and a different, stylistic

manner of practicing the
forms.

However, kung-fu has two
main divisions and a number
of subdivisions with respect

to types of blows preferred,

style of practice and general

attitude toward the material.

The Southern styles show a

clear preference for strength

and power techniques, an in-

clination toward use of the
kicks and an emphasis on
hand conditioning.* The con-
trasting Northern styles em-
ploy soft, flowery move-
ments, emphasizing the lower
body and agile foot tech-

niques as well as many hand
combinations. Women and
children are especially at-

tracted by this style because
of the graceful ballet-like

movements.
To attain this skill for

effective fighting or self-

defense, at least seven years
of almost daily devotion and
arduous training are required.

If studied less than seven

years, the Chinese considers

this art not fully learned. The
stronger and more firm the

foundation, the higher the
student can build. In other
words, the more time spent
mastering the beginning
forms, the better the student
absorbs and learns to effec-

tively use the successive ones.
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TOPFIGHTERS
IN JAR\N

The results of this year's Top Ten listings

for karate and judo in Japan have been com-

piled respectively by two of our Tokyo cor-

respondents, Richard Blair and Andrew
Adams. Each fighter's eligibility for ranking

in both categories has been determined by

his performance and consistency in success-

ful tournament competition.
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Judo
1. HARUKI UEMURA

Godan, 5-9, 227 pounds,

winner of 1973 and 1975

All-Japan Championships;

winner of heavyweight title

in 1974 Soviet International

Meet; winner of heavy-

weight title in pre-World

Tournament meet of 1974;

runner-up in openweights

class of 1973 World Cham-

pionships; participated

four times in AJJC; par-

ticipated in 1972 Uni-

versiade.

2. CHONOSUKETAKAGI

Godan, 6-2, 234 pounds,

runner-up in 1973 and

1975 All-Japan Champion-

ships; winner of heavy-

weight title in 1973 World

Championships; winner of

heavyweight class in 1973

Soviet International Meet;

openweight champion in

1971 All-Japan Champion-

ships by Weight Categories;

winner of heavyweight

class in 1970 selection

tournament; competed

four times in AJJC.

3.

KAZUHIRO NINOMIYA

Godan, 6-4, 221 pounds,

current world judo cham-

pion as a result of winning

openweights class in 1973

World Championships;

runner-up in 1974 All-

Japan Championships and

quarterfinalist in 1975
AJJC; winner of 1970

Asian heavyweight title;

winner of heavyweight

class in 1973 French Inter-

national Meet; semifinalist

in 1971 AJJC; winner of

Kyushu Regional Tourna-

ment from 1972 through

1975; second place in

light-heavyweight class in

1970 All-Japan Champion-

ships by weight categories;

winner of light-heavyweight

title in 1967 All-Kansai

Area Meet; competed eight

times in AJJC.

4. YASUHIRO YAMASHITA

Sandan, 5-11%, 271 pounds.

Semifinalist in 1975 All-

Japan Championships —

best result ever in AJJC by

a high school student;

winner of 1974 Golden

Eagle Flag Meet; winner of

heavyweight title in 1973

All-Japan High School

Tournament; tied for third

place in heavyweight class

in 1974 AJHST.

5. NOBUYUKI SATO

Rokudan, 5-11, 194 pounds,

reigning world light-heavy-

weight champion following

victory in that class at

1973 World Champion-

ships at Lausanne; winner

of light-heavyweight title

in 1967 World Champion-

ships at Salt Lake City;

winner of 1974 All-Japan

Championships; runner-up

in 1967 and 1971 AJJC;

tied for third in open-

weights class in 1969 World

Championships in Mexico

City; second in light-heavy-

weight class in 1971 World

Championships; semifinal-

ist in 1972 AJJC; quarter-

finalist in 1970 AJJC and

competed nine times in All-

Japan Championships;

winner of All-Japan Indus-

trial League Tournament

in 1968; winner of open-

weights title in 1968 All-

Tokyo Meet; winner of

1968 All-Japan Sambo
Championships.

6. MASATOSHI SHINOMAKI

Godan, 5-11%, 254 pounds,

former world judo cham-

pion as a result of winning

openweight title in both

1969 and 1971 World

Championships; winner of

1970 All-Japan Champion-

ships; semifinalist in 1975
AJJC; quarterfinalist in

1971 and 1972 AJJC;

winner of 1974 Spain

International Meet; com-

peted six times in AJJC.

7. YOSHINARI SHIGEMATSU

Godan, 6-1, 194 pounds,

runner-up in middleweight

class in 1971 World Cham-
pionships; semifinalist in

1974 All-Japan Champion-

ships; quarterfinalist in

1975 AJJC; runner-up in

middleweight class in 1971

All-Japan Championships

by weight categories; com-

peted in the 1974 Soviet

International Meet; com-

peted four times in AJJC.
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8. SHOZO FUJI I

Godan, 5-8, 174 pounds,

reigning world middle-

weight champion as a result

of winning the title in that

class in the 1971 and 1973

World Championships;

winner of middleweight

title in 1971 French Inter-

national Meet; semifinalist

in 1973 All-Japan Cham-

pionships; winner of 1974

Asian middleweight title;

winner of middleweight

class in 1970 All-Japan

Junior Championships;

winner of 1973 All-Japan

Industrial League Tourna-

ment — with no weight

classes; competed four

times in AJJC.

9. TAKAO KAWAGUCHI

Yondan, 5-6, 140 pounds,

Olympic lightweight cham-

pion as a result of winning

the title in that class in

1972 Munich Olympics;

winner of lightweight title

in 1971 World Champion-

ships; second in 1973

World Championships;

winner of lightweight title

in 1970 Asian Champion-

ships; runner-up in light-

weight class in 1971 All-

Japan University Cham-

pionships.

10. SUMIO ENDO

Godan, 5-8, 260 pounds,

winner of heavyweight

class in 1974 All-Japan

Championships by Weight

Categories; winner of

heavyweight class in 1974

French International Meet;

semifinalist in 1974 All-

Japan Championships;

winner of openweights

class in 1972 and 1973

Soviet International Meet;

winner of heavyweight

title in 1971 All-Japan

University Championships;

winner of heavyweight

class in 1970 All-Japan

Junior Championships;

competed four times in

AJJC.

Karate
1. TOSHIRO MORI

Twenty-four, 5-9, 198

pounds, shotokan style, 10

years in karate, from Miyagi

Prefecture; winner of All

Japan Championship

Tournament, 1975 and

Tohoku Area Champion-

ship Tournament, 1974.

2. NORIMASA HAYAKAWA
Twenty-eight, 5-5, 154

pounds, shotokan style, 10

years in karate, from

Ibaragi Prefecture; All

Japan Championship

Tournament, 1975,

second; winner of Asian

Pacific Ocean Champion-

ship, 1975.

3. TETSUO TABATA

Twenty-seven, 5-9, 148

pounds, gojukai style, 10

years in karate, from

Wakayama Prefecture; All

Japan Championship, 1975
third; All Kansai Area

Championship, 1972,

second; Representative of

Asian Pacific Ocean Cham-
pionship, 1975, winner of

Croup Section.

4. KATUAKI SATO

Twenty-eight, 5-9, 194

pounds, kyokushinkai

style, 1 1 years in karate,

from Tokyo; winner of All

Japan Open Tournament,

1974; winner of All Japan

Open Tournament, 1971.

5. MINORU KAWADA

Twenty-three, 5-6, 161

pounds, shotokan style,

nine years in karate, from

Ibaragi Prefecture; All

Japan Championship

Tournament, 1975, third;

winner of Ibaragi Prefec-

ture's Championship

Tournament, 1974.

6. HITOSHI SHINJYO

Twenty-four, 5-7, 187

pounds, shitokai style, 10

years in karate, from

Saitama Prefecture; All

Japan Championship

Tournament, 1975, top

eight; winner of Kanto
Area Championship

Tournament, 1973;

winner of Saitama Pre-

fecture's Championship

Tournament, 1974.

7. ZENICHI ONO

Twenty-three, 5-6, 139

pounds, wadokai style,

eight years in karate, from
Fukushima Prefecture; All

Japan Championship

Tournament, 1975, top

eight; winner of Tohoku
Area Championship

Tournament, 1975.

8. TOSHINOBU OMOTO

Twenty-seven, 5-7, 172

pounds, rengokai style, 1

1

years in karate, from
Hyogo Prefecture; All

Japan Championship

Tournament, 1975, top

eight; Hyogo Prefecture's

Championship Tourna-

ment, 1970, third.

9. YASUO KAWAMURA

Twenty-six, 5-9, 161

pounds, gojukai style, 10

years in karate, from Saga

Prefecture; All Japan

Championship Tourna-

ment, 1975, top eight;

winner Saga Prefecture's

Championship Tourna-

ment, 1974.

10. HIROSHI KANEHARA

Twenty-eight, 6 foot, 172

pounds, rembukai style, 12

years in karate, from

Kanagawa-ken; winner

Kanto Area Championship

Tournament, 1974; winner

Kanagawa Prefecture's

Championship Tourna-

ment, 1975.
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flinjit/u
Japan’s feudal period from

the late 13th to the early

17th centuries served as the
setting for ninja, the cloak-

and-dagger artists. Ninja in-

volved themselves in every-

thing from sabotage, to ab-

duction, to espionage. With
rival warlords struggling for

power, the ninja’s services

were in demand.
Children born into Iga and

Koga systems (powerful ninja

organizations) were trained as

spies and died ninja; no other
avenue of life was open to

them. Iga and Koga youths
were full-time ninja while still

teenagers. Ninjitsu, developed
by this band of artists, mixed
bushido discipline with the
martial arts in existence at

!' the time.

Trainees learned to stay

submerged underwater for

several minutes at a time,

climbed cliffs and walls, de-

ceived their pursuers by ap-

pearing dead, displaced their

joints to slip out of knots and
predicted meteorological
conditions, such as the

santana winds, and used them
to their advantage.

A ninja concealed his

name, objectives and tech-

niques, even to the point of

death. One never appeared in

public without a disguise. A
monk today, tomorrow the
spy is a peddler on the road,

y

He is familiar with the local

dialect and geography and has
sufficiently grasped general

information necessary to pass

in his role.

The trainees from the Iga

School of Ninjitsu were
taught to establish a contact
who would aid the ninja in

staying underground. Female
agents proved invaluable in

obtaining secret information
through their ability to devel-

op relationships with power-
ful enemy officials. A long
hatpin concealed in her
coiffure served as her most
lethal weapon. Ninja con-

cocted their own pharmaceu-
tical remedies as well as

poisonous darts and sleep in-

ducing recipes.

For three centuries this

devoted stock of crafty spies

trudged marshy moats and

(

scaled castle walls across

Koga and Iga Provinces, sup-

plying the warring lords with

a sophisticated sabotage net-

work by which to advance
their battles.
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Revealed for the first time!
The method for quickly developing

INCREDIBLE STRENGTH
AND POWER...
from a world respected teacher of the Martial Aits!

Not just a course, not just another device but a

complete POWER TRAINING SYSTEM that in-

cludes a special power-building portable exerciser

designed and used by Tak Kubota himself.

Takayuki (Tak) Kubota World recognized teacher of the martial

arts. Technical advisor for fight sequences of numerous motion pic-

ture and TV films. Invitational demonstrator of martial arts at world
tournaments including special appearances at the OLYMPICS. In-

structor to world known celebrities and government agency per-

sonnel. Chief instructor for the International Karate Association.

The Kubota Power Training System will quickly show you how to

develop amazing strength and power with a flexibility and agility

that is “cat-like.” Tak Kubota has combined his world respected

knowledge of Karate, Aikido, Judo and Kendo into a simple step by
step program that can give you the BIG EDGE.

Whether you are a beginner or well advanced, the revolutionary
Kubota Training Exerciser* and plan will dramatically improve your
strength, power and flexibility.

Train in Secret! Yes, you can really surprise your friends or fellow

students with this new found power because the plan is designed to

be used in the privacy of your home or anywhere there is a door
when travelling. The Kubota Exerciser weighs but ounces, compact
enough to fit most pockets and requires no special attachments of
any kind.

It can replace time consuming gym and conventional weight
lifting workouts.

The Kubota Power Training Plan is designed to give you dynamic
results where you want it most . . . explosive punching force,

amazing muscle enlargement, cat-like flexibility, piston-like leg

power and overall body shaping and conditioning, this plan can do it

all. Thousands of successful martial arts students trained by Tak
Kubota know how dynamic the results can be. Many have won
international events using the principles of this plan. Others, from
well known film stars to important business executives have de-

veloped complete confidence and fearlessness under his guidance.

Don't give others the edge!

You can be one of the first to learn how to harness and master the
amazing hidden power and strength your body can develop.

HERE’S JUST ONE EXAMPLE OF THE EXPLOSIVE POWER SECRETS THAT
TAK KUBOTA REVEALS IN HIS SENSATIONAL TRAINING PLAN.

READ WHAT A WELL KNOWN MEDICAL DOCTOR SAYS!

"I have found the Kubota Power Training Plan to be an
extremely effective program for developing strength,
improving muscle tone, enhancing flexibility and in-

creasing all around performance in the Martial Arts."

Thomas Grubbs, M.D.
Chairman of the California Chapter of the
Physicians’ Martial Arts Association.

GUARANTEED RESULTS
We know the Kubota Power Training Plan works!

That’s why we ask you to try the plan for only 14 days and if you

don’t achieve amazing power results that satisfy you, send the entire

plan back and we will return your $9.95. No questions asked!

Patent Pending SEND THIS POWER-FULL COUPON IN NOWI

Tak Kubota Dept. #BB101
6838 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90028

Dear Sirs,

Please rush me the Kubota Power Training Plan including the

special Kubota Exerciser designed by Tak Kubota. I think it’s a

great plan, but if I don’t get the results you say, I understand

I can return the entire plan and exerciser for my $9.95.

Enclosed is $9.95. Check , Money Order p, Cash Q. Please

add $1.00 for postage and handling. California residents add 6%
sales tax. (Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery).

Name- _Age_

Address _

City _State_ -Zip-
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Hapkido
Hapkido, the art of power

and coordination, had its

origins in Korea as did many
of the martial arts. Like tae

kwon do and the other

Korean arts, it suffered

through periods of violent

suppression, disorder and
revolution, but managed to

stay alive because of dedi-

cated devotees who practiced

and improved it in secret.

A proficient hapkido artist

will combine the three basic

skills of non-resistance, circu-

lar motion and the "water
principle" of total penetra-

tion of an enemy’s defenses.

The combination of these

practices involves a precise

execution of techniques that,

to the untrained eye, look
like an integration of judo,
tae kwon do and aikido. In

reality there is only a surface

similarity.

Hapkido stresses a strong
non-violent code of counter-
defense. If the force of an
attacker’s blow is strong, it

must be met with a soft

reception and counter move.
If the force is soft, it must be
countered with a power
defense. This approach leads

to the fluid circular motion
of constant mobility that sets

hapkido apart from the other

arts and makes it so difficult

to master.

Once taught only to the

hwarangdo or noble class,

hapkido is now taught to

army officer trainees in

Korea. Like other Korean
arts, it is under the jurisdic-

tion of that government.
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Jeet Kune Do
Technically there is no

such animal as jeet kune do as

defined by and compared to

other styles of the martial

arts. To describe jeet kune do
as a style of karate would be
erroneous. While JKD did

exist in one form as practiced

by its founder Bruce Lee, it

no longer exists in that form.
Even Lee’s form differed

from time to time and this is

the way he intended it to be.

The reasoning is simple. Lee
believed that the martial arts

as illustrated by styles,

patterns and doctrines, could
never be more important than
the individual. Therefore jeet

kune do could not be a style

and could not be learned or
imitated as other forms of the
arts. It is a personal experi-
ence expressed by a com-
bination of all the martial
arts, including boxing.

The practice of jeet kune
do stresses the person, not
the style. It is meant to be a

liberation of the spirit of man
and not a method of hog-
tying the bo'dy to rigid

patterns that can immobolize
him.

Whereas other forms of
the martial arts are models of
ancient traditions, JKD is a

mirror image of the prac-

titioner who gleans the best

from the established arts and
incorporates them to fit his

own physical and spiritual be-

ing.

The only prerequisites for

jeet kune do are fluid motion
and adaptability. This means
that punches, kicks and
throws must go through the

line of attack and not just to

it. Philosophically called the

"way of the intercepting

fist,” JKD might best be des-

cribed as the modern martial

art.
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Children in the martial arts

Ifs More
than Just
a Game

;
by Liz Murphy

Ten years ago, a youngster proficient ip the martial

arts .wasr sjill considered such a rarity he was certain

#
' to end up on the five o’clock news. •

Eveh five years ago, a youngsJer ip the arts was

stjll considered the uniqup exception, hut something

was beginning to happen, so that today things are*

different!

Well,; Hit’s put it this way. One would be hard ptit

ii\ thjs year of our Lo^d, 19.75, to find many in the

martial afts agreeing with whoever it was who said the

only thing wrong With children is that there are too

many of them, for it is the youngsters who are provid-

.
ing many an instructor»with his three squates a day.

While the Amateur Athletic Union doesn’t break its •



membership down into ages and there's no centralized com-
puter bank to spew printouts detailing martial arts participa-
tion by age, a spot check of promoters and instructors
throughout the country indicates that children make up a
good third of those in the arts today.

Some of the promoters and instructors we talked to includ-
ing Kenso Kiyohiro of Los Angeles think the figure is much
higher. Kiyohiro, president of the Southern California Black
Belt Association, thinks at least half of those into judo alone
are youngsters. He points out that in his own dojo only 25 of
the 70 students are adults and that in the Yudanshakai’s two
annual Southern California tournaments, the number of chil-

dren participating has grown so that, out of 500 competitors,),
200 are in the yonan division (ages 12 and under) and 100 in i

the shonan division (ages 1 3 through 1 7).

On the karate side, S. Henry Cho of New York, famous for -

his annual March tournament in Madison Square Garden’s Felt
Forum, reports that the number of children participating has, ;

grown so much in the 11 years since he first launched thelt
tourneys that in this year’s event there were six lines of juniors]

|.

and peewees (ages 7 through 14). Says Cho, “Of 1,359 com-
r

petitors, about four hundred of them were children. That’s a|
j

lot of children.”

Phillip Porter, past national judo chairman for the AAU
(
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who’s been into judo for 24 years says that three-fourths of

the students in his Zembai studio in Sacramento are young

people. “Like everybody else, we have an awful time keeping

seniors in judo.”

Ed Huyler of the Ocean County and Manapalan studios in

New Jersey reports that of 150 students, 100 are children.

Wally Jay of the Island Judo and Jujitsu Club in Alameda,

California says that of 1 50 students, 75 are kids.

Karateman Ken Knudson, president of Midwest Enterprises

in Atlanta commented, “Ten years ago when I first started, we
had no kids. About five years ago, we started to get the kids

in. As bad as the economy is, it’s been a steady increase.”

When Pat Johnson of Los Angeles started teaching in Chuck

Norris’ Sherman Oaks, California studio in 1968, there were

only six children enrolled. Within six months, out of a total

enrollment of 365, 150 of them were children. Johnson who
has the respect of fellow karate instructors for his magic touch

with children, estimates that since 1968 he has trained some

3,000 youngsters.

Steve Armstrong of the Isshinryu Karate schools in Ta-

coma, Washington reports that one-fourth of those enrolled

with him are children 12 years and under. “Much to my regret,

I don’t try to keep children’s enrollment down but I do try to

keep adult enrollment up. You can bank on children year

round whereas adults you can’t.”

A further indication of youngsters’ enthusiasm for the arts

comes from Jim Stevens, National Sports Administrator of the

AAU, who notes that the number of children wishing to com-

pete has so increased over the years that “the Junior Olympic

Committee took a very progressive step the year before last

and established age and weight divisions for judo.”

Children from age six to nine are allowed to compete in

judo competitions under the Junior Olympic Program but not

under the Junior Program, the discrepancy being explained by

the fact that though an event is AAU sponsored the AAU does

not make the rules for the different programs under its aegis.

Says Stevens, “Various committees within the judo committee

differ on what they think programs ought to be. The Junior

Olympic Committee didn’t necessarily subscribe to Dr.

Koiwai’s recommendation that no one under age nine can par-

ticipate in judo.” Koiwai is president of the United States

Judo Federation. Karate which was officially adopted as an

AAU sport in 1972 has no restrictions on the nine and under

group.

These differences raise several questions. Is Dr. Koiwai right

in recommending restrictions on the very young? Can kids get

hurt? If they can get hurt, does the value of the arts with their

discipline and potential for physical development outweigh

possible injury? In short, are the martial arts good for

youngsters?

The zest with which kids have swarmed to the martial arts

shows how they feel about these questions and they have some

pretty solid support for their views, even the youngest judo

enthusiast. Stevens of the AAU opines, “I’m not a physician

but I personally don’t agree with the limitations on judo, par-

ticularly when you consider we have no restrictions on wres-

tling and you’re certainly as prone to as many or more injuries

in wrestling as you’re likely to receive in judo.”
’

As support for his view, Stevens cites Dr. Joseph Fitz-

simmons, orthopedic surgeon of San Jose, California, whom
Stevens describes as being, “affectionately if not officially the

team physician for the judo committee.”

It is Fitzsimmons’ opinion that “physically judo is great and

"Physically judo is great and youngsters should all be

doing it by kindergarten."
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youngsters should all be doing it by kindergarten. Except for

flying scissors which is outlawed for the very young, there is

no confrontation. If a youngster does get a fracture there’s no

long-term damage.”

Sachio Ashida, psychology professor at Brockport State

College, New York and 1976 Olympic judo coach, feels that

“age is not important. As soon as kids develop the motivation

then it’s okay for them to get involved.

“As far as injuries are concerned, I think most of these can

be traced to instructors who emphasize competition instead of

the sport. They’re so concerned with winning gold medals they

start to teach makikomi. This is taboo in my dojo.”

Wally Jay of Island Judo has no prohibition on makikomi.

“Even little kids can do these. I make them do exercises before

they do throws to see how they land. We haven’t had any

injuries.”

Speaking for the karateka, Caylor Adkins, chairman of

Shotokan Karate of America and national karate chairman of

the AAU, observes, “I’ve seen four-year-olds do very well. I

"Age is not important. As soon as kids develop the

motivation then it's okay for them to get involved."

can’t really see age limits. If a kid is mature enough to take

karate seriously then he should be allowed to take it up.”

As far as limiting techniques to avoid possible injury, it is

Adkins’ view that “the only thing to stay away from is head

contact. Maybe they shouldn’t be allowed to throw until

they’ve learned how to throw and fall without hurting some-

one. I don’t suppose kicking the bag or punching the post is all

that necessary but it can’t hurt either.”

Perhaps Tom Ball, director of the American Judo and

Jujitsu Federation, best sums up the consensus of the martial

artists. “Aside from the normal bumps and bruises which

you’re bound to get in any contact sport, I haven’t really seen

any more injuries to speak of.

“Whatever injuries children sustain has to do with the way
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they’re taught and what they’re taught. There’s a real humanis-

tic side to the martial arts. The skills and principles they learn

on the mat can be applied in their daily lives.”

There isn’t an instructor or promoter who doesn’t agree

with Ball’s assessment of the psychic value of the arts carrying

over into life. George Wilson, principal of Kentridge High

School in Kent, Washington, reports that a number of years

ago he did a study which showed that on the average, young-

sters in judo class tended to raise grades over a period of a year

from one-half to three-quarters of a point. Wilson, who is

national chairman of the AAU Judo Committee, instituted the

first high school judo program in the United States in 1955.

He is also responsible for the National High School Judo

Championship.

Joe Corley of Atlanta says, “My particular feeling why kids

get involved in karate has to do with independence. I feel most

kids get into trouble or pick up the habit of smoking cigarettes

or marijuana or drinking beer as a result of peer pressure. If a

kid gets involved in karate, which is an individual activity as

opposed to a team activity, wherein he has some physical

prowess early on, then that child is more likely to become a

leader rather than a follower.”

But then it could also work the other way. Pat Johnson

tells about one student who completely changed after re-

ceiving his junior black belt. “It was a total reversal of person-

ality. He became a bully. I think his parents were nudging him
though.”

Henry Cho noted the role of parents and how youngsters

handle the lessons they learn in the dojo. “If a kid is left out

on his own at fifteen, a black belt might not be too good an

idea. If their parents hold them nicely in the family then the

discipline they learn from karate will be helpful in building

their character. They will learn right from wrong at an early

age. In that sense I like kids to be participating in the martial

arts but I don’t want them to feel they are big shots already.”

Many of the instructors mentioned that often it was the

parents and not the children who sought them out hoping that

the instructors would fill the role of babysitter or discipli-

narian. Some instructors reported that they turned the parents

down. Others who did take on the kids found that often all

they needed was a good strong male image and things worked

out fine.

Whatever the reasons for bringing so many youngsters into

the arts, for most the reward has been more than physical. As

Kenneth Kuniyuki, Southern Pacific representative for the

AAU, sums it all up, “The main thing they learn is

self-confidence.”
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Aikido
A significant difference be-

tween aikido and other self-

defense systems is the non-
competitiveness of founder
Morihei Uyeshiba’s art. In

lieu of tournament exposure,
individual experience could

be gained by studying with
different dojo instructors.

The rationale behind this is

that bouts only bolster the

egos of winners, destroying

the concepts of humility and
self-discipline on which this

art is based. Aikidoists have
no opponents; there is no
"we” or "the^.” The idea of

destroying a person, even
theoretically, is not there.

An aikidoist attempts to
involve his partner in turning

around his center axis. He is

in harmony with his partner

while maintaining flexibility

and a stable balance.

Offshoots of Uyeshiba’s
aikido are the Yoshin style,

which stresses strong practical

combat theories, and the
Tomiki school, which
complements sportive tech-

niques with self-defense.

Having clung to its original

principles and because the
system was introduced in this

country later than other arts,

(Continued on page 81)
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Toe Kuion l>o
Legend has it that tae

kwon do began in India well

before recorded history,

when Buddhist missionaries

were forced to develop a

fighting art that would help
their religious journeys end in

safety. Nevertheless Korea
was the land in which this art

matured and where the first

records of tae kwon do are to

be found.

When the Confucists began
to outnumber the Buddhists

in Korea, there were attempts
to replace the martial arts

with more worldly and less

aggressive lifestyles. Later

when the Japanese invaded

the tiny country in 1910,
there were severe attempts to

eradicate tae kwon do, which
had become an integral part

of the Korean military. Like

most arts, however, it did not
disappear completely and in

1946, when the Japanese
were forced out of Korea, tae
kwon do once again began to
flourish. By this time, it had
incorporated some of the
Chinese and Japanese arts to
make it a more rounded
system of fighting. Currently
the Korean government ex-
ercises control and sur-

(Continued on page 81)
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Top10 U.S.
KARATEMEN

Over the past year, the emphasis on the

martial arts scene has been moving toward

competition karate. At least three major

tournaments had network television cover-

age in 1974. Knockout events with big cash

prizes and slick promoters have aroused the

public's interest.

Accordingly, this year's "TOP TEN" has

many of KO karate's name fighters occupy-

ing its ranks. And they're just beginning to

win some of the recognition they deserve.

Copyrigh
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1.

JEFF SMITH
Light-Heavyweight/ Alexandria, Virginia

In the limelight, the “D.C. Bomber”
takes his well-deserved, long-sought-

after place at the top. For the last two
years, he’s occupied the number two
position. In 1974 he was edged

out by lightweight Howard Jackson

whose knee injury has caused him to

drop from the standings. Says Jackson

of Smith, ‘‘He’s a bone-cracking die-

hard that comes at you with everything

he’s got.”

Physically, Smith at six-one and

weighing 182 pounds is one of the

toughest fighters making the rounds. His

straight-forward rugged tactics have

overcome nearly every major player on
the circuit. Stamina and consistency in

freesparring are effects of his vigorous

training regimen. The other ingredient

for success, according to Smith, is atti-

tude. “You have to concentrate all your
energy into one goal,” he says. “If you
really want it, you’ll sacrifice other

things.”

The much-traveled, number one ka-

rateka can look back on an impressive

string of victories in 1974, including the

U.S. Professional Championships in

Ocean City on the East Coast, the light-

heavyweight division and the grand

championship of the Texas Karate

Olympics, second place light-

heavyweight in the Top 10 Nationals in

St. Louis, and the grand championship

at Ed Parker’s Internationals in Long
Beach, California. He also captured his

weight class title and $3,000 at the

much publicized World Professional Ka-

rate Championships in Los Angeles.

Smith, 27, teaches tae kwon do and

is head instructor at Jhoon Rhee Insti-

tute in Washington, D.C. He also

coaches the Washington, D.C. Women’s
Karate Team and indulges in his enjoy-

ment of motorcycling.

2.

BILL WALLACE
Middleweight/Memphis, Tennessee

Wallace, the “Superkicker,” the

fighter who grins engagingly through his

matches and oozes charisma, shows up
as the number two karateka this year.

He’s as consistent in the standings

(No. 3 in ’74 and No. 1 in ’73) as he is

in competition performance.

“Fast Billy” possesses uncanny kick-

ing ability coupled with incredible

speed. He uses roundhouse kicks, side-

kicks, spinning wheel kicks and lots of

hook kicks. Many times he’ll lash out at

an opponent with a double kick de-

livered with his left foot, the weapon he
uses 90 percent of the time.

To maintain his flashy repertoire of

kicking skills, Wallace starts a workout
with flexibility exercises. He can do the

type of splits usually associated with

ballerinas and gymnasts, that is, legs ex-

tended from his sides. After stretching,

he kicks in slow motion, honing his

form to a razor sharpness. He gradually

accelerates kicking speed and finishes

the regimen with snap kicks, concentrat-

ing on speed, movement and combina-
tions. His training keeps the trim, five-

foo.t-eleven, 165 pounder in tip-top

condition. Having written a college text-

book on karate, 19-year-old Wallace

knows exactly how exercise affects

irtuscle.

Among the southpaw fighter’s tour-

nament successes are the middleweight

crown at the World Professional Karate

Championships in Los Angeles, the Top
Ten National Professional Karate Cham-
pionships, and at the Battle of Atlanta,

he soundly thumped Joe Corley.

As chief instructor at the Tennessee

Karate Institute in Memphis, Wallace

teaches a combination of shorinryu and
chi-do kwan tae kwon do styles. The
dojo is owned by Elvis Presley and some
of his bodyguards take instruction from
Wallace.

3.

EVERETT EDDY
Heavyweight/Detroit, Michigan

The “Monster Man” from Motown
steps up the ladder to number three

from last years number five position.

Eddy attained his higher rating by
amassing an imposing number of wins in

a heavy schedule of competition.

His record in the last year includes

grand championships at the Northern

States Karate Championships held in

Sandusky, Ohio and its $1,000 prize,

the National Karate Classics in Bingham-

ton, New York defeating Jeff Smith for

$500, the Michigan State University Ka-

rate Championships and the Midwest
crown at the Spring Four Seasons Tour-

nament in Cleveland, Ohio. Eddy won
firsts in his weight class at the Fourth

Annual Competitors Tournament in

Warren, Michigan, the St. Louis Top
Ten Nationals and the World Series of

Martial Arts in Los Angeles, where he

knocked out Sammy Pace and won by
decision over Dana Goodson.

Eddy, 28 years old, six feet tall and

227 pounds, relies mostly on punching
although he puts together hand and foot

combinations and has lightning-fast feet.

His strong legs are a result of a strict

training program involving weights,

jump rope, jogging, regular calisthenics

and long sparring sessions with some of

his advanced students at Praim’s Karate

Institute.

Eddy’s coach David J. Praim com-
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ments on his prize pupil with the fan-

tastic physique, “Everett is agile. He can

move, he can jump kick, he can dish it

out as well as take it.”

4. JOE LEWIS
Heavyweight/Hollywood, California

Colorful, controversial, handsome
Joe Lewis came out of retirement for

the World Professional Karate Cham-
pionships in Los Angeles. For knocking

out Frank Brodar of Yugoslavia in the

second round of their match, he re-

ceived $3,000.
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Now 30 years old, Lewis won every

major title in tournament karate before

retiring. In 1 0 years of fighting, he was a

three-time winner of the Long Beach In-

ternational Karate Tournament and the

U.S. heavyweight kickboxing champion.

A rational, thinking man, he’s

opinionated and outspoken. “Karate’s

going through some odd changes,” he

comments. “The serious practitioners

—I’m talking about those brown belts

and black belts who are interested in

competing professionally-should seri-

ously consider what I’m saying. Since

the sport is going to become full con-

tact, they’d better start training that

way. . .start challenging the values

they’ve accepted.” He adds, “Karate is

going to offer something the other fight-

ing arts don’t have, and that is a total

form of combat.”
As an instructor, Lewis was pains-

takingly thorough, making sure his

students understood extensive sparring

concepts such as angular attack, which
he’s mastered. First he’d verbalize the

principle, then demonstrate it, stressing

the importance of combining physical

activity with mental thought.

An aspiring actor complete with

agent and three years of acting lessons,

Joe’s “pretty-boy” face and physique

landed him on the cover of Playgirl. He
eats health foods and is a follower of

Ayn Rand- Nathaniel Branden teach-

ings.

5. MIKE WARREN
Light weight/Washington, D.C.

For the third consecutive year in the

Top Ten, Mike Warren has moved up
from last year’s rating of number eight

to this year’s number five position, fall-

ing short of his first year’s rating by one

place, due to his increase in major tour-

nament participation. Standing at six

feet and weighing 1 50 pounds, Warren is

an impressive tang soo do practitioner.

Although he doesn’t look like he has

that much force at his command, men
who fight him credit the lightweight

with high points for the power of his

blows. He has extreme speed, with

intricate, flawless combinations exe-

cuted with deceptively great power.

Warren scores the majority of his

points with heavy double roundhouse

kicks, which are his strongest
techniques, and lands a punch to finish

off his combinations. He tries to

compete outside of the Northeast, but

finds it difficult because of financial

reasons.

In the classic Battle of Atlanta,

Warren bested Cecil Peoples in a light-

weight preliminary ho-hum mer, taking

six rounds with one even, a super

cautious contest. In the New York All

American Open Karate Championship
sponsored by Henry Cho at Madison

Square Garden, 22-year-old Warren

downed A1 Cheeks, a fellow Ki Whang
Kim student, winning the grand

championship.
Warren holds down a job from eight

to five in the courts and spends his

evening hours in the dojo training for

the next tournament.

6. BENNY URQUIDEZ
Lightweight/Los Angeles, California

Fiery “Benny the Jet” Urquidez is

burning up the tournament trail. Con-
centrating on knockout tourneys with

big prizes, he fights freeform style and

boasts a record of 15 KOs and three de-

cisions.

Benny took the grand championship

and $1,000 at Ralph Krause’s Mountain

Karate Championships and $5,000 for

the lightweight title at Tommy Lee’s

first World Series of Martial Arts Cham-
pionships held late last year in Hawaii.

In two more WSMAC events, he success-

fully defended his title.

At press time, the Jet, second

youngest of the Urquidez brothers, was

in Puerto Rico enjoying a well-deserved

vacation according to brother Ruben.

Twenty-three years old, five feet

five-and-a-half, 147 pounds, this flashy

karateka is exciting to watch. His effec-

tiveness in the ring is due to his “ability

to think and be cool,” says Ruben. He
further adds, “Benny has winning

power. He’s called a smart fighter. He
doesn’t waste punches . . . saves his

wind. He’s a natural reaction fighter

adapting to his opponent’s style. He’s

versatile, unpredictable.” His best

weapon is a left hook and he uses kicks

as setups for the punches.

Urquidez holds black belts in kenpo,

shotokan karate and in judo. Older

brother Arnold was his sensei and the

Urquidez Brothers dojo in Panorama
City, California is where Benny pursues

his full-time training schedule. He works

out twice a day for a total of five hours

and runs three miles. He does all this

with an eye on upcoming tournaments.

Instead of merely jumping for joy,

Benny celebrates his victories with two
or three backflips. He started the

practice long ago as a 1 6-year-old black

belt.

7. FLEM EVANS
Middleweight/Chicago, Illinois

Last year’s ninth-ranked Fighter,

Evans racked up a formidable list of

wins impossible to ignore. In ’74 he

competed in close to two dozen tourna-

ments taking 16 grand championships

and leaving in his wake Everett Eddy,

Bill Wallace, Demetrius Havanis, Fred

Wren and Parker Shelton.

His finest performance came in Mil-

waukee when Evans’ lightning backfist

demolished all comers. He walked away
with the USKA Grand National Cham-
pionship. “Last year was a good year for

me,” Evans says. “It wasn’t that I just

won tournaments. I beat a lot of good
fighters. And in Milwaukee, all the

people I beat, I mean I swept ’em. I was

on really good.”

A master of counter-attack and

timing, Evans is a fighter who cannily

sizes up his opponents. He formerly ran

a school in Chicago for Ken Knudson
who comments on his friend, “He can

pick up things about competitors that

are unbelievable.”

Born in Naughatuck, West Virginia

on October 7, 1945, his first love was
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drag racing. He won 30 or 40 trophies

racing every Sunday. On racing Evans
says, “The only bigger thrill I’ve ever

had has been fighting in karate tourna-

ments.” Evans owns an asphalt paving

business and the Evans International Ka-

rate School in Barrington, Illinois.

8. ROY KURBAN
Light-Heavyweight/Arlington, Texas

For a competitor who freely admits

to an astonishing lack of athletic ability

before discovering karate, Roy Kurban
has come a long way with his consistent

victories in frequent tournaments this

past year, so much so that he was voted

into the number eight rung. The
180-pound light-heavyweight has sur-

passed the two-fifths mark for the 200
trophies he hopes to reap before retiring

in eight or nine years.

At the Shreveport Open Champion-
(Continued on page 72)
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Karate
Karate is the phonetic

spelling of a Japanese word
meaning "empty hands." It

has been loosely adopted as a

cover term for most Japanese
and Okinawan empty-handed
arts of punching, kicking,

striking and blocking.

Kung-fu is the phonetic
spelling of a Chinese term
meaning "expertise” in any-
thing. More correctly, the

word wu-shu is the term for

combative (martial) arts in

China. The word kung-fu,

however, has been introduced
throughout the world as the

name for Chinese martial arts,

with or without weapons. So
today it is still recognized as

such. Kung-fu arts were ori-

ginally handed down through
families and styles often bear
the names of families that

originated them. Others,

more widely known, stem
from animal movements from
which the motions have
derived, such as praying

mantis, monkey style or

white crane style.

The number of different

styles in both karate and
kung-fu change every day.
Karate styles, however, re-

main somewhere below 100
variations, while kung-fu

styles number over four

hundred.
In Korea, due to a nation-

alistic effort, what has always
been known as karate to

foreigners is today gen-

eralized under the term tae

kwon do—very loosely ac-

cepted as the Korean equiva-

lent of Japanese karate. There
are many styles under tae

kwon do, such as moo duk
kwon, tang soo do and
hapkido, but they are all

classed today by the Korean
government as methods of tae

kwon do.

Speaking in generalities,

most styles of kung-fu favor

circular motions over the

Japanese straight-lined karate

moves. Korean arts, more
closely related to Japanese

arts than kung-fu, favor

straight lines but rely more
on kicking.

Basically, then, from every

country there are several

methods of martial arts that

either originated auto-
nomously within that coun-

try or were imported from
another country or have
found a combination of the

two. They each have their

own unique characteristics.

Traditionally the meditative

or spiritual aspect of the anci-

ent arts must be included in

any style before or while they
are being learned for self-

defense or free style fighting.

Because of American mili-

tary involvement in the Ori-

ent, traces of the martial arts

found their way to the Uni-
ted States, where some prac-

titioners maintained the full

flavor of their masters and
others developed new styles

to suit their own needs.

Realistically speaking, the

only rule that can be made
about martial arts styles and
systems is that every one
changes according to the man
using it. Those changes can
sometimes be slight and
sometimes drastic. But the

fact is that they do change
and will continue to change
as long as men have their own
personalities.
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Top10 US.
JUDOMEN

1975 was an important year as far as

the results of the national champion-

ships were concerned. They would de-

termine who would be ihvited to the

trials for our World Games and PanAm
Games teams.

Like so many times before, the na-

tionals turned up its share of surprises

and disappointments. However, our

panel of judges, consisting of last year's

top ten competitors and top officials

and coaches across the nation, seemed

to place relatively little strength in

where people finished in the nationals in

picking this year's top ten fighters. All

six national champions were named, but

three players who didn't even place

were also among our top ten.

Once again the panel of judges was

chosen to allow for geographical, politi-

cal, ethnic and cultural differences and

/

or biases. Coaches from the collegiate

scene, professionals and amateurs were

all enlisted. The result was the largest

balloting ever held for the top ten

fighters and, strangely enough, the

greatest consensus of opinion. Almost

everyone agreed on the top four or five

players and near unanimous consent

elected both player of the year and

coach of the year.

It was interesting to note too that

this year most judges chose to sign their

names, thus indicating their willingness

to stand up for their convictions.

Ironically, some of the people named
in the top ten may not even make this

year's international teams as there will

Copyri
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Top 10 U.S. JUDOMEN
be a round robin fight off of the top

five players in each weight class to pick

the top two in each class. A lot can

happen in a five-man pool and usually

does.

This could be a big year for Ameri-

can judo. It is a chance to regain some
of the prestige we have lost in the

international arena. We have a wealth of

experienced players — several have been

medalists in the PanAm Games, some

have been to the Olympics and the

World Games; this could be it. We have

a continuity in our coaching sequence

for the first time in a long, long time.

Shag Okada has proven he can do the

job; this time he may have even better

talent to go with, but the competition is

going to be considerably stiffer in the

Worlds. Certainly we should be able to

improve on our performance in the

1974 Pan American Championships,

which means bettering three gold

medals and one silver of last fall.

One year ago BLACK BELT said

American judo is alive and well; this

year we might add it survived the

serious trauma of the Pan American

hassle and has come back stronger than

ever. Only time and the tatami will tell!

1.

TOMMY MARTIN - 19 years old -

Stockton, California

Last year Tommy had the unusual

distinction of being the youngest player

in our top ten when he was in the

number five spot. Since his second place

finish in the 1974 senior nationals at

Phoenix, Martin's career and reputation

has soared to an unbelievable high. He

won the 1974 National High School

overall championship and then went to

Panama City as a member of our Pan

American team and won a gold medal in

the 205-pound class.

Tommy now has three major inter-

national tournaments under his belt and

he gets stronger and wiser each time

out. One of the things that makes

Tommy such a powerful player is his

wide and varied range of techniques. He

has a powerful osotogari (major outer

reap) and a very strong seoinage (shoul-

der throw). His one weakness seems to

be in newaza (mat techniques) but he

has been very successful in avoiding

these situations. In Panama City he used

four different techniques in taking the

top spot; in the 1975 nationals he

showed an equality strong and diverse

set of techniques.

Martin has no weight problem as he

seldom tops 190 pounds even when he's

not in heavy training. He has not shown

any great devotion to heavy training but

he seems to improve every year. With

his age he probably will ultimately move
closer to the 205-pound limit and this

should prove to be a help to him. Martin

continues to look like one of our best

bets for an Olympic medal in 1976.

Certainly he should be a heavy favorite

to repeat in Mexico City and possibly

place in the World Games in Vienna.

2.

PAUL MARUYAMA - 37 years old

— USAF Academy

One of America's most experienced

and successful competitors, Maruyama
surprised everyone in this year's na-

tionals. For openers he moved down
from the 1 76-pound class where he was

a bronze medalist last year and went on

to take the gold medal, going away, in

the 154-pound class. This was Paul's

13th nationals and was the third time he

has taken top honors; he has placed in

the top three 11 times. He was the first

US gold medal winner in the 1971

Military World Games, earning that

honor in Vienna. He was the first

National Intercollegiate Champion

(1962) and a silver medalist in the 1963

Pan American Games.

After the 1972 Olympic trials in

Washington, D.C., a dejected Maruyama

walked off the mat and told us, "That's

it. I'm through; I'm too old and I've got

my career to consider now." Ironically,

it was that very career which led to

Paul's being able to return to competi-

tion this year. He is now a professor of

languages at the USAF Academy, Colo-

rado Springs, where he also serves as the

cadet judo coach. The constant rondori

and instruction with the younger, su-

perbly conditioned cadets obviously

served to spur Captain Maruyama to

return to the competitive arena. He did

it with a flourish in 1974 and topped it

off this year.

With Maruyama's experience, he

could be a very valuable addition to this

year's international teams. He has a

strong taiotoshi (body drop) and a

quick osotogari.

3.

STEVE COHEN - 19 years old -

Chicago, Illinois

Is Steve Cohen better than Tommy
Martin? We may never know because

there is little or no chance of their

playing each other anytime in the near

future. Steve won the 176-pound class

this year, enabling older brother Irwin

to move up to the 205-pound class,

reversing their roles of 1974 when Irwin

won the 1 76 and Steve the 205.

After winning his class, Steve

elected not to fight in the overall

because the players still thought the

international team trials were scheduled

for one week later. It was only after the

overall was finished they found out this
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wasn't to be. Cohen can do it all; he is

fast, strong, an excellent technician,

doesn't blow his cool if he's behind, and

has learned a great deal from his inter-

national experience. Steve had a very

difficult decision to make this last fall

when his brother Irwin was dropped

from the PanAm team; Steve quit in

protest. He has since expressed the

opinion that if he qualifies for this

year's team, he will compete in Mexico

City and Vienna. This is very important

to Cohen as it will give him internation-

al experience he lacks, but will need, to

place in the Olympics.

As the younger of the Cohen
brothers, Steve is now generally ac-

knowledged as having the greater poten-

tial of the two. He has not allowed

success to go to his head and remains

one of the friendliest, most personable

of our young fighters.

4. ALAN COAGE — 30 years old —
Cranford, New Jersey

Along with Maruyama, Coage would
have to be listed as a candidate for the

comeback-of-the-year player. During his

1972 Olympic trials match with Jimmy
Wooley, the three-times national cham-

pion injured his knee and had to have

corrective surgery. He did not compete

in 1973 and then went out in the first

round of 1974, when he was penalized

for stepping out of bounds. This year

Coage left no doubt in anyone's mind
that he is back to stay. He continually

carried the fight to his opponents, dis-
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playing great technique, good speed and

tremendous strength. When he threw
Bernie Lepkofker for the heavyweight

title, it seemed like the building would
shake from the force he used as he

drove his opponent into the mat with a

powerful taiotoshi.

Coage has gone to the international

arena before and did well in the 1971

World Games. He has come a long way
to get back there and all would indicate

he should be a strong candidate for a

gold medal in Mexico City. Like Maru-

yama, the very thing that is going to act

in Coage's favor, his age and experience,

may also be his biggest obstacle. Fight-

ing is more and more a young man's

business and Alan is no longer a young
man. Coage has a fairly wide variety of

techniques and is equally strong stand-

ing up, or on the mat. His style of judo

is more traditional than the current

"knock 'em down, get the koka" style

so much in vogue.

5. DOUG DAVIS - 28 years old -
Chicago, Illinois

Last year Davis took second place in

the North American Championships at

Toronto, Canada, and thus qualified to

go to the PanAm Championship trials.

Unfortunately, he was one of the ath-

letes who could not rate for the time

trials in the mile run and was dropped

from the squad. Maybe that's what
Davis needed for motivation, as this

year he came back stronger than ever

and took the gold medal in the open
class at Los Angeles.

Davis works out at the Martial Arts

Academy in Chicago under the tutelage
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of Kyung Sun Shin. His teammates
there include last year's champion and
PanAm silver medalist Dean Sedgwick.

Davis just does not have the grasp of

technique that Sedgwick has and wins

mostly on sheer strength. Olympian
John Watts said, "He's one of the

strongest men you will ever meet on the

judo mat." Watts should know.

Davis will be playing in the same

class with Watts in the PanAm trials

along with Jimmy Wooley, Jim West

and David Greer. He should stand a

good chance of going to the games, but

it is doubtful that he can survive in

international competition on the basis

of just sheer strength, but stranger

things have happened.

Originally from Houston, Texas,

Davis is single and works as a guard at

the State penitentiary at Joliet, Illinois.

6.

JIMMY WOOLEY - 26 years old -
Houston, Texas

After winning the 1974 nationals in

Phoenix, Wooley became the first Amer-

ican to go on the international tatami

and walk away with not one, but two,

gold medals. Following this sensational

performance at the PanAm Champion-
ships, which saw Wooley score nine

ippon wins and one forfeit win, Wooley
was a very heavy favorite to repeat as

national champion this year. For open-

ers, he moved from heavyweight to

open, a much less heavily populated

class in Los Angeles. It seemed like a

cake walk for the handsome, personable

young Texan. A twisted ankle, some
weeks before the nationals, prevented

his even competing. Even so, PanAm

and World Games coach Shag Okada
announced that Jimmy would be invited

to play in the international trials and

Wooley has since reported his ankle is

fully healed and ready to go. Even

without playing in this year's nationals,

Wooley was named on almost every

ballot of the coaches and all but one

competitors' ballots. On some he was

ranked first and most had him in the

top three.

This may be the last competitive year

for Wooley. He has been accepted for

medical school and may find it a bit too

heavy a load to continue the gruelling,

demanding training schedule he sets for

himself. Jimmy himself has indicated

that the 1976 Olympics would be the

end of the line for him.

7.

PAT BURRIS - 24 years old -
Anaheim, California

One bad fight should not a career

make or break, but to many of the

spectators at the 1975 senior nationals,

that was all they talked about. Everyone

seemed to forget that Burris was the

only American to ever win his class four

times in a row; they saw only that he

lost a decision in the first round of this

year's fight and was eliminated from the

tournament. Burris had been a bronze

medalist in Panama City last fall when
he fell victim to his lack of confidence

in Pat Burris.

Burris is a tough, well-conditioned,

aggressive fighter with exceptional tal-

ent. There is no reason he cannot be a

winner at the international level. During

the period between the 1975 nationals

and the international team trials, Burris

trained in Japan and hopefully he will

have regained some of the confidence he

lost in Los Angeles.

Pat's father appraised his perform-

ance in Los Angeles as follows: "Only
Pat and I know why he lost, the reasons

I've heard range from the ridiculous to

the absurd." Burris will get his chance

to regain his spot on the American

teams this summer when he fights in a

round robin with Paul Maruyama,

Tommy Riggs, Randy Sumida and

Lewis Goldman.

Only Riggs and Maruyama should

give him any serious trouble and if he

can beat either or both of them, he will

once again be wearing the red, white

and blue warm-up suit when the Amer-
ican teams travel to Mexico City and
Vienna.

8.

KEITH NAKASONE - 18 years old
— San Jose, California

Nakasone surprised everyone in tak-

ing the 139-pound class against favorite

Jimmy Martin. Keith was a virtually

unknown quantity to the other contest-

ants but he is no beginner in judo. A
seasoned veteran from Okinawa, he is a

student at San Jose State College under
Yosh Uchida. Nakasone is quick, strong

and not afraid to go the mat. He had
lost to Martin in the AAU trials and will

probably have to beat Jimmy this time

if he is to make the PanAm team. In his

round robin there will be Kenny Okada,
Martin, Louis Goldman of New England
and Mike Ogata of Chicago.

Nakasone is a fine young player and
showed great determination in his battle

{Continued on page 72)
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Thai Kick Boxing
Once the hand-to-hand

single combat method used to

supplement armed warfare,

Thai kick boxing grew into a

sport of kings and a national

pastime in its native country
of Thailand. While forms of

kick boxing exist in Japan,

the Philippines and other

Asian countries, Thai kick

boxing, or Muai Thai as it is

known, differs drastically be-

cause of its emphasis on kick-

ing, punching and with its

supersitition-steeped tradi-

tion.

No woman is allowed in

the ring, for her presence
supposedly brings bad vibes

to the fighters. The boxers
perform a prefight ritual in

which they prance around the
periphery, staring wickedly
into the audience. Actually
they are attempting to ward
off any evil spirits that may

bring bad luck. The fighters,

in their devotion to the sport,

go so far as to remain celibate

for they feel that once in the
clutches of a woman, one is

no longer able to avoid the
clutches of any man.
Choosing a new name that

has a past history of fortune,

each fighter knows the rules

of his game.
There are five rounds of

three minutes duration and

fighting continues until a man
is knocked out, is unable to

return to the ring from which
he has been forced or until a

decision by the judges deter-

mines a winner. Poor boxers

are suspended and fined,

which discourages them from
getting into the ring just for

the purse. Fights are often

bloody and frequently one or

both contestants receive

fractures or broken bones.

Cof
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Classified ads
Your ad must reach our office by the 15th of the month, four months
before the cover date of the issue in which you want your ad to appear
(e.g. if you want your ad placed in the January 1974 issue, we must have
your notice on or before September 15, 1973).
The rate is 50c per word, with a minimum of 10 words. Cash with order.

BUCKSAM KONG’s RUNG FU Training
Films. Tiger-Crane, Choy Li Fut, and Tai Chi
systems available on 8mm film. Study solo
forms, 2-man sparring exercises, and weap-
onry in the privacy of your own home. Also
available: Kung Fu training aids, books, and
weapons. For information write: Kong’s Siu
Lum Pai Gung Fu Association, P.O. Box
17908, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817. (10/75)

NUNCHAKU CUSTOM-MADE. 10 models to
choose from. Karate Uniforms. Three Sec-
tioned Staff. Yawara Sticks. Nunchaku Chain
Replacement & Restringing Kits. Books:
“Nunchaku For Law Enforcement.” Send for
FREE information. Sensei’s Dojo Supply,
P.O. Box 1164, Hollywood, CA 90028. “Sold
Only to Authorized Karatekas and Law En-
forcement Agencies Where Not Prohibited By
Law.” (12/75)

STANCE PERFECTOR—Balance . . . Key to
Success in kung fu and karate. Stance . . . Key
to Balance. A research-tested martial aid de-
signed to speed up progress of beginning and
intermediate student regardless of style.

State: Height, Weight and send $9.95 to: Per-
fector, P.O. Box 596, Bellflower, CA 90706.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Add $3.00 for per-
sonalized model. (10/75)

AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND
readers only. Specialist suppliers for Karate,
Kung Fu, Taekwondo and Judo. Widest range
of uniforms, weapons, books, protective and
training equipment. Retail/Wholesale. Infor-

mation, price lists, write: Martial Arts Trading
(Aust.) Co., P.O. Box 234, Ryde, N.S.W.
2112, Australia. (12/75)

EXPAND, DEVELOP CHT—Partake of the

FAST as a means of healing, health, spiritual

enrichment .... Men of different ages, di-

verse cultures, religions and races FAST for

cleansing and discipline .... FASTING (peri-

odic abstention from all food)—a natural

means of liberating energy, creativity, detoxi-
fication and developing discipline .... For
your copy of “Fasting Guide”—Mail $1.00 to

New Age Publications, Box 4059, Houston,
TX 77210. (10/75)

BRUCE LEE FANS: Four-page mini-

biography; handsome 8x10 glossy portrait;

three exciting photo-prints; wallet photo.
FREE lists of many other offers. $3.50 plus

five 10-cent stamps. Dragon . . . P.O. Box
3475-BB, Hollywood, CA 90028. (12/75)

TURN YOUR SELF-DEFENSE SKILLS Into
Extra Income. Demand for self-defense in-

structors in your community is booming. The
Institute for Self-Defense can sponsor you as

an official Institute Instructor. Our low-cost,
comprehensive Instructor Program Kit pro-

vides all the certified teaching and business
materials you’ll need to recruit students and
to organize and teach your classes. Write for

FREE information: Institute for Self-Defense,

P.O. Box 15056, Atlanta, GA 30333. (10/75)

CUSTOM NUNCHAKU. Specify—
metal/wood/foam rubber; octagonal/round;
whistling/glowing; color (s); interchangeable
chain, nylon; and stick length. Send $10.00
each to: Cambridge Custom Chucks, 64 High-
land Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139. Not Sold
Where Prohibited By Law. (10/75)

FALL AND WINTER SALES . . . Expires by
end of February 1976. 40% off on all copper-
ended Split Sticks (Nunchaku). Regular
$12.00 each, now only $7.20 each, plus $1.00
shipping. Please state your choice of 10”,
12”, or 10” tapered when ordering. Not Sold
Where Prohibited By Law. Jade East Martial
Arts Supply, Inc., 754 Queens Ave., London,
Ontario, Canada. (12/75)

SHURIKEN has several new items, some
unique. Send for FREE Catalog. Shuriken,
Inc., 144 West 19 St., New York, NY 10011.

(9/76)

NEW KUNG-FU Replica Weapons Catalog (in-

cludes Hong Kong weapons). $1.00. P.O. Box
115, Poway, CA 92064. (2/76)

DEFEND YOURSELF-And You Could be
Arrested or Sued for Thousands. Our newest
publication, “The Law of Self-Defense,” gives
you practical knowledge of self-defense law in
clear, interesting language. Vital for a thor-
ough knowledge of the martial arts. Only
$6.00. Institute for Self-Defense, Box 15056,
Atlanta, GA 30333. (10/75)

LADY KUNG-FU ENTERPRISES. Our
custom-made products and services are
limited only by your imagination. FREE price
list. P.O. Box 2524, Grand Central Station,

New York City, NY 10017. Ph: (212)
348-2539. (10/75)

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS. Your
Design, Low Minimum. Write: Emblems, Dept
5-K, Littleton, NH 03561. (10/75)
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OHARA ORDHI FORM
Please print:

Street Address

Zip Code

SHIPPING * HANDLING CHARGES

OHARA PUBLICATIONS, INC.

1847 West Empire Ave.

Burbank, Calif. 91504

If your order is for Please add
|

Not more than $ 2.00 $ .35 \
Not more than $ 9.00 $ .50 l

Not more than $20.00 $ .70 I

Not more than $30.00
More than $30.00 add 10%

Foreign countries

add 50% more for postage.

$1.80 I

Quantity
Unit
Price

Item
Code No. Amount

TOTAL for books & posters $_
Calif. Residents Please
Add 6% Sales Tax $-

Shipping & Handling $_

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $_

FOREIGN COUNTRIES: Please submit Int'l M.O. or Bank Draft, payable in U.S. funds, plus add 50% more for postage.
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BIACK BELT
CHOOSING A MARTIAL ARTS SCHOOL

WrtCHWHVWOUlOWMIN'

4
VOL. 4, NO. 8: Complete Coverage of

1966 U.S. National AAU Judo Tourney & All

Japan Judo Tourney; Geesink May Return to
Competition; Karate and Judo for Prison
Guards in Hawaii.

7
VOL. 7, NO. 9: National karate champion-

ships; All-Japan judo tourney; JKA tourney;
Black Dragon Society, part II; Judo in

Mexico; Riley Hawkins; Midwest vs. South.

VOL. 7, NO. 10: European Judo Cham-
pionships, European Karate Championships;
British Karate; Joe Hayes; The National AAU
Judo Championships; Knuckle Fracture.

8
VOL. 8, NO. 4: Through Mitch Bobrow’s

Fists; Dangers of Judo Choking?; Mas
Oyama’s Wild Tourney; AAU Judo Champ
Blasts Karate; New York Pro Karate; Seven
Shadows of Koga.

VOL. 8, NO. 6: Pat Burleson and His
Fighting Texans; U.S. Judo Split; Double Hip
Twist; Russian Judoka Interview; Moon-
Shadow Historical; U.S. Int’l & U.S. Karate
Championships.

VOL. 8, NO. 11: Leo Fong’s Eclectic
Self-Defense; Aikido, the Pacifist’s Art; The
Rebellious Samurai; Ohio Martial Arts Expo;
All-Hawaii Open Karate Championships.

VOL. 8, NO. 12: Allen Steen, Karate
Businessman; Ordeal of Hara-kiri; George
Harris Strives for USJA Certification; Psycho-
logical Look at a Champion; USKA Grand
Nat’l Championships.

9
VOL. 9, NO. 1: Pat Worley’s Introspec-

tion; Hang-ups of a Champion; Grand Old Mel
Bruno of U.S. Judo; Noguchi’s Aggressive
Arm Bar; Third Major Martial Arts Expo
Within a Year.

VOL. 9, NO. 2: Music Sharpens Harold
Gross’ Karate; Aikido Survey; Quantity or
Quality?; Philosophy of Judo; Samurai’s Last
Resistance; Collegiate Irwin Cohen’s Treach-
erous Triangle.

VOL. 9, NO. 4: Age, A Matter of Mind;
Wrestlers Find Flaws in Judo; Kumite Quar-
terbacks; Lone Assassin; Budo Stamps. Cen-
tral North American Championships.

VOL. 9, NO. 8: The Law and You.
Common-Sense Self-Defense; Defense Tech-
niques; Wrestler, Judoka Gene LeBell; Karate
Sensei Tak Kubota; Jewish Defense League’s
Vigilante Karate; National AAU Collegiate

Judo Championships.

VOL. 9, NO. 12: Aaron Banks, Karate’s
Most Controversial Promoter; Acupuncture,
Chinese Science of Needle Therapy; The
Unholy Partnership; Chicago Judo Sensei
Kyung Shin; Vintage Jujitsu—World War I

Style; Common-Sense Self-Defense.

10
vOL. 10, NO. 10: BLACK BELT YEAR-

BOOK, Martial Arts: The Coming Rage in
Entertainment; Profile of Isao Obata, Succes-
sor to Gichin Funakoshi; The Black Belt Hall
of Fame; Top Fighters in the World; High-
lights of the Martial Arts Year in Review.

$1.50 each. SPECIAL TO SUBSCRIBERS:
$1.00 each.

VOL. 10, NO. 11: John Natividad, The
Hot and Cold Karateka; Judo Is Not an
Overnight Thing; Poc Khek’s Kung-Fu Com-
promise; The Battle for American Judo
Supremacy; Karate and Life Saving.

11
VOL. 11, NO. 10: Kung-Fu Instructor

Raymond Wong; 1973 BLACK BELT HaU of
Fame; Wing Chun Do Practitioner and Hypno-
tist James DeMile; The World’s Top Judo and
Karate Competitors; Curse of the Minoh
Stone, Fiction by Rocky Gunn; Martial Arts
Census Survey; Highlights of the Year In
Review.

VOL. 11, NO. 11: Pankration, Ancient
Greek Fighting Art; Koichi Tohei and the Ki;
1973 World Judo Championships; Top Ten
Karate Competitors of Japan; Tournament
Fighter Wayne Booth.

VOL. 11, NO. 12: Eric Lee, Kung-Fu’s
Little King of Tournament Kata; Jack the
Ripper and the Surging Interest in Women's
Self-Defense; Yoga as a Foundation of Karate;
National Judo Champ Roy Sukimoto; Learn
to Die, Historical Fiction.

12
VOL. 12, NO. 1: Bob Wall, Actor-Budoka-

Businessman; U.S. Judoka Greg Olson Studies
at Korea’s Kyong-gi College; A question of
Destiny, Historical Fiction; Ron Taganashi
Brings Karate to Morton Street; First Oriental
Fighting Arts Expo; Sgt. Rene Pommerelle
Rewrites Military Police Manuals.

VOL. 12, NO. 3: The Common-Sense
>mmercialism of Steve Armstrong; New

England Kumite Champ Bob Campbell; The
Unlikely Samurai, Historical Fiction; Blind
Karate Students; A Look at a Martial Arts
Expo Through the Eyes of the Spectator.

VOL. 12, NO. 4: Pro Karate’s Howard
Jackson: A Look at Collegiate Martial Arts;
Fiction: Short, Sweet Story of Bill Shaug-
nessy’s Ear; 500-year-old Malaysian Art of
Silat Gayung; Chinatown Kung-Fu Instructor
Wai Hong; Judo as a Religion.

VOL. 12, NO. 5: Profile of Chuck Norris
Today; Nightmare of Judoka-Soldier Jim
Yoshida; The Delayed Death Touch; A New
Path of Vision, Historical Fiction; Unlikely
Samurai Comes Again, Fiction Reprint;
Kwang Seek Hyun’s Ping-Pong Hapkido;
Physicians Martial Arts Association; Five
Animals of Kung-Fu.
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VOL. 12, NO. 6: Kung-Fu’s Northern
Kicks and Southern Punches; Karate in Jr.

High School; High-Ranking Female Judoka
Keiko Fukuda: Kung-Fu Fighters vs. Thai
Kick-Boxers; The Frontier Spirit of Aikido’s
Riki Kogure; First Golden Fist Awards,
Academy Awards of Karate; Shipwrecked in a
Strange Place, Historical Fictions; Internation-
al Judo Federation Changes its Rules.

VOL. 12, NO. 7: Karate in Prisons; Judo
Competitor Tommy Masterson; Kung-Fu
Instructor Norman Pedelahore Dares to be
Different; To Strike When It Is Right,
Historical Fiction; Dale Kvalheim, American
Kick-Boxer in Thailand; The Quiet World of
Karate Champion Mike Warren; Rendezvous
on Budo Mountain.

VOL. 12, NO. 8: Robert Lee Fights for
Individuality; Judowoman Diane Pierce Likes
It Rough; Monster Man Everett Eddy; Kyujut-
su—First in a Series of Factual Narratives; Dr.
David Page gives a Program of Stretches for
High Kicking.

VOL. 12, NO. 9: Top Woman Tournament
Star Malia Dacascos; Report of the National
AAU Judo Championships; Former All-Japan
Karate Champion Miyuki Miura; New England
Judo Champ Ron Berube; Tales of the
Samurai—Shingen and Kenshin.

VOL. 12, NO. 10: Most Powerful Judoman
Charles Palmer; Karate College in Japan; The
Black Belt Hall of Fame: Top Fighters in the
World; Effects and Projections of the Kung-
Fu Movie Boom in America; Development of
Women’s Tournament Kumite; Introducing
the Top Six of the First AAU Women’s Shiai.

VOL. 12, NO. 11: America’s first glimpse
into kung-fu as practiced by the Wu Shu
Troupe from the People’s Republic of China;
A discussion on international amateur karate
by representatives of the AAU, AAKF and
WUKO; Burmese farmers and peasants display
their traditional martial art myanma letwhei;
An Ocean of One.

VOL. 12, NO. 12: Judoka Doug Nelson
Marches to a Different Drummer: The Sword
and the Mind of 33 Japanese Kendoists: T’ai
Ch’i Chuan Sways Interest of Lompoc, Cali-
fornia Correctional inmates; Oregon’s tang
soo do enthusiast Bob Barrow makes time for
karate, church and teaching; Gate of The
Tiger.

13
VOL. 13, NO. 1: Burmese bando boxing

champ Harvey Hastings’ martial arts odyssey
to Nepal; Hong Kong’s direct, scientific

self-defense art Wing Chung; hapkido instruc-
tor He-Young Kimm honors his father; The
Rise and Fall of Yoshitsune; judoka Rusty
Kanokogi’s lost in Phoenix.

VOL. 13, NO. 2: An in-depth look at Ed
Parker, the father of American kenpo; Jack
Anderson discusses his experiences in Korea;
the media and the martial arts; Dan Ivan
tangles with the Japanese underworld; pre-
paring your dojo for accidental injuries; the
philosophy of the traditional Japanese art of
Kenpo.

VOL. 13, NO. 3: US Pan-Am Judo Team
hopeful for ’76 Olympics bid; aikido for
Tokyo’s policewomen; small time dojo opera-
tor Jay T. Will turns big town celebrity; AAU
problems and politics; “Why Me?” a judo
champ is framed for murder, fiction; coverage
of a martial arts extravaganza.

VOL. 13, NO. 4: Judoka Wally Jay proves
weightlifting, aikido and boxing can make a
champion; pro karate and tournament super-
star Bill Wallace come together; Pauline Short
of Portland, Oregon, hapkidoist Julie Webb
and president of the Feminist Karate Union
Py Bateman are budo businesswomen; histori-

cal update explores origin of tai chi chuan;
the power of a flower, fiction.

VOL. 13, NO. 5: Traditionalist Gary
Alexander goes modern; Anne Small chairs
AAU’s feminine forum; Selecting a martial
arts school; Second Annual Golden Fist
Awards; Judoka Ace Sukigara’s winning
Oriental philosophy; The Gun and the Sword,
fiction.

VOL. 13, NO. 6: California’s moving
spirits behind Aikido Yoshinkai; Filipino yogi
Dada Shishir enters Canadian kumite competi-
tion; Fred Hamilton’s community funded
Harlem dojo; Ch’i, part one, the origins of this
mysterious power; Should the promoters or
fighters share the wealth, part one, the
fighters; Death of Atsumori, fiction.

VOL. 13, NO. 7: Cecil Peoples sets sights
on pro karate; New England’s Fred Villari de-
fends his success; shotokan stylist Tsutomu
Oshima’s soft philosophy; ch’i, part two, in-
creasing and utilizing this force; should the
promoters or fighters share the wealth, part
two, the promoter; judoka George Flanagan’s
fall vacation; blackmarket bogey, fiction.

VOL. 13, NO. 8: Korean karate’s YongT.
Lee; Unclassifiable handicapped judoka Joe
Walters; Wu-su, kung-fu in its traditional
form; David Moon propels karate in Mexico;
Intercommunal Youth Institute, an answer to
public schools; Iaido, art and technique of the
sword; ch’i, part three, effect of curious
powers; AAU competition; non-coverage;
Yamada Nagamasa, fiction.

VOL. 13, NO. 9: Willie Adams, Detroit’s
shodan producer; wushu from Chin; dancer
Thomas Thompson’s kata choreography;
aikidoist Yukio Noguchi combines all arts; ki
through Kirlian process; kali—modernizing
fluid combat principles; the Girons, judo
family from Fort Collins, Colorado; The
Satsuma Rebellion, fiction.

Enclosed Find $ for Copies at $1.00 EA.

NOTE: The post office requires zip codes on

all packages.
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I
CUSTOMIZE
AUTO/VAN INTERIORS

UPHOLSTtR ANY VEHICLE-START
WITH YOUR OWN CAR OR VANI
A business so big, growing so last, you
need an appointment in most auto trim

shops! Send tor FREE MASTER PLAN.
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET on learning

auto upholstery and interior customizing

in your spare hours. No experience
needed. VET APPROVED.
AUTO UPHOLSTERY INSTITUTE

SEND FOR FREE AUTO TRIM

CAREER BOOKLET AND FREE FACTS

ON HOME TRAINING PLAN TODAY!

I
Auto Upholstery Institute, Dept 6BV ¥ 3
1205 W. Barkley. P O. Box 16. Orange, CA 92666

I Please rush me the big illustrated

I auto upholstery fact book at no charge

I Name Age

|
Address —

I City_

•KWOHJAEHWA*

EMBROIDERED
EMBLEMS
Your Design

Clubs—Events
As few as 1

0

or many hundreds

Join other National and Local Karate
Associations who have discovered
Quality, Price, & Delivery with us.

Beautiful, washable swiss embroidered
emblems custom made to your design. Send
your design, today for a firm quote. Ideal
identifiers for clubs, organizations, or
events. Write now for free booklet with
design hints and ordering information.
Satisfaction guaranteed. A.T. Patch Co.,
306 ' Bethlehem Rd., Littleton, New
Hampshire 03561. Phone (603) 444-3423.

KUNG-FU
cvrute

AND TRICKS
' of SELF-DEFENSE

Now you can learn quickly

anil easily from a REGISTERED
BLACK BELT SCHOOL orienlal

|
secrets that leach you to focus and

f magnify your energy using the principle

of a laser. No increase in weight or

niiscle required.

CERTIFICATE & MEMBERSHIP
Home Study Course

FREE COLOR BROCHURE
Send 25c for pottage and handling

KARATE SCHOOL DEPT. Mil
HWY. 35. WANAMASSA. N J. 07712.

BE A WELL-DRESSED
MARTIAL ARTIST

Size

Economy
Unbleached

Twill

White
Bleached

Twill

White
Duck
Canvas

Black
Twill

0 (Avq 4 6 ) $8 70 $1800 $1900 $1845
1 (Avg 4’ 10") 890 18 50 19 95 18 80
2 (Avg 5'2") 990 1900 21 35 1980
3 (Avg 5'5") 1260 19 50 24 45 21 50
4 (Avg 5 9) 1365 20 00 26 95 23 50
5 (Avg 6 0") 14 70 21 50 28 95 25 50
6 (Avg 6 4") 1575 22 00 31 95 28 00

Quantity Size .

postage tor foreign orders Georgia residenis add
4N sales tax Quantity discounts tor instructors

Send Certified Check or Money Order payable to

Defense Arts. P 0 Bot 43601 Atlanta Ga 30330

DEFENSE ARTS
PO Box 4360V Atlanta. Georgia 30336

TOP U.S. JUDOKA
(Continued from page 67)

against Martin. He should be a real

factor on the American judo scene for

at least the next four years.

9. TOMMY RIGGS - 23 years old -
Houston, Texas

Always a bridesmaid, but never a

bride, could well describe the senior

national competition career of Tommy
Riggs of Houston. A former national

high school champion and a medalist in

national collegiate competition. Tommy
has never been able to win a gold medal

in the senior class. Previously, the

closest he has come was when he fin-

ished third. This year was his best shot;

he was in the pool opposite both Burris

and Maruyama but in the finale he lost

to Maruyama.

Riggs has probably one of the most

powerful seoinage in the country and

with his low center of gravity, he uses it

to great advantage. This year he added a

series of leg grabs to complement this

technique and his improvement at

newaza has been outstanding.

Tommy is an engineering student at

the University of Houston and in addi-

tion to a heavy academic schedule, he

works. He finds it harder every year to

devote the kind of time one has to give

to be an international winner in judo. If

this problem can be compensated by

sheer desire and drive, then Riggs will

make it. He wants to fight on an

international team and this could be.his

year.

10. RAMON RIVERA - 19 years old -
Los Angeles

Moving up from 154 to 176 pounds

this year was a bad move for the young

fighter from the West Coast. He was a

bronze medalist in the 1974 PanAm
Championships playing in that 154-

pound class and lost only one fight last

year in the senior nationals to his close

friend and club mate Burris. Around the

dojo they are know as "Freebie and the

Bean."

Rivera did not seem as quick in this

year's nationals, but his favorite throw

uchimata seemed as powerful as ever.

Rivera still has problems with his

newaza, part of that a result of not

being a particularly physical kind of

player. He certainly has a lot of growing

to do. His build is such, he can carry the

full 176 pounds with little or no effort.

He will be in the round robin with Irwin

Cohen, Renee Zeelenberg and Clyde

Worthen for the right to be on this

year's teams. This might just be a little

too tough a class for Ramon at this

time; but with a maximum of four

matches to fight, you never know what
could happen. An injury, a penalty —
any of them can eliminate a man. Either

way, it is only a matter of time till

Rivera reaches his peak.

TOP U.S. KARATEKA
(Continued from page 59)

ships, the six-foot-two tae kwon do
stylist plowed the ring collecting $200
for his second triple crown win by
capturing the middle sparring crown and
the grand championship. Frequently

• BOOKS: SECRETS OF CHINESE KA-

RATE — $6 95 KUNG-FU MEDITA-

TION"—$1 95 "SECRETS OF SHA0LIN
TEMPLE BOXING-55 95 "IRON PALM
iN 100 DAYS CHINESE LEG

MANEUVERS"— Many more

• KARATE UNIFORMS: Strongest, low-

est price

• KUNG-FU UNIFORMS: Hand made,

knot buttons, long sleeves, complete

freedom of movement

• SECRET KUNG-FU TRAINING AID.

• NUNCHAKUS on sale: Strongest

Chinese style, Octagon 14" — S3 93

FREE Instruction Sheet attached

sold to prohibited areas

• SHA0LIN KUNG-FU MEDITA
TION INCENSE: FREE Inst'ucti

enclosed $2 00/ tube

All information FREE. Send money order to

MR. YANG. C & S Co.. 2402G St. Charles.
Cinnaminson. N.J 08077
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Kurban scores quickly with one of his

favorite weapons—a penetrating side-

kick, strikes with backfists and lashes

out with lightning rapid roundhouse
kicks. Paired with Steve Melton at the

Moo Kwan championships, the tall

Texan showed superiority throughout

the match when he seemed to whoosh
kicks in so fast Melton did not appear to

see them coming.

Pre-law and business management
keep the mid-20’s student busy at the

University of Texas. But the third

degree black belt still trains rigorously

six days a week besides running his

200-student Arlington dojo. After

studying tae kwon do in Korea,

Kurban’s philosophy on the art changed;

he tried to apply the spiritual side of

karate to his fighting. The sportsman-

ship this light-heavyweight incorporated

into his competitions failed and he was
forced to modify his style. Now he

meets sportsmanship with sportsman-

ship and contact with contact.

9. RON SHAW
Middleweight/Kent, Ohio

Known as one of the best competi-

tors in the Great Lakes area, Ron Shaw
has proved in many tournaments to be

the highlight of the black belt finals. Al-

though the five-foot-seven fighter

usually weighs in at 165 to 175 pounds,

it’s not uncommon to see him walk

away with a grand championship after a

bout with a heavyweight fighter of
equal talent.

His fighting style can best be

compared to his zodiac sign—Taurus.

This aggressive fighter generally chases

opponents around the ring using strong

lunge punches and fast ridgehand tech-

niques. In this year’s winter Four
Seasons Karate Tournament, Shaw took

the grand championship for the second

consecutive time. Even more outstand-

m
Retail « 1.95
Postage &
handling .30

Size: 53 pages,

5W" x 7V*"

Distributed in the U.S.A. by
Hakubundo, Inc.,

P.O. Box 955. Honolulu. HI 96808

Money order or bank draft acceptable.

No personal checks.

ing as proof of his versatility as a com-
petitor in all phases of the arts, Shaw
took first places in forms, sparring and

weapons, and the grand championship
at the Ohio Great Lakes Open held this

year.

Shaw also holds down a job with the

security force at Kent State University

and still has time to teach the Kent

State Karate Club afterwards. The
24-year-old has been studying the isshin-

ryu style for five years and during that

time has earned over 67 trophies.

10. PAT WORLEY
Middleweight/Bloomington, Minnesota

From tournament competition to ka-

rate instructor, Pat Worley has main-
tained the high standards of excellence

that have won him a position as a Top
Ten fighter. An old timer as far as ka-

rate tournaments go, Worley has been
an inspiration for many young com-
petitors. During the years he was noted
to be an aggressive but well-tempered

fighter, taking his opponents as seri-

ously as his own skills.

Borrowning techniques and adding

his own unique brand of motion,

Worley is able to match his opponents
move for move, sometimes checking

them before they can get started. He
claims his success is due to the many
different instructors he has trained

under, taking a bit here and there from
several different sources. Worley’s trade-

mark is self-discipline and he’s been

proving it ever since 1967, when he first

started competing. Since then he’s

steadily been racking up an impressive

list of wins too numerous to mention in

total.

His favorite tournaments are the St.

Louis Top Ten Nationals, where he

placed first in both fighting and forms

in ’71, then finished second in fighting

and first in forms in ’72; the Battle of

Atlanta, where he is seeded in with the

top fighters; and Allen Steen’s U.S. Ka-

rate Championships, where he recently

took first place.

He now tries to make the rounds of

the larger annual tournaments and is

ecstatic over the full contact tourna-

ments which he wholeheartedly
welcomes. He likes full face contact and
is in training now, learning how to take

as well as give punches.

Worley spends a lot of his time train-

ing to the test. Besides his own goals, he

crown. He is a top contender for Bill

Wallace, the present title holder and is

anxious to meet Wallace to put his train-

ing to the test. Besides his won goals, he

is actively training young fighters for

the tournament circuit, a befitting

effort for such a talented fighter.

The Han Only I Knew

Don't settle for

hearsay!

Get it from the

source!

This is Bruce Lee’s true

story: how the finest

exponent of unarmed

combat lived, loved, fought

and died.

Follow his rise to fame and

fortune, his training and

fighting methods and share

his deepest feelings in an

intimate view of his life

that only the wife who
loved and understood him

can give.

•

No. 7877 $1.50

To Order: Use the Ohara
Postage Paid Envelope or

The Ohara Coupon on Page 79
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BECOME A
NUNCHAKU
EXPERT!

New from
Divine Wind for ’75

An exciting new training manual developed

especially for the serious Nunchaku
practitioner. NUNCHAKU TECHNIQUES
by Sakaida Hiroshi is an explosive live-

action flip-book, clearly demonstrating the

impressive versatility of the fantastic

Nunchaku. NUNCHAKU TECHNIQUES is

not another dull text book. Learn the cross

arm and body techniques, forward and
-everse whipping, hand switching, and more
. . . the fastest and easiest way possible!

Clip and Mail Today

""divine"wiND.lNC! "dept” 7f7
Box 4116, Mt. View, Calif. 94040

Gentlemen: Yes. 1 want to be a Nunchaku expert! Please rush me
NCJNCHAKCJ TECHNIQUES by Sakaida Hiroshi. (Orders with

cash or money order ship immediately)

I must be completely satisfied or I may return it within

10 days for a full refund.

Volume 1 $1.95 + 25C postage & handling

(Calif, residents please add 12C sales tax)

Volume 2 $1.95 + 25C postage & handling

(Calif, residents please add 12C sales tax)

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Canadian orders: Use International MO or Bank Draft. $0.50 extra

postage.

WOMEN IN THE ARTS
(Continued from page 16)

deluge of new female students flow through these newly

opened flood gates to change the face of the sport, a sport

preserved for males over the centuries. Already, judo is being

filled with women who are interested in it as a sport rather

than a self-defense training, and this attitude is significant.

For one thing, it points up the new female collective

consciousness that has forced the enactment of federal laws

over the last year. Girls are playing little league, high school

and college basketball, ice hockey and a number of other mixed

NCAA and AAU events — all because of these laws. Also,

there’s a great deal of movement in the direction of having

women’s college athletic programs equally funded with those

of the men on campus.

The martial arts dollar is undergoing no less change than the

overall national sports dollar. The percentage of income from

women students in dojo around the country is up anywhere

from 20 percent to 200 percent, depending on which school

you ask. The martial arts advertising slanted toward women,
which covers anything between rape prevention and the

Fem-A-Letic Girdle, is also up considerably. Every phase of

the martial arts economy, whether it be income or outgoing

funds, is being effected positively by the growing number of

women in the field. And out of all this, a new breed of cat has

developed - the budo businesswoman.

Opening a dojo is a tough proposition at first. It becomes

an invitation to follow the bouncing checks when a woman
dares to try it. Men are about as eager to have a woman teach

them to fight as Ralph Nader was to buy a used car from

Richard Nixon. But somehow, some say, women like Pauline

Short, Py Bateman, Julie Webb and Vikki Morrow have not

only turned the trick, but are thriving.

Pauline Short ditched a 15 grand a year job as a graphic

artist to devote herself full time to her pet project Karate For

Women (KFW). It started in the basement of a Buddhist

church and today boasts an enrollment of 200 women, many
of whom have been with Pauline for the sporting aspect rather

than the self-defense training.

In Lomita, California, Julie Webb threw in with Tae Man
Kwon, a proverbial stranger in a strange land (Lomita, after all,

is dangerously close to San Pedro) and the result was a going

concern in hapkido. Thanks to Tae Man Kwon, Julie learned

hapkido, and thanks to Julie, the Korean expatriate is making

a neat profit on his school. Julie handles the finances, supplies,

printing and promotion for the dojang — a different set-up

with the same result. A woman makes the difference between

success and failure of another school.

It was a year of precedent in the political arena as well. Just

as females ousted moldy old incumbents from public office on

election day, they made their first inroads into the political

hierarchy of karate. It is a beginning that will eventually give

women some say-so about their participation in karate, as well

as the general directions of the sport as a whole. Let’s face it.

The ladies have arrived.

Firstest with the mostest was Anne Small of Toledo, Ohio.

She is the head of the newly formed women’s karate

subcommittee of the AAU. Now that they have a mouthpiece,

women can start legislating their own competition rules (which

won’t really differ too drastically from those of the men’s

division), organizing new and better classes of competition and

promoting the image of the female in a sport previously

Continued
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The Ultimate Nunchaku Reference
ED PARKER'S GUIDE TO THE NUNCHAKU

"ED PARKER’S GUIDE TO THE NUNCHAKU” is

a sensational new book from the Father of Ameri-

can Karate. For the first time, Ed Parker reveals

his own dynamic Kenpo techniques using the

Nunchaku. His BRILLIANT NEW CONCEPTS
VIRTUALLY LEAP FROM EVERY PAGE OF THIS

STUNNING LITERARY ACHIEVEMENT!
You will learn angles of attack that no oppo-

nent can possibly anticipate as well as how to

instantly select the proper angle of attack to

strike the best available target in the least

amount of time.

Mr. Parker's FANTASTIC KENPO INNOVA-
TIONS are dramatically illustrated via the use

of high speed cameras— capturing every move
with incredible clarity. Special chapters de-

scribe current legal restrictions, carrying po-

sitions, foot maneuvers, statistical data and

revolutionary self-defense tactics that have

never appeared in print before.

"ED PARKER'S GUIDE TO THE NUNCHAKU
should be on the bookshelf of every Karateka.

It's the best book on the subject.”
—Tadashl Yamashita, Martial

Arts weapons expert

"Dynamic, innovative and informative—A must for

all practitioners."
—Curtis F. Wong, Publisher ot

Inside Kung-Fu Magazine

"Many Kenpo stylists refer to Ed Parker as the last

word on the proper way to do their techniques.”
—Black Belt Magazine,

"ED PARKER'S GUIDE TO THE NUN-
CHAKU” will soon be distributed nation-

wide with a cover price of $5.95 per copy.

In order to bring this outstanding new

book to the immediate attention of Mar-

tial Artists everywhere, the publishers

have agreed to release a limited number

of copies at a special pre-publication

price of only $4.95! Please respond

promptly because this unique offer will

expire when the "GUIDE” is distributed

to retail bookstores. To obtain your

special copy, use the convenient order

form below and mail your check or

money order to NUNCHAKU, 315

South Beverly Drive, Penthouse Suite,

Beverly Hills, California 90212.

Please rush me a copy of "ED PARKER'S BB
GUIDE TO THE NUNCHAKU" today! My check
for $4.95 payable to NUNCHAKU is enclosed.

State Zip

CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS-Add 6% sales tax

for a total of $5.25. NO C.O.D.'s WILL BE
ACCEPTED FOR THIS SPECIAL OFFER.
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WOMEN IN THE ARTS
Continued

dominated by men. And the AAU’s presence at the helm

certainly doesn’t hurt karate’s chances of getting into the

Olympics, the coverage of which would be a tremendous boon

DO IT!
BUY KARATE UNIFORMS
AT THESE LOW PRICES!

$9.90
$10.90 SIZE #2
$11.90 SIZE #3
$12.90 SIZE #4
$13.90 SIZE #5
$14.90 SIZE #6

Complete uniform includes jacket, pants & white belt

FAMOUS NAME BRAND • TOP QUALITY • BLEACHED WHITE
MEDIUM WEIGHT • PRE-SHRUNK • 100% COTTON

Guarantee: If not satisfied, return within 10 days for refund!

DO IT NOW! Send money order, check or certified check to

E.M. SELLING CO. Box 3000, Culver City, CA 90230

'Add: $1 .00 per uniform (or shipping and handling costs. California residents ADD 6% sales tax.

Acupuncture
HOME STUDY TRAINING
PROGRAM & SUPPLIES
ORIENTAL STUDIES INSTITUTE
BOX 2 J9W, TORONTO .

CANADA UN 411

DRAGON BRAND

JUDO-KARATE SUPPLIES
LOWEST PRICES

ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS
NO INDIVIDUAL INQUIRY PLEASE
ESTABLISHED SCHOOLS & CLUBS ONLY
SEND S1.00 FOR 20 PAGE CATALOG

J. EHARA INT’L.. INC.
P.O. BOX 50991 NEW ORLEANS, LA. 70150

to both the sport and to the women in it.

Outside the AAU, even more exciting things are beginning

to pop. If this past year can be marked by any particular thing,

it would have to be the emergence of full contact KO karate.

So many KO leagues popped up overnight that you needed a

pocket calculator to keep up with them.

It kind of figured that the girls would jump on the

bandwagon eventually, and they did. It happened this year at

Rhode Island College in Providence. Six all-girl squads

punched it out in full contact knockout bouts for George

Pesare’s first United States Women’s Team Karate

Championships. If nothing else, the event was a tremendous

promotional success. Pesare’s own girl team, referred to as “a

bunch of vicious little animals,” went on to win the event after

a trail of black eyes, bloody noses and ringing chimes.

It was that kind of year - a woman’s year. But the coming

year promises even more ground traversed by the women’s

movement. It’s almost tempting to use the disgusting old

cliche — you’ve come a long way, baby — but women have

come a long way since Ruby Paglinawan beat two out of three

men in a circus-like contest at Ed Parker’s 1964 Internationals.

How far they’ve come is hard to say, but if Mikie Rowe’s

recent special award from the Northern California Karate

Referee’s Association is any indication, it may be even further

than we’ve suspected. She was presented with a bronze

facsimile called ‘‘The Golden Jock” because, as she puts it,

“It’s been said that I have more balls than most men.”

SHOWYOUR PRIDE!

Roman Chinese Japanese Phonetic

Letters Characters KATAKANA

Personalized, custom embroidered Judo-Karate Belts in 8
colors & 5 sizes! Highest quality. Send $.25 for Brochure.

Divine Wind, Inc., Box 41 16, Dept. EB-25
Mountain View, California 94040

through

FASTIHF
Abstention from all Food.

Liberate energy, develop concentration,

discipline. Detoxify and cleanse.

For Fasting Guide — $1.00 to:

NEW AGE PUBLICATIONS. Box 4059. Houston. Texas 77210
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innovatIonaL

BREAKTHROUGH
M' at/

W IT *
OU'LL NOT
R ACT ICE
/ITHOUT IT

PREVENT
STUDENT,

EXCITING

ELIMINATE
PSYCHOLOGICAL
FEAR
OF
INJURY

MOTIVATE
STUDENT

Note: While the Safe-T-Kick and Safe-T-Funch mini-

mize the chance of injury, the “NO-CONTACT” rule

should still be applied.

PATENTED PRODUCTS •

U.S. PAT. NO. 3,769,722 ; 3.855,633

TOTAL FOR MERCHANDISE

OVER SI 00 00 A00 5\

UNDER SI 00 00 ADO 10\

IM0ER S22 00 ADO S2 50

AIR MAN. OVER $100 00 ADO 10%

AIR MAIL UNDER SI0000AOD 20%

AIR MAIL UNDER S22 00 ADD $5 00

D C RESIOENTS ADO 5% SALES TAX

COD IS NOT ACCEPTABLE! AMOUNT ENCLOSED

SAFE-T EQUIPMENT 0RDIER FORM •’SST

SAFE-T-KICK
H'Ul » » > 9 | 11 | 13 TOTAL 0TY $15 95 X TOTAL QUANTITYn 1 I I 1 1

SAFE-T-CHOP tl'M CH S M L TOTAL QTY SI 5.95 X TOTAL QUANTITY

ra
SAFE-T-PUNCH

SIZES CH M L TOTAL QTY $13 95 X TOTAL QUANTITY

on

SAFE-T-FACE
SUES

| CH A0 TOTAL QTY $22 95 X TOTAL QUANTITY

QTY

SAFE-T-SHIN
SUES ONE SIZE ONLY TOTAL QTY $ 8 95 X TOTAL QUANTITY

QTY

SAFE-T-TARGET
SUES ONE SIZE ONLY TOTAL 0TY $14 95 X TOTAL QUANTITY

J1IL

SHIPPING A HAN0LING

PLEASE ENCLOSE MONEY ORDER OR CERTIFIED CHECK

RHEE SAFETY EQUIPMENT, INC.

STREET
,
N.W., WASHINGTON, D C. 20036
TEL 12021 USA- 1000

MEASUREMENT
SAFE-T-KICK

SIZE 3

SIZE 5

SIZE 7

SIZE 9

SIZE 11

SIZE 13

For Children 7 l 10

For Children 11112
For Shoe Size 6 17
For Shoe Size 8 19
For Shoe Size 10 A 1

1

For Shoe Size 12 t 13

SAFE-T-CHOP l PUNCH

SIZE CH For Children

SIZE S For Adult Small

SIZE M For Adult Medium

SIZE L For Adult Large

WHOLESALE RATE AVAILABLE
g £
< O

Copyrights
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STRIKING EQUIPMENT

MAKERS OF THE FIRST STRIKING BAG DESIGNED AND
TESTED SPECIFICALLY FOR RUGGED MARTIAL ARTS USE
IN MULTIPLE SIZES AND COLORS!!!

BUILT TO LAST AND LAST!

MAKES PRACTICE SAFE

AND REALISTIC!

HIGHEST

QUALITY!

LOWEST
PRICES!

ONLY
$59®5

(FOR STANDARD 42" BAG)

• DOUBLE WEAVE VINYL (CAN'T RIP OR TEAR)

i

• HEAVY DUTY SUPPORT BANDS (SAME AS APPROVED
FOR AUTO SEAT BELTS)!

• DOUBLE STITCHED SEAMS!

• FOAM BODIED ANO FILLED FOR THAT PROPER WEIGHT"!

» COMES IN 4 DIFFERENT SIZES TO ACCOMMOOATE USE IN THE
DOJO. HOME. BASEMENT, OR GARAGE. ANO TO PHYSICALLY
SUIT PEE-WEE. JUNIOR. OR ADULT PRACTfTIONERS!

SEND ALL MAIL ORDERS TO:
BOB NIETO STRIKING EQUIPMENT CO.

P. O. BOX 22124, CLEVELAND, OHIO 44122.
QTY

(RED, BLUE, ORANGE,
COLOR GREEN, YELLOW,

BLACK, GRAY)

(42" STANDARD - *59.95
SIZE 36" -$49.95 30" -$39.95

24" - $29.95)
PRICE TOTAL

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

C.O.D.'s not accepted. Send only checks, money orders or cashiers checks payable to:

BOB NIETO STRIKING EQUIPMENT CO. Shipping and handling charges for U. S. and

Canada: If your order is $25.00 to $30.00, add $3.00; over $30.00, add 10%. Avoid

delay! Include shipping and handling costs with order!!

TOTAL FOR
MERCHANDISE
SALES TAX
Ohio Res. add 5%

MASTER
CHARGE # Signature.

TOTAL AMOUNT
ENCLOSED

Master Charge Only

This Beautiful Chart
a graphic history of theORom
MJUSTWLJUnSi

URAftHL’ Of 7H€ OftCKTM. MJUOiAL JuO&S;

. *. %

sssaassaa ===
24’x 36” full color- suitable for framing

EVERY SERIOUS MARTIAL ARTS STUDENT
SHOULD HAVE THIS HISTORIC CHART
Trace the origin of your style to understand it mori

fully. The centuries unfold an intriguing anc

dynamic story that will enhance your personal

involvement with the martial arts. The majot

influences that created the different styles are graph-

ically portrayed.

$6.50 Postage Paid. Certified check or money order

MARTIAL ARTS HISTORY
P.O. Box 1168
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37401

LARGEST IMPORTER AND DISTRIBUTOR

TOKAIDO N. T. !.
* BLACK EAGLE

Uniforms

TOKAIDO’S

SAFETY

NUNCHAKU
and

Training Equipments

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST

Tfojaewt ^JxadcK^, *]kc.

P.O.BOX 20388 PHONE (213) 385-7096
2534 W. PICO BLVD. LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90006
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TOP WOMEN KARATEKA
(Continued from page 18)

BERNICE DOWNS

Entering her first tourna-
ment as a yellow belt in

19 70, Bernice Downs de-
feated her challenger a black
belt. Winning her next five

tournaments in a row, she
began building a solid founda-
tion for her career as a com-
petitor. Downs began
studying karate under her

husband Bill, who taught at a

local recreation center. She is

known for her lightening fast

hand and arm techniques, al-

though she can surprise an
opponent with swift leg

maneuvers. Still a brown belt,

Downs prefers fighting to

form competition, although
the five-foot-eight-inch
karateka does concentrate on
forms for practice. Eventually
Downs hopes to teach a

combination of karate and
self-defense for women in her
own dojo, which she plans to

establish in Evanston, Illinois.

PHYLLIS EVETTS

Phyllis Evetts began
studying karate under Jim
Butin and later received her

black belt from Pat Burleson.
From Fort Worth, Texas,
Evetts enters as many tourna-
ments as she can, regardless

of where they are located. Be-

cause of her avid pursuit for

competition, she has garnered
quite a few impressive tro-

phies. In a fiercely fought
battle, Evetts defeated Pam
Watson for first place in the
12th US Karate Champion-
ships in Dallas. Displaying

winning sparring technique,
she took home many other
coveted victories in 1974.
One of the pioneers in

womens competition, Evetts

fights in the ring for herself

and out of the ring for the

advancement of better, more
diverse classes for women in

tournaments.

CHERYL MAINENTI

Like Barbara Bones,
Cheryl Mainenti also received

her instruction from top ten

female karateka Malia
Dacascos. Mainenti dazzled

opponents and spectators

with the precision and deter-

mination that marks a true

competitor. Since her intro-

duction into the fighting

arena in early 1974, Mainenti

has returned to her home
state of Oregon, where she

should provide some tough

competition for women in

the Northeastern part of the
country for some time to

come.

JENICE MILLER

Jenice Miller began tourna-
ment fighting in 1968 and be-

gan to win impressive vic-

tories in a few years. Receiv-
ing her basics from Allen
Steen, she began reaching out
to as many tournaments as

possible from her home base
of New Orleans. Her most
coveted wins in 1974 were
the women’s sparring at Joe
Corley’s Battle of Atlanta and
the advanced women’s divi-

sion at the Gulf Coast karate
championships.

MIKIE ROWE

Though Mikie Rowe has
been competing in women’s
freestyle fighting for nearly
three years, her first all-out

efforts at tournament com-
petition began in late 1973.
Between then and the end of

1974, she stacked up a sizable

number of first place tro-

phies. Her most outstanding
battle of 1974 occurred at

the 3rd Annual Western US
Karate Championships where,
despite a broken toe and nose
and a fractured cheekbone,
she copped top honors in the

advanced women’s division.
Rowe began studying
kajukembo with her black
belt husband Stuart alongside
their two children. Between
competition and managing a

figure salon, Rowe also

teaches kempo in her home-
town of Richmond, Califor-

nia.

PAULINE SHORT

Pauline Short first began
practicing karate 12 years

ago. Under the tutelage of
Bruce Terrill, she advanced to

be one of the most outspoken
advocates for women’s com-
petition in the tournament
circles. The formation of
Karate for Women kept her
from serious competition
until recently, but the delay
caused no floundering. Unlike
some women fighters, Short
has not engaged in com-
petition against men. The
five-foot-two-inch Short, at

115 pounds, has racked up an
impressive number of big

wins, including the first place

honors at Steve Armstrong’s
Pacific Lutheran University

Karate Tournament in

Portland, her home town.

STOP KIUING

SAF-T-CHUK ™- is a beautiful training aid replica of

the famous Maru-Gata [round] Nunchaku. Constructed

of durable, jet black polyethylene plastic to assure the

greatest safety, each SAF-T-CHUK™ Training Aid is

12 inches long, and comes complete with heavy-duty

blue-chromed chain attachment. As an indespensible

aid for the serious Nunchaku practitioner, the SAF-T-

CHUK™ Training Aid developes your confidence

and eliminates the dreaded fears of bodily injuries.

Now, you can master the basics, perfect your skills, and
experiment with new techniques!

Money Orders & Cash orders shipped immediately.

Dealers: Write for quantity discounts.

3.50 each — or — 2 for $6.00

CLIP AND MAIL TODAY

DIVINE WIND, INC., 8 DEPT. J75

Box 4116, Mt. View, California 94040

Gentlemen: Please rush me the amazing unique
SAF-T-CHUK™ Nunchaku Training Aid(s) imme-
diately! I must be completely satisfied or I may return

it within 10 days for a full refund.

I enclose $3.50 + 50c postage & handling for (one)

(California Residents please add 21c sales tax)

I enclose $6.00 + 75c postage & handling for (two)

(California Residents please add 36c sales tax)

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Foreign orders: Use International M.O. or Bank Draft,

$1 .00 extra postage. (Sorry — No C.O. D. Orders.

)
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BRUCE LEE
BOOK $4.95 ppd

64 pages. 814 x 11, soft cover

Color & B/W scenes from

Lee's movies. History of

Lee's life. Color portrait of

Lee on F/B covers. For

delivery add

Post Special

SAMURAI SWORD $79.95
High grade steel. Detailed gold-plated

hilt & handle. Polished simulated sharp

edge. Black wood case. Black cloth

wrappings. 29' blade. 39" overall. Tang

goes well up into handle for strength.

38 oz. uncased. Made in Japan. Return

for refund, if not satisfied.

UNIFORMS
Best quality. Permanent press. Assorted colors.

Quantity discounts available.

SHIPPING A HANDLING IS PREPAID. You pay no extra SEND FOR FREE CATALOG Wooden
swords, stalls, edged weapons. N J. residents add SK sales tax Canada & Mexico add 50c or 5%,

whichever Is greater, lor shipping DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

DOLANS SPORTS Dept. BB 620 Fairview Ave.. Neptune. N.J. 07753
Phone 201-922-3382 or 938-4434

BRUCE LEE STYLE NUNCHAKU $9.95
Black finished hardwood 12” long. 114" dia. at large end.

welded 9" steel chain.

WARNING: The Nunchaku will not be sold

wherever prohibited by

BRUCE LEE
FULL COLOR POSTERS $2.50ea.

3 OR MORE $2.20 ea.

PI 18 Pics, from Bruce Lee movies. 23" x 29."

P2 32 Pics, from Bruce Lee movies. 27" x 38"

P3 Bruce Lee relaxing. 23" x 35"

P4 Bruce Lee with Nunchaku. 24" x 34"

P5 24 Pics, from Bruce Lee movies. 23" x 35"

P6 "LEGEND OF BRUCE LEE" $3.95
42’ x 58" oversize poster-pics of Bruce Lee in action

$3.50 If ordered with any 2 of PI thru P5.

BLACK DRAGON

fighting society

KUNG-FU
JUDO, JIU-JITSU, KARATE,
etc.. Books, Supplies, and Equipment.

Send for Free Brochures. Enclose 25 1 to cover

postage. When ordering please PRINT Name,
address, City, State and zip code.

BLACK DRAGON FIGHTING SOCIETY
Dept BB-105. P.0. Box A-3727, Chicago, Illinois 60690

LEARN ONE OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE
METHODS OF SELF-DEFENSE EVER!

650 easy to follow photos teach you 126 of the same techniques

taught by Sensei Kubota to police departments worldwide,

including Los Angeles and Tokyo. The ideal defense against

knife, club or mass attack!

LIGHTWEIGHT TRAINING BATON 26” long*
dia. made of rugged polyetheylene, perfect for realistic practice.

Send check or money order to:

KM MARTIAL ARTS PRODUCTS CO.
4303 Melbourne Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90027

B Please sends BOOKS (10.75 ea.) $

BATONS ( J. 50 ea.)

Add $1.00 handling & shipping ea. book
Add 50c handling & shipping ea. baton

Calif. Residents add 6% sales tax

Enclosed is check or money order for $ TOTAL

Name

Street

Ci ty State Zip

.

KARATE JEWELRY
Authentic embossed symbols —
Shuriken (star), Goju (fist), Shotokan
(tiger) Taikwondo (devil) in key
chains $2.25. His and Hers neck
chains $2.50 each.

SAFE. FOAM RUBBER

NUNCHAKU
The Karate weapon of self defense

Practice with full contact. No
danger of injury; rubber surface

rigid core. Proven by Black

Belt instructors. $4.95

add 75<t postage

NUNCHAKU — the karate weapon
of self-defense. Clocked at the speed
of over 100 miles an hour. Made of
cured white oak $5.95 or rounded
type $6.95 add 75<t postage
Not sold where prohibited by law.

Send for catalog

SHURIKEN Dept. R

144 West 19th Street

New York, N. Y. 10011

SPIKE and

CHAIN

Spike and Chain Japanese Fighting Arts.
Secrets of two little known branches of
martial arts Manrikigusarl and Shurlken-
Jutsu S4.95
NUNCHAKU - the book that pictures and
explains combat techniques of kicking and
striking. Easy-to-follow photos. SI.00
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AIKIDO
(Continued from page 52)

its growth in the U.S. has not
been considerable.

Female enrollment in

aikido schools is impressive as

women are not as much at a

disadvantage because of their

lesser strength than in other

more aggressive arts. The
dedication and spiritual

demands aikido requires of its

practitioners seem to appeal

to women.
Some sensei see a

compromise in the future for

their art, with a slackening of

some of the stricter principles

that have been adhered to.

Perhaps with the interest in

ki, which beginning aikidoists

strive to develop, enthusiasm
for this pacif istic art will in-

crease.

TAE KWON DO
(Continued from page 53)

veillance over tae kwon do.

Translated literally, tae

kwon do means the art of

punching with the fists and
kicking and smashing with

the feet. Flashy leg move-
ments and foot techniques set

it apart from other martial

arts. Basic patterns called

hyungs all have these same
purposes and processes:

attack and defend, begin and
end at the same point, em-
ploy speed, rhythm and
specified posture. The power,
strength and control of tae

kwon do are often illustrated

by practitioners who break

boards, bricks and other

objects.

EUROPEAN KARATE
(Continued from page 26)

perfectionist when he per-

forms kata.

A Paris policeman and ka-

rate teacher, the 1 50 pounder
was No. 8 in 1974, but this

year climbed to the fifth posi-

tion. He can win more titles

and step up next year, but he

is 29 and will probably retire

from competition soon.

6.

WILLIAM MILLERSON
Middleweight, Holland

No. 6 in 1973, five-foot-

nine Millerson has been

runner-up in the under-1 72-

pounds division in Europe

since 1973. Another wado
stylist, Millerson is a pupil of

Jack Van Hellermond .and

Harold La Rose. Relying on

his punches mainly, the

Dutchman sometimes limits

his scoring because of this.

But he is only 22 and can de-

velop better kicking tech-

niques.

This bespectacled student

from Hilversum University

weighs 167 pounds and is

well muscled. Millerson plays

soccer for stamina develop-

ment.

7. ROBIN McFARLANE
Heavyweight, Scotland

It was not a lucky season

for this rugged, bearded

Scotsman, who lost a few

crucial matches and wound
up without any trophies at

the 1975 European Cham-
pionships. He no longer occu-

pies the No. 3 spot he had

last year, but the six footer’s

unquestionable quality keeps

him on the list.

A shukokai pupil from

Glasgow, he is an all-round

sportsman. The heavyweight

uses any recognized tech-

nique to score. Sometimes he

ankle-sweeps opponents,
sometimes he uses powerful

snap-kicks and he is very

much at home with punches.

McFarlane develops his com-
petitors’ techniques and adds

them to his arsenal.

The 24-year-old Scotsman

does yoga exercises to tone

his body. The 185 pounder is

a traveling real estate sales-

man who will improve with

age. He is also a fine swimmer
and diver.

8. GEERT LEMMENS
Middleweight, Belgium

Fine timing and a great

fighting spirit are this five-

foot-niner’s main assets. The
Belgian appeared on the 1970

Top Ten list as No. 10, went

up to No. 6 in ’71, back

down to No. 10 in ’72 and

then up again in ’74 as far as

No. 4.

Besides fine punches and

kicks that helped him win

tournaments, the 30-year-

old’s good sportsmanship is

also his distinction. Shotokan

stylist Lemmens is making a

living teaching karate in Bel-

gium and in Germany. The
Belgian karateka weighs 165

pounds and is well muscled.

When Lemmens quits fight-

Continued

SECRETS
Of Thai Boxing

REUEALEO!

DIVINE WIND'S NEWEST PUBLICATION!

THAI BOXING
The Devastating Fighting Art of Thailand

by Samyon Tanjaworn

Now available for the first time ever, an indepth study of Muay
Thai (Thai Boxing), the devastating fighting art of Thailand.

Viewed as a vicious and exciting sport, Thai Boxers have time
and again stunned the Martial Arts World by completely crush-

ing their Karate & Kung-fu challengers in exhibition matches!
Just what is the secret of their prowess

?

This unique publication covers the practical application of Thai
Boxing - from initial training to advanced techniques, such as

the famous "Circular Roundhouse" and "Crocidile Whips Its Tail."

Those who are very interested in the powerful knock-out kicking

techniques and close-quarter fighting will find this publication

an invaluable asset. The wide variety of elbow smashes, kneeing
and kicking techniques, jab kicks, jamming, and counter-punching
makes the study of Thai Boxing a "must for the martial artist!"

DIVINE WIND, INC. DEPT. HSC
BOX 41 16, MT. VIEW, CALIFORNIA 94040

Gentlemen: Yes, / want to learn the secrets of Thai Boxing!

Please rush me my copy of

THAI BOXING - THE DEVASTATING FIGHTING ART
by Samyon Tanjawarn!

I enclose U\money order \Dcash for $3.95.

(California Residents please add $.24 sales tax.)

PLEASE RUSH POSTPAID!

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
Canadian orders: Please include additional $1.00 for Postage.

All other foreign orders please include additional $1.50 for

Air Mail delivery.
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r KARATE -KUNG-FU- JUDO -|

TAE KWON DO • AIKIDO • KENDO —
UNIFORMS • ACCESSORIES • EMBLEMS

EQUIPMENTS • BOOKS • TROPHIES

SCHOOL JACKETS & T-SHIRTS

(312 ) 536-7445
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

K.C. VARIETY CO.
326 E. 47 ST., CHICAGO, IL 60653

Learn To Defend Yourself With

ASP
American Self-Protection

The newest and most complete fighting art

and YMCA Sport. . An outstanding,

illustrated sell-instruction manual

by

Dr. Evans S. Baltazzi, YODAN

Official Textbook of The ASP Association, Inc

Theory and Practice of ASP as a

Sport and as Self-Defense —
Psychsomatic Exercises for Body-

Mind Coordination — Self DeFense
for Women — Self Defense and the

Law — Complete Requirements for

1st Degree Black Belt ASP.

Send $4.35 (postpaid) to:

Evanel Associates
Box 42
Northfield, Ohio 44067

Inquire About Special Rates for Clubs

EUROPEAN KARATE
Continued

ing, he will teach the art full

time.

9. WILLY VOSS
Lightweight, Germany

This small (five feet six,

148 pounds) blonde student

is the best karateman in Ger-

many. Third place winner in

the openweight European
Championships in 1973, in

1975 he won second place in

the lightweight class. In addi-

tion, Voss is both lightweight

and openweight champion of

Germany this year and two
successive years before.

Another believer in the

merits of soccer for karate-

men, Voss excels in this No. 1

European pastime. A student

of Freiburg University, Voss

has been a karateka for nine

years, though he is only

twenty-two. Although a wado
schooler, Voss sticks to no
style and attacks with light-

ning fast front kicks, back

kicks and punches.

io. jacques abdurrama:;
Middleweight, France

After six years of patient

training under Gilbert Gruss

and Mitsuo Ashihara, six-

foot-one Abdurraman won a

second place in the French

1975 openweight champion-
ships. In the 1975 European
Championships the
170-pound Frenchman won
the openweight title. Though
few knew him in Europe,
Abdurraman won titles in

Japan. While spending a year

there, he won the North of

Japan karate championships

in 1974.

Living in Sarrebough helps

Abdurraman to be close to

international contests because

Germany is just a couple of

blocks away and Belgium and
Holland are within a couple

hours’ driving time. Only 23,

the lean Frenchman can be-

come a formidable tourna-

ment player and place higher

on the list in the future.

EUROPEAN JUDO
(Continued from page 24)

ships and the 1976 Olympics.

Coche’s seoinage works

fine when he is not injured.

He is 28, married, with two
children, and although the

Frenchman will probably re-

tire soon, judo is his lifetime

occupation, since Coche ir a

physical education teacher

and judo instructor.

6. Dietmar Lorenz
Lightheavyweight (205

pounds), East Germany

This formidable Fighter es-

tablished himself as one of

the top lightheavyweights in

Europe, resulting among the

best 10 for the First time. He
won the Pre World Cham-
pionships tournament in

Vienna and in 1975 captured

the title of best European

205-pounder.

Lorenz’ almost magic abil-

ity to stay on his feet no
matter how strong his oppo-

nent’s attack may be, is half

his success. Not a very big

man, five-foot-ten and 200
pounds, Lorenz is strong and
fast. He scores with pins

against ordinary opponents,

but when he is Fighting some-

one dangerous, he relies al-

most entirely on his unpene-

trable defense. After several

futile attacks, almost any-

body makes a wrong move,

but in comes the 25 -year-old

Berlin locksmith with a coun-

ter-throw which can win a big

point, but more often results

in a knock-down that helps

him get the decision.

7. Shota Chochoshvili

Heavyweight (230
pounds), Soviet Union

After capturing the gold

medal in Munich in 1972,

Chochoshvili switched from

the under-205-pounds class to

heavyweight and is still not

comfortable against bigger

men. With gained pounds and

lost speed, he has maintained

the runner-up spot in the

European heavyweight cham-

pionships for three consecu-

tive years. It speaks of his

future, because he is only 25,

and when Onashvili and Niz-

heradze retire, he will have

Europe all to himself.

In 1974 Chochoshvili

scored once again. He won
second place in the World

University Games, losing only

to a Japanese champ.
Tall, six-foot-three, the

(Continued on page 86X
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ALASKA
Kenwa Kai AMU Karate Club, c/o Alaska

Methodist University, Anchorage. Ph.

272-4401
Kenwa Karate Association, Anchorage

School of Judo and Karate, 2603 Barrow St.,

Anchorage. Ph. 279-9711
ARIZONA

Academy of Self-Defense, 7128 E. Becker

Lane, Scottsdale. Ph. 948-2963
Arizona Aikido Kai, 817 N. 1st St.,

Phoenix. Ph. (602) 252-2123
Arizona Budokan, 3152 1st, Tucson. Ph.

297-6494
Arizona Budokan, Shotokai Kawanabe Ka-

rate Asscoiation, U.S. Headquarters, 3152 N.

First Ave., Tucson. Ph. (602) 297-0494
Dae Myung Judo Academy, 2212 N.

Scottsdale Rd., Scottsdale. Ph. (602)
994-4001

Hwa Rang Do Studio, 533 W. Camel Back,

Phoenix. Ph. 277-3547
Rendokan Judo & Karate, 406 S. Plumer,

Tuscon. Ph. 624-5915 or 325-3428
Scottsdale Y.M.C.A. Judo Club, 3019 Civic

Center Plaza, Scottsdale. Ph. (602) 946-0765
Tae Kwon Do (NTKF), Arizona Associ-

ation, 1152 E. Indian School Rd., Phoenix.

Ph. 274-5222
CALIFORNIA

Aikido Los Angeles Aiki Kai, 8929 Ellis

Ave., Los Angeles. Ph. 838-7557
Aikido Yoshinkai of California, 14615

Gridley, Norwalk. Ph. 863-5018
Larry Ammons Studio of Karate-

Hapkido.l 189 N. “E” St., San Bernardino.

Ph. (714) 884-8733
Ark Y. Wong Kung Fu School, 2440 Daly

St., Los Angeles. Ph. (213) 223-2401
Bates Kung Fu & Karate Studio, 4859

Gage Ave., BeU. Ph. 771-0252
Dae Myung Judo Karate Academy, 100 S.

Central Ave., Glendale. Ph. 241-7594
Filipino Kali Academy, 23018 S. Norman-

die, Torrance. Ph. 326-9598
Louis Fried School of the Martial Arts,

(Judo-Karate-JuJitsu) JJBBFA/Reg. Head-
quarters, 831 W. Las Tunas Dr., San Gabriel.

Ph. 355-4408 or 576-9561
Joe Garcia Karate School of Wado Ryu, 15

San Perdo Rd., Colma. Ph. 756-2620
Goju-Kai Karate-Do. 97 Collingwood St.,

San Francisco. Ph. (415) 626-9987
Goju Ryu Karate-Do Bakersfield, 630

Bernard St., Bakersfield. Ph. 323-1887
Har-Bro Dojo School of Ketsugo Self-

Defense, Harold Brosious, Thousand Oaks.

Ph. 495-6471
Hwa Rang Do Association Headquarters,

2600 E. Florence, Huntington Park. Ph.

581-2000
Hwa Rang Do School, 11143 S. Downey

Ave., Downey. Ph. 861-0111
International Hapkido Karate Federation,

j.B. Lee Studios, 22017 Vanowen St., Canoga
Park. Ph. (213) 884-5665

International Karate Association, (Tak Ku-

bota), 6838 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood. Ph.

666-9190
Japan Karate Federation Headquarters,

1429 N. Bristol St., Santa Ana, Ph. (714)

543-5550; 3166 W. Lincoln St., Anaheim, Ph.

(714) 826-3241; 325 N. Newport Blvd., New-
port Beach, Ph. (213) 863-5615

Jimmy C. Kim Kamma Tae Kwon Do,

1732 E. 14th St., San Leandro
Lima Lama—Frank Mendoza, 3910 Eagle,

Los Angeles. Ph. 262-3472
Richard Lima Lama—Alcala, 4751 York

Blvd., Eagle Rock. Ph. 256-2971
Marchini-Fong Karate Club, 7555 Pacific

Ave., Stockton. Ph. (209) 478-0371
Mason’s Tang Soo Do Moo Duk Kwan, 206

N. Freeman, Oceanside. Ph. 729-2828
My-Jong Law-Horn Kung Fu, 3117 Univer-

sity Ave., San Diego. Ph. 280-7915
Chuck Norris Karate Club, 22543 Haw-

thorne Blvd., Torrance. Ph. (213) 373-6313
San Gorgonio School of Self-Defense, 625

Magnolia Ave., Beaumont. Ph. 845-4513
Shudo Kan School of Karate, 395 Central

Ave., Pittsburg. Ph. 439-1168
Sil Lum Kung-Fu, Five Animals Style,

8214 Van Nuys Blvd., Panorama City. Ph.

780-6269
Shotokan Karate of America, Western Re-

gional Headquarters and Main Office, 4300
Melrose Ave., Los Angeles. Ph. 664-0039

So. California School of Judo & Jujitsu,

819 University. San Diego. Ph. 295-9798
Tai Mantis Kung-Fu Association, 10301

Washington Blvd., Culver City, Ph. (213)
836-4123; 18328 Sherman Way, Reseda, Ph.
342-1311; 2081 Torrance Blvd., Torrance, Ph.

(213) 320-7514
Ueci Ryu Karate Do, 7836 Westminster,

Westminster. Ph. 842-0883
Yong Lee Institute of Tae Kwon Do,

10748 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City. Ph. (213)
559-7890

Young Park Institute of Taekwon-Karate,
12 W. Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, Ph.

796-3481; 306 S. Myrtle Ave., Monrovia, Ph.
358-3914

COLORADO
Cho’s Taekwon Do (Karate) School, 5642

Wadsworth Blvd., Aravada. Ph. (303)
421-9574

Mountain States Budokan, 3294 Acoma,
Englewood. Ph. 781-5334

CONNECTICUT
Academy of Karate, 323 Frost Rd., Water-

bury. Ph. 756-5615
Jhoon Rhee Institute, 23 Daniel St., Mil-

ford. Ph. (203) 878-3780
Micale & Cordonnes Karate Studio, 207

Main St., Middletown. Ph. 346-8745
Middletown Academy of Karate, 684 Main

St., Middletown. Ph. 632-0714
Pai Lung P’ai Wu Shu Kwan, (Pai Lum As-

sociation), RFD No. 1, Box 35, Gales Ferry.

Ph. (203) 464-2410
Tang Soo Do Karate School, 490 Tolland

St., E. Hartford. Ph. 528-4784
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

D.C. Dragons Karate Training Center, 1835
Columbia, Washington, D.C. Ph. 332-0723

Jhoon Rhee Institute of Tae Kwon Do,
2000 L St. N.W., Washington, D.C. Ph.

USA-1000
Jow-Ga Kung Fu, 740 6th St., Washington,

D.C. Ph. 783-2943
FLORIDA

Florida School of Aikido, 1829 S. Osprey,
Sarasota. Ph. (813) 366-2371 or (813)
955-1702

Florida School of Judo Inc., 530 S. Macdill

Ave., Tampa. Ph. 876-4560
Kang Duk Won Karate School, Homestead

Air Force Base, Homestead. Ph. (305)
233-5557

Kolligan Judo Club, 416 E. 27th St., Hia-

leah. Ph. 693-0494
Liquori’s Goju Karate Dojo of Orlando,

2710 S. Orange Blossom Trail, Orlando. Ph.

295-1426
University of Karate, 1045 Central Ave.,

St. Petersburg. Ph. 822-4494
GEORGIA

Appalachian Institute of Judo-Karate-
Hapkido, Atlanta Rd., Gainesville. Ph.

536-3563
Athens Institute of Karate, Inc., (Member

of Korean Tae Kwon Do Association), 199 Vi

Prince Ave., Athens. Ph. 549-4651
Atlas King Kickboxing & Karate, Griffin &

Thomaston National Guard Armories
Georgia Headquarters World Tae Kwon Do

Association, Y.M.C.A., 945 Broad St.,

Augusta. Ph. 722-4801
Macon Karate Academy, 2810 Pio Nono,

Macon. Ph. 781-4122
Olympic Karate Studio of Macon, 2003

Riverside Dr., Macon. Ph. (912) 745-7979 or

(912) 745-7970
Samurai Karate School, 2489 Bell’s Ferry

Rd., Marietta. Ph. 974-9368
Warner Robins Karate Academy, 217 “D”

Commercial, Warner Robins. Ph. 022-8866
, Yoo Jin Kim Institute of Karate, 56 East-

wick, Decatur. Ph. 241-5428
HAWAII

Hawaii Koden Kan Karate Association,

(Hawaii Hdqtrs.), P.O. Box 657, Aiea 96701.
Ph. 833-1324

Hawaii Martial Arts Academy, 23 S. Vine-

yard, Honolulu. Ph. (808) 523-1458
IDAHO

Jon’s Karate Studio, 2212 Main St., Boise.

Ph. (208) 343-4809
North Wind Kung Fu, 4586 Chinden,

Boise. Ph. 375-7414

ILLINOIS
Academy of Martial Arts, Aurora

Y.M.C.A., Oswego
Calumet Karate Center, 12639 S. Laflin,

Calumet Park. Ph. 389-3600
International Bujin Kenpo Kai, Y.M.C.A.,

402 1st, Sterling. Ph. 626-5028
Kuma Kan School of Karate, 804 E.

Sibley, Dolton. Ph. 841-9774
Mas Headquarters School, Judo and Karate

Training, 3508 S. Halsted, Chicago. Ph.

254-0500
Mas Oyama’s Karate, 482 Spring Rd., Elm-

hurst. Ph. 833-7299
INDIANA

Hedrick’s Isshinxyu School of Karate, 5216
N. College, Indianapolis. Ph. 924-5001

11 Sik Kim Taekwondo, 3748 Lafayette.

Indianapolis. Ph. (317) 293-4557
Olympic Judo-Karate, 4630 Indianapolis

Blvd., East Chicago, Ph. (219) 397-4470;
3984 Broadway Ave., Gary, Ph. (219)
887-8614

Shorei-Goju Karate Centers, 517 E. 3rd
St., Hobart. Ph. 942-0660

IOWA
Cedar Falls Karate Dojo, 103V4 Main St.,

Cedar Falls. Ph. 266-5923
KANSAS

Kansas Karate Institute, 1230 McCormick,
Wichita, Ph. (316) 264-1422; 4900 E.

Pawnee, Wichita, Ph. (316) 684-5321
MARYLAND

Adelphi Karate School, (Hdqtrs. of TKA).|
233 4 University Blvd. E., Adelphi. Ph.

422-7115 or 924-4067 -

Columbia Karate Club, Slayton House

(TKA), Columbia. Ph. 924-4867 or 730-7529
Jhoon Rhee Institute of Tae Kwon Do.

10730 Connecticut Ave., Kensington; Hilltop

Shopping Center, 6700 Racetrack Rd., Bowie,

Ph. USA-1000; 5117 Baltimore Blvd., Hyatts-

ville; 4805 St. Barnabus Rd., Marlow Heights

Laurel Karate Club, Eisenhower Junior

High School, Laurel. Ph. 924-4867
Lin Kung Fu, 5019 Indian Hd. Hwy.,

Oxonhill. Ph. 567-9777
Moo Duk Kwan Kim Studio of Tang Soo

Do, Yoshinkan Kim Studio of Aikido, 8238
Georgia Ave., Silver Spring. Ph. 585-2150 o»

935-0257
Tompkins Karate Association, P.O. Box

95, Gaithersburg. Ph. 924-4867
The Yoseikan Karate Dojo, 112 N. Bond

St., Bel Air. Ph. (301) 838-5827
MASSACHUSETTS

Academy of Physical and Social Develop

ment, Shotokan Karate, 792 Beacon St., New
ton Centre

Chinese Cultural Center, 651 Beacon St.

Boston
Goju-Kai Karate Do of Boston, 1165 Blu<

Hill Ave., Boston
Institute of Okinawan Karate, 10 Chestnu

St., 3rd Floor, Quincy
Institute of Okinawan Karate, 199 Stat«

St., Boston. Ph. (617) 426-7640
Greater Lowell Karate Association, 9S

Market St., Lowell. Ph. 452-2612
Karate Association, Greater Lowel

(Uechi-Ryu), 99 Market St.. Lowell. Ph
452-6212

Mattson Academy of Karate, (Uechi-Ryu)

164 Hatherley Rd., Scituate. Ph. 545-3848
Worcester Goju-Kai, Rt. 140, N. Grafton

Ph. 757-0632
MICHIGAN

Academy of Koei Kan Karate Do, 467
Walton, Drayton Plains. Ph. 674-4721

Battle Creek Karate Club, 37 Capital Ave.

Battle Creek. Ph. 963-5969
MINNESOTA

J. Hyon Karate Center, Inc., 3045 Nicolle

Ave., Minneapolis, Ph. (612) 823-8233; 647
University Ave., N.E., Fridley, Ph. 566-554C
625 W. 98 St., Bloomington, Ph. 881-1201

Jhoon Rhee Institute, 1730 E. Ol

Shakopee Rd., Bloomington. Ph. (612
881-4800

Karate Center Inc., 625 98th St., Bloon
ington. Ph. 881-1201

Karate Center, Inc., 4813 Excellsior Blvd

St. Louis Park. Ph. 929-4613
Karate Center, Inc., 160 University Ave

St. Paul. Ph. 222-0551
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Korean Karate Institute, 6402 Bass Lake,
Crystal. Ph. 533-7399

MISSISSIPPI
Kang Rhee Institute, 602 Oakhurst, Clarks-

dale. Ph. 624-6045
MONTANA

Big Sky Karate Association, P.O. Box
2474, Missoula

NEBRASKA
Sho Rei Kan, 2709 O St., Lincoln. Ph.

475-6691
NEVADA

Norris Karate Club of Las Vegas, 2640
Natalie Ave., Las Vegas. Ph. 457-5317

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Greater Manchester Karate Association,

671 Elm St., Manchester. Ph. 669-3125
NEW JERSEY

Academy of Koei-Kan Karate-do, U.S.
Headquarters, International Koei Kan Karate-
do Federation, Martial Arts Institute Corp.,
1245 Main Ave., Clifton. Ph. 546-2422

Academy of Koei-Kan Karate-do, 317
Bloomfield Ave., Caldwell. Ph. 228-0609

(AKS) Amato’s Karate Studio, 253 Main
St., Keansburg. Ph. 495-0365

New Jersey School of Aikido, 527 Richey
Ave., West Collingswood. Ph. 854-9233

Olympic Centers of America, International

Headquarters, Nisei Goju Ryu, R.D. 2, Bridge-

ton, Ph. (609) 455-4510; 516 Miller Ave.,

Trenton, Ph. (609) 586-5451; 74 S. 27th St.,

Camden, Ph. (609) 541-1530
Plainfield Karate Club, 189 Newman, Me-

tuchen. Ph. 548-4637
NEW MEXICO

New Mexico Taekwondo Hapkido Associ-
ation, 5503 Lomas N.E., Albuquerque. Ph.
269-1869

NEW YORK
Aikido Inc., 65 North St., Middletown. Ph.

342-5233

Bank’s New York Karate Academy, 711
7th Ave., New York. Ph. 245-8086

Bronx Taekwondo Institute, 961 South-
ern, Bronx. Ph. 991-1692

Byung Moo Lee Taekwondo, 9642 Queens,
Rega Park

Central New York Karate Schools, 2827
James St., Syracuse. Ph. 437-9417 or
656-8421

Chinese Kung Fu, Hung Gar, Tiger, White
Crane, 168 W. 48th St., New York. Ph.
245-8086

Cho Karate Institute, 315 7th Ave., New
York. Ph. OR5-8579

Chong Lee Taekwondo Karate, 226 E.
54th St., New York. Ph. 832-8376

Chun Karate Center, 1487 First Ave., New
York. Ph. 734-8900

Fighting Arts, 2413 Ave. “U” near Bed-
ford Ave., Brooklyn. Ph. 934-9618

Kang Duk Won Karate Association,
Y.M.C.A., Watertown. Ph. 788-1206

Ken Mac’s Caimio Dojang, 566 Stewart
Ave., Bethpage. Ph. 938-6113

Kwon Jae-Hwa Taekwon Do Center of
America, 46 Stone St., New York. Ph. (212)
952-1924

Kyudan Jiu Jitsu Federation, 2411 West-
chester, Bronx. Ph. 822-9265

Howard Lee Tae Kwon Do Institute, 13 S.

Grand Ave., Baldwin, Long Island. Ph.
546-3748

Mas Oyama’s Karate—U.S. Headquarters,
School of Scientific Judo & Karate, Official

Mas Oyama Training Center, Brooklyn
Academy of Music Bldg., 30 Lafayette Ave.,
Brooklyn. Ph. (212) UL7-5151
New Rochelle Judo, Karate & Ju Jitsu

School, 582 North Ave., New Rochelle. Ph.

(914) 235-4580
New York Aikikai, 142 W. 18th St., New

York. Ph. 242-6246
Ochiai’s Triple Cities School of Judo & Ka-

rate, Vestal Parkway West. Ph. 748-8480
Jong Park Tae Kwon Do Institute, 2309

Elmwood Ave., Kenmore. Ph. 873-7784
Saizen Dojo, Ky okushinkaikan, 27

Chenango St., Binghamton. Ph. 775-1776
Taefu Society, 1282 E. Ferry, Buffalo. Ph.

897-3414
Tang Soo Do Karate Center, (Korean Tae

Kwon Do Association), 30 Broadway, Massa-
pequa. Ph. 541-8090

Yun Mu Kwan Karate Institute, 75 8th
Ave., New York City. Ph. YUNMU-17

NORTH CAROLINA
Creasey Karate Studios, 845V4 17th St.,

Wilmington. Ph. 763-1036
Florence Taekwondo Institute, Florence.

Ph. 665-3153
Gensei Karate Schools, 3015 Hillsborough,

Raleigh. Ph. (919) 834-7660
Shao-lin Pa Lung Fa Karate Association,

Bldg. 392(4, Gruber Rd., Ft. Bragg. Ph.
396-3968

OHIO
Moon’s Institute of Karate, (NTKF), 7527

Mentor Ave., Mentor. Ph. (216) 951-8889 or
(216) 521-5000

OKLAHOMA
Kang’s Taekwondo School, 4828 Memo-

rial, Tulsa. Ph. 663-9404
OREGON

Obukan Judo Dojo, 4231 S.E. Hawthorne,
Portland. Ph. (503) 236-2275

Oregon Karate Association, 9212 S.E. Ra-
mona St., Portland. Ph. 771-5114

Tai Hong Choi Martials Taekwondo
Academy, 7521 N.E. Glisan, Portland. Ph.
252-9833

PENNSYLVANIA
Academy of Isshinryu Karate, 634 Penn,

Pittsburg. Ph. 232-0866
Academy of Martial Arts, 150 N. Main,

Butler. Ph. 285-4265
Buck’s County Karate, 720 Crown St.,

Morrisville. Ph. 295-3281
Eastern States Tang Soo Do Association,

156 S. 10th Ave., CoatesvUle. Ph. 384-2107
H.J.J.F. & Dillman Karate Institute, 412

Winthrop St., South Williamsport. Ph. (717)
326-1487

J.H. Taekwondo Institute, 6052 Ridge,
Philadelphia. Ph. 483-5590

Jow-Ga Kung Fu, 401 MacDade Blvd.,

Glenolden. Ph. 532-4700
Kim’s Taekwondo Institute, 2024 Darby

Rd., Havertown. Ph. HI6-7080
Taekwondo Mind & Body, 3003 Byberry,

Philadelphia. Ph. 355-1178
RHODE ISLAND

Chinese Boxing Institute, Danielson Pike

(Rts. 6 & 116), N. Scituate. Ph. 647-3738
Eastern Karate Academy, 874 Broad, Cen-

tral Falls. Ph. 728-3720
Philip Almagno’s Institute of American Ka-

rate, 380 Elmwood Ave., Providence. Ph.

(401) 521-9256
Uechi Karate School, 153 Weybosset St.,

Providence. Ph. (401) 274-1600

SOUTH CAROLINA
Barkoots Karate School, 4330 Ft. Jackson

Blvd., Columbia. Ph. (803) 787-2500
The Karate School of Greenville, 109

Augusta St., Greenville. Ph. (803) 242-0295
Mike Sanders Karate School, Main St.,

Spartanburg. Ph. 578-1094
Okinawan Karate Club, 216 Second St.,

Cheraw. Ph. (803) 537-5110
TENNESSEE

Chang’s Academy of Taekwondo, 5841
Brainerd Rd., Chattanooga. Ph. 892-5500

Kang Rhee’s Pasaryu Karate Assn., 1911
Poplar Ave., Memphis. Ph. (901) 726-4100

Mid South Karate Club, 1044 Miss. Blvd.,
Memphis. Ph. 948-0493

Mid South Studios, 3823 Ringgold Rd.,
Chattanooga. Ph. (615) 622-4103

TEXAS
Armentor’s Karate & Judo Academy Inc.,

3840 Main Ave., Groves, Ph. 962-8334; 444
Orleans, Beautmont, Ph. 833-6373

Victor Cheng’s Chinese Martial Arts Insti-

tute, 3110 S. Shepherd, Houston. Ph.
526-1246

Jhoon Rhee Institute of Tae Kwon Do,
934 Calder Ave., Beaumont. Ph. 833-3341 or
842-?552

Kim Soo Cha Yon Ryu Martial Arts, 1740
Jacquelyn, Houston. Ph. 681-9261

Kim Soo College of Taekwon Karate, 1615
Clay St., Houston. Ph. 227-5090

Kim Soo Karate Bellaire School, 5108
Spruce, Bellaire. Ph. (713) 667-1133

Seishin Kai Home Dojo, 4914 La Monte,
Houston. Ph. 682-9014

Soryu Karate Institute, 1234 S. Lamar,
Austin. Ph. 441-3216

South Texas Shorin Ryu, 10918 Carvell,

Houston. Ph. (713) 495-2564
VIRGINIA

Institute American Karate, 3202 William-
son Rd., Roanoke. Ph. 343-7013

Oriental Sports Academy, 7720 Lee Hwy.,
Falls Church. Ph. 573-3141

Robert’s School of Karate, 7520 Rich-
mond Hwy., Alexandria. Ph. 765-1233

Robert’s School of Karate, 7073 Brook-
field Plaza, Springfield. Ph. 569-1 1 54

Jhoon Rhee Institute of Tae Kwon Do,
1826 Duke St., Alexandria

Jhoon Rhee Institute of Tae Kwon Do,
4421 John Marr Dr., Annadale. Ph. USA-1000

WASHINGTON
Headquarters of Northwest Taekwon-Do

Association, Inc., (Steilacoon), 6421 Steila-

coon Blvd., S.W. Tacoma, Ph. (206)
588-8858; with 15 other locations

Isshinryu Karate School, 5243 S. Tacoma
Way, Tacoma

Northern Kajukenbo Self-Defense Insti-

tute, 307 Oak St., Kelso. Ph. (206) 636-5438
WISCONSIN

Paik’s Oriental Martial Arts Institute, 702
Midvale, Madison. Ph. 233-5560

Waukesha Academy Karate & Judo,
(American Karate Association), 920 Clinton
Waukesha. Ph. (414) 544-4280

ARGENTINA
U.D.A.M. (Tang Su Do-Mu Duk Kwan),

Entre Rios 2412, Mar Del Plata, Buenos Aires
AUSTRALIA

International School of Self-Defense, 48
Little Ryrie St., Geelong Victoria. Ph.
921-6842

Sydney Goju-Kan, 1 Roper Ln., Hornsby
Sydney NSW. Ph. 47-1429

CANADA
Beaches Karate Institute, 2132 Queen St.

East, Toronto, Ontario. Ph. 699-5968
Canadian Jiu-Jitsu Association, Norval, On

tario. Ph. (416) 877-9396
Kyong Lee Taekwon-Do College, (NTKF),

786 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario. Ph. (416)
964-8344 or (416) 962-3000

Ninja Jiu-Jitsu Dojo Ltd., 158V^ Rideau,
Ottawa Kin 5x6 Ontario. Ph. 233-2365

Northern Interior Hapkido Academy, 185
Dominion St., Prince George, British Colum-
bia, Ph. 562-5003 or 562-4545; St. Ann’s
Church Hall (Basement) Quesnel, British Co-
lumbia, Ph. 249-5354

Wado-Kai Karate, 17 Main St., Port Dal
housie Ward, St. Catharines, Ontario. Ph.

(416) 934-0784
COLUMBIA

Instituto Yin-Yang, Carrera 7a No. 40-16,
Bogota. Ph. 458-8990

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Instituto Jhoon Rhee de Tae Kwon Do, De

La Republicia Dominicans, Socorro Sanchez
No. 12, Santo Domingo

EL SALVADOR
Escuela Salvadorena De Karate, Yun Mu

Kwan, 10a. Avenida Sur No. 624. Ph.
21-4773 ENGLAND

London Goju Kan, 9 Earlham St., London
WC2. Ph. 240-0017

GERMANY
Pa Kua Chang Ch’uan Karate—Judo,

McCully Barracks, Wackernheim. Ph.
2353-760

Shotokan Karate Dojo, Lindsey Air Sta-
tion, Wiesbaden. Ph. 24271

Stuttgart-Vainhingen Martial Arts, Patch
Barracks MEXICO

Velazco Karate Studio, Avenue Ensenada
131, Tijuana

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Aruba Karate Institute, Box 326, San

Nicolaas, Aruba. Ph. 4193
PORT-AU-PRINCE, HAITI

Jhoon Rhee Institute, B.N.R.H., Port-au-
Prince, Haiti ____PUERTO RICO

Okinawa Te Karate, Calle Duarte No. 196,
Floral Park, Hato Rey

Puerto Rico Karate Academy 7, Calle
Colma 350, Barbosa

VIRGIN ISLANDS
Sunsu Dojo Karate Club, St. Thomas

School of Dance Back Street, St. Thomas. Ph.
(809) 774-4712
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LARGEST IMPORTER/ EXPORTER / DISTRIBUTOR
OF KARATE JUDO EQUIPMENT IN THE AMERICAS

CASTELLO
KARATE GHI

completely new designs

in patterns cut especially for

WOMEN
Karate Ghi. tailored especially to fit

active women Karateka. Not men’s uni-

forms cut down to size but specially

made-for-women jackets and trousers
that provide maximum comfort and
freedom of movement. Complete con-
fidence and security during the most
dynamic actions.

Premium quality, "optically white,"
permanent press, polyester-cotton uni-

form sets - jacket, trousers and belt

(choose any standard belt color).

STYLE WPF WOMEN S KARATE GHI

SIZES 9. fit: LARGE | SIZES 4, 4V»: X-LARGE
SIZE S: XX-LARGE

CASTELLO 836 B’way., N.Y.C., 10003 - 212-473-6930

"CASTELLO 836 ITway., nT.TTy. 10003 fTTTl
Women's Uniforms l**vj

Send
tor 'S

Address

Current'
Price if city

—

I Rank

Please send current price list

Name

List

EUROPEAN JUDO
Continued

Georgian could pick any of

his pet throws to win. He is

good in a sort of haraigoshi

(sweeping loin throw), but
can also use a formidable

sasaetsurikomigoshi. Any op-

ponent’s move is an oppor-

tunity for Chochoshvili, be-

cause he uses one of the

strongest counterthrows in

Europe. He rarely engages in

mat work, preferring standing

judo.

Chochoshvili was No. 3 in

1973, No. 6 in 1974, and he

fell another step this year,

but he can still start raising

again. The Russian is a stu-

dent at Gori University.

8. Jean Luc Rouge
Light heavyweight (205
pounds), France

At 26 Rouge is one of the

most experienced judomen in

Europe. He was the European

champion for young “hope-

fuls” in 1 967, junior Europe-
an champion in 1969 and, in

1973, he won the adult Euro-

pean title. In 1974 he was the

best in the big Paris tourna-

ment, runner-up in the Pre

World Championships in

Vienna, and No. 9 on our list.

He was also runner-up to

Lorenz in the 1975 European
championships.

Rouge attacks with
throws, using osotogari, harai-

goshi, and on rare occasion

uses a kanibasami (scissors

throw), but he is also very

good in mat work. A profes-

sional soldier. Rouge has a

great deal of time to practice,

training every day. His main
asset is his fighting spirit.

When Rouge is not confident

of winning, he can be beaten

easily. But usually a raging

tiger on the mat, this is rarely

a problem with the French-

man.

9. Antoni Reiter

Middleweight (176
pounds), Poland

Another newcomer to the

Top Ten list, Reiter is a sensa-

tion from Gdansk, Poland.

The electronic engineer is an

unorthodox judoman. He was
a third place winner in the

1973 World Championships,
and in 1974 he was second in

the European Championships

and in the University Games.
This year he won the title in

the European Championships.

A touch Fighter, with a

rock-solid defense, Reiter

counters every wrong move
his opponent makes, scoring

magnificent points with

osotogari or seoinage. Most of

his victories, especially

against strong opponents, are

gained on small advantages,

which Reiter skillfully builds

with small knock-downs dur-

ing the match.

Reiter is 25, stands five--

foot-nine, and has a big arms
span. Powerful arms and ex-
traordinary balance are help-

ing him win and surprise

many favorites in the World

or Olympic tournaments.

10.

Brian Jacks

Middleweight (176«
pounds), Britain

Jacks failed to win any-

title during the last 12;

months, but nevertheless de-
serves his rating. In spite of
frequent setbacks, this repre-

sentative of British judo is:

always near the top.

Jacks was on our list in:

1970, when he was No. 3. He:

had a lot of trouble with;

frequent injuries, but he was;

back on the Top Ten in 1974,,

when he was No. 7. With two«
European titles to his credit,,

he won third place in the:

World Championships twice:

and a bronze medal in the:

Olympic Games. Jacks will;

surely participate in the 1975
World Championships, stand-

ing a good chance for a medal]

there, but now 29, if he:

enters the 1976 Olympics, it:

will be his last big tourna-
ment.

A physical education,

teacher from London, the:

176-pounder’s pet throw is;

seoinage, but he is dangerous;

in mat work. Most aggressive:

of all ranking European play-

ers, Jacks attacks all the time,,

mostly with low shoulder-

throws, and often wins on.

many knock-downs, but he:

can also score a big point:

with fine uchimata (inner-

thigh throw). Powerful and;

always with good stamina,,

Jacks is capable of exhausting;

his opponent with a terrific:

tempo.



A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

On behalf of the Company, I wish to thank all patrons past and

present for the full support we have experienced. In this period of

nflationary uncertainty we have taken positive steps to procure

products with the best possible prices and quality available. To do

this we have added new buyers in Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea

and Mexico. To assure quality control and a steadier supply of

goods we have added by contract a manufacturing and sub-assembly

facility in Los Angeles.

For the benefit of our U.S. Customers we are now embarking on

an expansion program to bring our goods to your neighborhood. We
will be relocating our Woodside, N.Y. store to Manhattan and a few

months later we will add a new store in Philadelphia. By 1977 we
will be looking towards the Mid-West area, possibly Chicago and

Detroit. Our West Coast expansion will be in San Francisco and

Orange County.

For our Foreign Friends we are now seeking reliable importers to

bring our quality goods to your country. We have already established

links with Singapore, Australia, Mexico, Venezuela, Austria, Denmark
and West Germany.

Added to all this activity our Research and Development group is

continually adding new products to our 1,400 present line. We will

be introducing at least 20 new and exciting products this next year.

MARTIAL ARTS SUPPLIES CO., INC. HAS TWO STORES COMPLETELY
STOCKED WITH THE FINEST AND LATEST IN MARTIAL ARTS MERCHANDISE.
IF YOU ARE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD, DROP IN. WE ARE ANXIOUS TO MEET
YOU AND SERVE YOU DIRECT.

LOS ANGELES NEW YORK
10711 VENICE BLVD., LOS ANGELES 64-01 WOODSIDE AVE., WOODSIDE
Hours: 10:00 am to 5:30 pm — Tues. thru Sat. Hours: 10:00 am to 5:00 pm — Tues. thru Sat.

Telephone: (213) 870-9866 Telephone: (212) 457-1010



CLEARANCE SALE!
Here is your chance to take advantage of some tremendous bargains. These are items from our regular

inventory that we are closing out. We have cut the prices as low as possible. Buy now. Once these items are

gone . . . they are gone! Hurry . . . limited supply on each item.

Complete Japanese fencing outfit consisting

of headgear, chest protector, hip protector

and gauntlets. We are selling these outfits

at a ridiculously low price!

U24-02 Medium Reg. $156.50

U24-03 Large Reg. $169.95

EITHER SIZE ONLY $69.95

FOUL PROOF GUARD

Genuine horsehide leather construc-

tion. Designed for perfect fit and
complete protection to kidney, hip

and groin.

S41-01 Ismail 26-32) ... Reg. $33.95

S41-02 (medium 34-38) Reg. 36.95

S41-03 (large 40-44) ... Reg. 39.95

ANY SIZE ONLY $17.50

* ... o
• . . .

WEIGHT LIFTER’S BELT

Leather belt for back and abdominal

support. 4" wide x Vt" thick. Color,

black. Adult sizes only.

S91-10 (small 28-32) . . Reg. $29.95

S91-11 (medium 34-38) Reg. 29.95

S91-12 (large 40-44) . . Reg. 29.95

NOW ONLY $14.95

BONSAI SET

Essential tools needed for

Bonsai.

G30-01 Reg. 529.95

NOW ONLY $14.95

GO SET

A Game

of Strategy

KUNG FU SWORD

The oldest known board game in existence. This is a

game of skill with no luck involved. The better man
always wins.

G00-01 Reg. 519.95. NOW ONLY $9.95

Ideal Chinese sword for demonstrations and sword
techniques. Blade is stainless steel with molded
handle. Blade 22" long. Handle and guard, black.

625-01 Reg. 544.95 NOW ONLY $19.95

YARI (SPEAR)

This beautiful replica comes in three sections. The shiny metal blade is 13V2" and the black lacquered handle extends to 80".

NAGINATA (HALBERD)

This exciting replica weapon was used by some of the great Samurais of Japan. It comes in four pieces. Blade

is 16" long. The overall length is 7 ft. Handle is black lacquered.

G23-02 Reg. $119.95

snnnnnnoj

DAIT0 (LONG SWORD)

A beautiful replica of a Samurai sword. The blade is shiny steel alloy and

very realistic in appearance. Overall length is 39". Comes with black

scabbard and rayon case.

G20-01 Reg. $119.95 NOW ONLY $89.95

SH0T0 (SHORT SWORD)

Matching companion to the Daito. Same high quality construction. 26"

long. Comes with black scabbard and rayon case.

620-02 Reg. 589.95 NOW ONLY $39.95

NOW ONLY $54.95

NINJA SWORD

A replica of the type of sword used in old

Japan by that special group known as
“Ninja"— the invisible assassins'. Overall

length of the word is 38", the blade is 27".

G20-10 Reg. 5114.95

NOW ONLY $49.95

Copyrighted material



Size

0 (Avg. 4' 6")

1 (Avg. 410")

2 (Avg. 5*2")

3 (Avg. 5‘5")

4 (Avg. 5'9")

5 (Avg. G'O")

6 (Avg. 6'4")

Size

1 (Avg. 410")

2 (Avg. 5'2 ")

3 (Avg. 5'5")

4 (Avg. 5'9")

5 (Avg. 60")

6 (Avg. 6'4")

TOP QUALITY UNIFORMS AT LOW PRICES!
We are proud of the uniforms we sell. We feel that for the money, these are the finest available

today. The craftsmanship is excellent. They are comparable to Karate uniforms sold by others at

much higher prices. Only our ability to buy in large quantities enable us to offer these low prices

to you.

All the uniforms are made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton (approx. 4% shrinkage). All the uniforms,

with the exception of the Kung Fu uniforms, come with belts.

LOOK AT THESE FANTASTIC PRICES!

UNBLEACHED

U10-00 $ 9.35

U10-01 10.00

U10-02 10.55

U10-03 11.70

U10-04 13.15

U10-05 14.55

U10 06 15.65

BLACK

UNIFORMS

U13-0 $12.65

U 13-02 13.80

U 13-03 14.90

U 13-04 16.10

U 13-05 17.65

U 13-06 18.75

BLEACHED

U11-00 $11.35

U11-01 12.65

U11-02 13.80

U11-03 14.90

U11-04 16.10

U11-05 17.65

U11-06 18.75

WHITE PANTS

(BLEACHED)

U95-01 $ 4.55

U95-02 4.85

U95-03 5.20

U95-04 5.55

U95-05 5.90

U95-06 6.15

HEAVY CANVAS

OKA STYLE)

—None—
-None—

U 12-02 .. $16.85

U 12-03 19.55

U12-04 21.60

U12-05 23.70

U 12-06 25.60

BLACK PANTS

U96-01 $ 4.55

U96-02 4.85

U96-03 5.20

U96-04 5.55

U96-05 5.90

U96-06 6.15

KOREAN KARATE

BLACK TRIM

—None—

U30-01 $13.45

U30-02 14.80

U30-03 15.65

U30-04 17.00

U30-05 18.55

U30-06 19.90

KOREAN KARATE

BLACK PANTS

— None

U33-11 $13.45

U33-12 14.80

U33-13 15.65

U33-14 17.00

U33-15 18.55

U33-06 19.90

KUNG FU UNIFORM - BLACK WITH WHITE TRIM

Sharp looking uniform with genuine Chinese rope

button attachments. Ribbed trouser bottom for snug
ankle fit and authentic Chinese look. Black medium
weight cotton with white trim.

Size

1 (Avg. 410") U40-01 $11.95

2 (Avg. 52") 1140-02 13.05

3 (Avg. 5'5") U40-03 13.80

4 (Avg. 5"9") U40-04 14.85

5 (Avg. 6 0") U40-05 15.95

6 (Avg. 6'4") U40-06 16.60

KUNG U PANTS WITH

RIBBED BOTTOM
Size

1 (Avg. 410") U97-11 $ 5.65

2 (Avg. 5'2") U97-12 5.95

3 (Avg. 5'5") U97-13 6.35

4 (Avg. 5'9") U97-14 6.65

5 (Avg. 60") U97-15 6.95

6 (Avg. 6'4") U97-16 7.25

Size

U94-36 51/4
U94-37 6
U94-38 614
U94-39 7>/2
U94-40 8>/2

KUNG FU SHOES
Fine quality authentic Chinese

shoes for the Kung Fu stu-

dents. Black canvas top with

brown non-slip fabricated sole.

Only $5.95 pr.

Size

U94-41 9>/4
1)94-42 10
U94-43 103/4

U94-44 U‘/2

KUNG FU

SASH

Made of the finest rayon, the Kung Fu sash
will enhance any Kung Fu uniform. Total
length is approximately 104" and comes in

six colors: Red, White, Black, Gold, Green
and Gray.

U41-01 Red $3.95
U41-02 White 3.95
U41-03 Black 3.95
U41-04 Gold 3.95
U41-05 Green 3.95
U41-06 Gray 3.95

RANK BELTS
These are fine quality rank belts made to our strict specifications and imported directly from the Orient.

Size White Black Brown Red Blue Green Purple Yellow Orange

2 1)51-02 U52-02 U53-02 U54-02 U55-02 U56-02 U57-02 1)58-02 U59-02 $1.75
3 U51-03 U52-03 U53-03 U54-03 U55-03 U56-03 U57-03 U58-03 1159-03 1.80

4 U51-04 U52-04 U53-04 U54-04 U55-04 U56-04 1)57-04 U58-04 U 59-04 1.90

5 U51-05 1)52-05 U53-05 U54-05 U55-05 U56-05 U57-05 U 58-05 U59-05 2.00

6 U51-06 U52-06 U53-06 U54-06 U55-06 1)56-06 U57-06 U 58-06 U59-06 2.10

Copyrighted material



KARATE TRAININGDUMMIES AND BAGS

dummy
(With Replaceable Head/Arms)
The SUPER-MAN DUMMY was made to our specifica-
tions with the martial artist in mind. Realistic in size
and shape, the SUPER-MAN DUMMY stands over 5 feet
tall and weighs approx. 50 lbs. It ties down to prevent
sway and yet gives realistically to all punches and kicks.
Made of heavy white canvas, the SUPER-MAN DUMMY
is made to take dojo punishment.

S30-32 $99.95
Shipping and Handling $15.00

MIDDLE WEIGHT
AND HEAVY WEIGHT
CANVAS KARATE
BAGS WITH TIE DOWN

Two of our best sellers. Ideal for either home or
studio. Both come complete with harness and
tension spring.

The middle weight bag is 36" long and 10" in

diameter. Weighs approx. 30 lbs. The heavy
weight bag is 41" long and 12" in diameter.
Weighs approx. 50 lbs. Both are constructed with
heavy white canvas.

S31-03 Middleweight Bag $35.00

S31-04 Heavy Weight Bag $55.00
Shipping Charge $15.00

NOTE: When ordering items on this page, add $15.00 shipping and handling
charge for shipment to business address only. If using residence address add
an additional $8.00 for home delivery. To avoid home delivery charge give

telephone number so you may pick item up at truck terminal.

KARATE STRIKING BAG
(TIE DOWN)

Tough nylon construction throughout! Completely
stitched with nylon threading. Exterior finish is

vinyl coated in blue. A full 42" high x 14" diam-
eter and weighs approx. 70 lbs. Comes complete
with hanging and tie down harness and tension
spring.

S30-10 $72.50
Shipping and Handling $15.00

UNFILLED
KARATE STRIKING BAG
Same as S30-10 except unfilled.

S30-11 $39.95

STRIKING BAG
Same as S30-10 in every way except it does
not have the tie down feature.

S30-01 $67.50
Shipping and Handling $15.00

UNFILLED STRIKING BAG
Same as S30-01 except unfilled.

S30-02 $34.95

KARATE MAN DUMMY
(TIE DOWN)

Full size. 53" tall and weighs approx. 53
lbs. Firmly stuffed with special stuffing
material. Made of durable nylon and vinyl

coated in red. Comes complete with hang-
ing harness and tension spring.

S30-30 $108.00
Shipping and Handling $ 15.00

UNFILLED
KARATE MAN DUMMY
Same as S30-30 except unfilled.

S30-31 $65.00

MAN DUMMY
Same size and features as the S30-30
except it has no tie down feature. This is

a free swinging dummy.
S30-20 $105.00

Shipping and Handling $ 15.00

UNFILLED MAN DUMMY
Same as S30-20 except unfilled.

S30-21 $60.00



(Graduated Striking Method)
Students will now be able to practice their strikes repeatedly
and confidently because of the natural ‘give’ inherent in the
GSM Bag. Made to take the toughest punches, the GSM Bag
will be your constant PUNCHING PARTNER without any
complaints. Fits perfectly in your closet doorway and almost
noiseless on impact. . .Your neighbors will love it!

The GSM Bag is made of tough, red vinyl with zipper. It is

made to hold from 8 to 9 lbs. of dried beans. The beans do
not come with the bag.

The GSM Bag comes complete with hardware and installa-

tion instructions.

S32-50 GSM BAG $12.50

EMPTY HAND
CONDITIONER

The Empty Hand Conditioner is

a must for Karate and Kung Fu
practitioners for toughening the
finger tips and develop strong fin-

ger grip. It is made with genuine
brush leather and filled with BB
shots. Comes in two sizes and
weights. Hanging chain included.

S14-03 (5" sq., 3 lbs.) . .

S14-05(6i/2 " sq.
f 5 lbs.)

$6.50
8.75

VERSA-TARGET
Ideal way to develop all phases
of your punch, strike and kick.

Made of 1" vinyl with reinforced

handle. 14V^
,/xll 1/2"xl /'

l
white

with black design.

S33-02 $9.50

KICK TIMING MAKIWARA
Made strictly for practicing kicks. Made to mount
horizontally between hallways or doorways. Made of
solid rubber dipped in vinyl. 10 l/2

" long x 4" in

diameter. Complete with mounting hardware.

S32-30 $12.50

BOUNCE BACK
DUMMY
A perfect “partner” when work-
ing out alone. An ideal way to

practice your punching and
kicking techniques. 50" high
and weighs approx. 60 lbs.

S30-40 $132.50
Shipping & Handling $ 15.00 STRIKING ARM PAD

Constructed of vinyl/nylon material for

strength and easy cleaning. Nylon web
handle with plastic hand grip. Size:

2 "
x 10" x 18". Orange color.

S33-10 $9.95

PAN K’UEI

STRIKER

Made of tougn, closed cell, black
polyurethane rubber, the Striker

is 10" in diameter x 4" thick. The
Pan K'uei Striker will adhere to
any dry, flat, clean surface be-

cause of its super self-adhesive

backing.

S32-11 $14.95

Copyrighted m



OUR BEST SELLING BOOKS!
Here is a partial list of our large library of martial arts books for your enjoyment. These books should be in the

library of every serious martial arts student.

THE ART OF INVISIBILITY: NINJUTSU
by Donn Draeger

This is a story of those superbly trained
men who were called Ninja, the invisible
men of the samurai world. It tells of
theirtraining and their unusual methods
of stealth.

118 pages, 4 1/2 "x7i/£", paperback
B003 Reg. $2.95 Now $2.50

BEDSIDE BOOK OF BOXING
by O. F. Snelling

A collection of interesting stories depict-

ing the colorful world of boxing and the
fascinating characters the author con-

tacted through his many years as an
active boxing fan.

207 pages, 83/4"x5%", hardcover

BF12 Reg. $7.50 Now $3.50

&We-DS

NUNCHAKU AND SAI
by Ryusho Sakagami

One of the finest books ever published
dealing with nunchaku and sai by the
foremost authority on the Okinawan
martial arts. Over 800 sharp photos ex-

plaining in detail the nunchaku and sai.

175 pages, 7 l/2 "xlO", paperback

B025 $6.96

KOREAN
KARATE

! Free Fighting Technique*

KARATE-DO KYOHAN
The Master Text of Gichin Kunakoshi
translated T. Ohshima

Funakoshi's lifetime compilation takes
the student from the simplest basics to
the most advanced forms of kata and
character development. 19 katas in all

are carefully explained.

256 pages, 7 1/2 "xl0", many photos,
hardcover

BK16 $16.50

SECRETS OF SHAOLIN TEMPLE
BOXING
edited by Robert W. Smith

A must for the karate enthusiast for it

deals with the very foundation of his art.

Covers training methods, philosophy

and techniques besides a fascinating

account of the history of this ancient art.

72 pages, 6%*x8V6"» photos, hardcover

BX01 $5.95

BLACK BELT KARATE
by Jordan Roth

A complete book on the Shotokan style

of Karate. This book is superbly made
with over 800 techniques shown with
over 1,800 excellent photos.

380 pages, 18 x/2 'xl x/2 "

,

hardcover

BK44 $27.50

THIS IS KARATE
by Masutatsu Oyama

This one volume is a compilation of 40
years experience in the Karate world. It

is Oyama’s complete book on his style,

techniques and philosophy. Without
doubt, this book is a high-water mark in

the history of Karate publications. •

368 pages, 2,000 photos, 8 1/2 "xl2",
hardcover

BK08 $23.50

KOREAN KARATE:
Free Fighting Techniques
by S. Henry Cho

In this book, Mr. Cho reveals many free

fighting techniques which have never
been described in any language. The
Tae Kwon Do style has proven itself

many times over as a good fighting style

in actual competition.

256 pages, 7"xl0", 990 photos,

hardcover

BK17 $13.50

STICK FIGHTING:
Techniques of Self-Defense
by Masaki Hatsumi and Quintin Chambers

This is a manual of self-defense tech-

niques using the Japanese fighting

stick. Included are some fifty techniques
for disarming and controlling assailants.

152 pages, 6"x8V£". 250 photos,
hardcover

B007 $6.50

INTRODUCTION TO HAPKIDO
by Joon M. Jee

Mr. Jee has taken 3 years to develop
this book. It is profusely illustrated with
over 380 photos covering the basic exer-

cises to the more advanced throwing
techniques of this most interesting

martial art.

135 pages, 7V6"xlO" f hardcover

B019 $6.95
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ELEMENTARY HAPKIDO
by Joon M. Jee

This is the second volume of Joon Jee’s
Hapkido. It deals with techniques used
by yellow and blue belts in the Interna-
tional Hapkido Association. A great book
for Karate and Kung Fu students who
wish to learn the holds and throws used
by the Hapkido artists.

113 pages, 71/2 "xlO", many photos,
hardcover

B023 $6.95

PA-KUA: CHINESE BOXING
by Robert W. Smith

.New fighting principles not found in

more familiar forms of oriental self-

defense. The author is one of the few
western experts in this art.

175 pages, 6"x8 l/2 ", 407 sequence
photos, hardcover

BX02 $7.50

V Shorinji
Kempo

%
TRADITIONAL AIKIDO
Vol. 4, Vital Techniques
by Morihiro Saito

Final volume by Mr. Saito covering
“kaeshi Waza", or counter-reactive tech-
niques which have been handed down
exclusively to Aikido instructors in Japan.

7V2 "x 10", 165 pages, many photos,
hardcover

BA10 $12.95

BRUCE LEE, KING OF KUNG FU
by Felix Dennis and Don Atyeo

A biographical sketch of the most inter-

esting and complex man of Kung Fu,
Bruce Lee. The authors did tremendous
research on Bruce Lee from his early
childhood to his untimely death. Inter-

esting reading.

96 pages, 11 V£"x8", photos, paperback
BX22 $2.50

ADVANCED KARATE
by Masutatsu Oyama
This book explains, based on scien-
tific principles, the ultimate in karate
techniques, free-style fighting and the
tameshi-wari techniques for smashing
stones or bricks with your bare hands.

256 pages, 1,500 photos,
hardcover

BK10 $19.95

DYNAMIC KARATE
by Masatoshi Nakayama

Written by the Chief Instructor of the
Japan Karate Association, this is the
most authoritative book of Karate prin-

ciples as practiced by the students of
Japan Karate Association.

300 pages, 7V2"xlO", 1,100 photos,
hardcover

BK13 $15.00

SHORINJI KEMPO
by Doshin So

A complete analysis of the famous
Shori-ji Kempo (Shaolin Boxing) that
originated in China. The book contains a

thorough photographic treatment of the
techniques used in this art as well as the
spiritual aspect.

240 pages, 8 1/2 "xl2", fully illustrated,

hardcover

BK18 $19.50

BRUCE LEE: THE MAN ONLY I KNEW
by his wife, Linda Lee

Here are the true facts about Bruce
Lee’s incredible life and his mysterious
death: his own Kung Fu method, his
philosophy and training; and an intimate
view of his personality only a wife can
give.

208 pages, 7"x4", photos, paperback

BX23 $1.50

KARATE-DO: My Way of Life

by Gichin Funakoshi

An autobiography of the founder of

modern karate. Mr. Funakoshi, more
than any other man is instrumental in

advancing karate to the world. His story
is fascinating starting from early child-

hood, through his training and experi-

ences which formulated his life and
philosophy.

127 pages, 7 3
<4"x5 1/2 ", hardcover

BK47 $6.95

CHINESE BOXING: MASTERS AND
METHODS
by Robert W. Smith

Mr. Smith practiced with the better

known Kung Fu instructors to find the
deeper meaning of Kung.Fu by explain-

ing the various styles and methods. He
attempts to bring out the intangibles in-

herent in Kung Fu rather than the
obvious.

130 pages, 8 1/2 "x6", photos, hardcover

BX18 $10.00
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ySie Okc and Only. Original

STRETCHER-CIZER
Indispensable in helping to stretch leg muscles for all forms of kicking
techniques. Comes complete with all hardware for easy installation. The
harness is made of genuine leather with lambs wool lining for comfort.
Also good for Judo players for developing leg techniques.

S34-01 $14.95

K0-BUD0 SAI
The Sai is made of cast iron and carefully

balanced for fast movements. Finished to a
high polish, they come in two sizes.

S61-01 (Chrome finish, 18" long $26.95 pair

S61-02 (Chrome finish, I9V2 " long) 33.95 pair

S61-03 (Gold finish, 19y2 " long) . 37.95 pair

c

DELUXE SAI CASE
Heavy duty vinyl zipper con-
struction, with red felt lin-

ing. Black with sai insignia
in gold. Holds 2 sais. Size:

6"x24".

S61-80 $7.95

Constructed of heavy duck canvas.
Unit comes complete with chains
and mounting hardware. Full 10" dia.

x 16". Weighs approx. 50 lbs. when
filled with dried beans. Sold unfilled.

S31-01 $12.50

KARATE DUMMY BAG
WITH TIE DOWN
Same as S31-01 except it has the
additional feature of tie down to the

floor to prevent excess sway.

S31-02 $17.50

V

STRIKING BALL
Black cowhide for maximum strength

and durability. The perfect tool to

perfect yourtiming with both punches
and kicks. One of our best sellers.

Comes complete with rubber cable,

attaching rope and mounting hard
ware.

S43-01 $23.95

MARTIAL ARTS PENDANTS
Beautifully made. Can be worn for-

mally or informally. Pendant is 14K
gold plated with colored enamel.
Pendants 2 l/2

"
in diameter.

D35-06 Korean Karate $10.95
D36-06 Jump Kick 10.95
D37-06 Shotokan 10.95
D38-06 Judo 10.95
D39-06 Yin Yang 10.95

Copyrighted material



SELF DEFENSE TRAINING WEAPONS
KO-BUDO NUNCHAKU

REG. $6.50 VALUE

FOR A LIMITED TIME

$4.50

Our own, Ko-Budo Nunchaku which we have
sold thousands for $6.50, is now offered for

a limited time, at a greatly reduced price. Also
included with each order will be our Nunchaku
Restringing Kit. There is enough nylon strand
to restring your Ko-Budo Nunchaku two times.
Instructions included.

Ko-Budo Nunchaku is made of hard Japanese
Oak. 13V2 " long, 1 1/2

"
in diameter.

BOKKEN (Japanese Wooden Sword)

Constructed of hardwood and smoothly polished and
coated with clear lacquer.

Item No. S62-03 Daito (40" long) $6.50

SHOTO (Short Wooden Sword)

This short wooden sword is a perfect match
to our long wooden sword (Daito). Made of

hardwood, 21 y2
"

long.

Item No. S62-02 $4.95

S63-02

iruam

KUNG-FU SWORDS
Patterned after authentic Chinese swords used by Chi-
nese warriors. Regulation size and made of hardwood.
Item No. S63-02 (Single Edge Saber, 32V&" long) $9.75

Item No. S63-01 (Double Edge Saber, 36" long) $7.85

SHlNAI (Bamboo sword)

S61-10 For a limited time, only $4.50

This offer good until Dec. 31, 1975. All orders
must be in to us by that date.

Made of four pieces of bamboo with leather handle.

S62-20 (42" long) $5.50 S62-22 (46i/
2
" long) $7.50

S62-21 (44" long) 6.50 S62-23'(47i/2 " long) 8.50

—

—

BOJITSU FIGHTING STAFF
50" long, made of hardwood. This is the official length and dimen-
sion for Oriental stick fighting.

Item No. S61-31 $6.95

KO-BUDO ‘BO’

The staff used in Karate, Kung-Fu and Aikido. It is fashioned after the Okinawan ‘Bo’ in

size and weight. Center diameter l l/2 ", tapering to %" at the ends and 72" long.

Item No. S61-22 $14.95

TRAINING NUNCHAKU

RUBBER TRAINING KNIFE
Especially constructed of elas-

tic rubber with grip handle.
Perfectly safe for hand to hand
combat training.

Regulation size. Perfect for

demonstrations and practice of

self defense. Made of long
lasting vinyl material and vinyl

dipped in gray.

Item No. S60-01 $1.95 Item No. S60-10 $1.95

Now you can practice without fear of bruised
hands, sore head or tender armpits.
Made of black plastic, the Training Nunchaku
handles like the real thing except for the
weight. Octagonal in shape, 13y2 " long and
1*4" in diameter, it is just like our wood
Ko-Budo Nunchaku. Exercise chart included.

S61-11 $3.50

NUNCHAKU CASE
Made of heavy duty black vinyl with zipper.

S61-90 $1.95
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PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING WEIGHTS
FOR THE MARTIAL ARTISTS

COMBINATION

SHIN-INSTEP

GUARD

$19.95 pr.

Knitted nylon/cotton elastic cloth with

%" foam pad. Size to fit the calf cir-

cumference.

S06-01 (under 11") Small

S06-02 ill"-14”) Medium
S06-Q3 (over 14") large

COMBINATION

FIST/FOREARM GUARD
Knitted nylon/cotton with Vi" foam. Size

to fit forearm circumference.

$13.95

S02-01 (under 10") Small

S02-02 (up to 12") Medium
S02-03 (over 12") Large

SHIN GUARD

$9.95 pr.

Knitted nylon/cotton elastic cloth

with Vt" foam pad. Size to fit calf

circumference.

S05-01 (under 11") Small

S05-02 ur-14") Medium

S05-03 (14''-16") Large

S05-04 (over 16") X-large

ALL PRO HEAD GUARD
Specially selected black

horsehide leather. Fully adjustable

to fit average head size.

Professional quality throughout.

S42-01 $39.95

Y

FEMALE PROTECTIVE BRA

FDA approved for protection. Will

DELUXE CUP SUPPORTER
One of the finest available. Designed

to give maximum support with the

amount of restriction.

$18.50

S52-10 (28"-32") Small

S52-1 1 (34"-38") Medium

S52-12 (40"-44") Large

r

SUPPORTER WITH

REMOVABLE CUP
Top quality supporter with high

impact shatterproof plastic cup.

Small and regular size. $5.25

$3.95 S52-00 (under 28") Youth

S52-01 (28"-32") Small

S56-01 Cup size A S52-02 (34"-38")
.

$56-02 S52-03 (40"-44")

WRIST AND/OR ANKLE WEIGHT

Made of tough naugahyde and filled with

lead pellets. Comes in black with velcro

fasteners.

St 0 04 (2 lbs. each) $11.1 Opr.

SI 0-0 6 (3 lbs. each) 14.95 pr.

ADJUSTABLE

[x.t ANKLE

V-W WEIGHTS

Pockets to add or remove weights.

Bottom stirrup and laces for non

slip hold.

SI 2-10 (max. wt. 5 lbs. ea.) $23.95 pr.

§n
WRIST AND/OR ANGLE WEIGHTS

Velcro fasteners for a more

positive holding power.

SI 0-02 (1 lb. ea.) $10.95 pr.

SI 0-05 (2% lbs. ea.) 18.50 pr.

HEAD WEIGHT

Made of soft heavy-duty vinyl with

velcro closures for a snug fit.

Adjustable.

SI 3-08 (8 lbs.) $25.30

HAND WEIGHTS

Constructed of brush leather with

leather straps.

S1 1-03

(iy2 lbs. ea. with buckles) $1 1 .90 pr.

S1 1-30

(1V3 lbs. ea. with velcro) . 13.30 pr.

D
ID

KARATE IRON

HAND WEIGHTS
Used by karate students in Japan.

Made of cast iron and each weighs

4tt lbs. Sold in pairs.

SI 9-02 $19.95 pr.

IRON GETA
Perfect for strengthening your

legs. They will help stretch your

muscles for those high kicks.

Each Iron Geta weighs 7 lbs. Sold

in pairs.

SI 9-01 $24.95 pr.

A
POWER TWISTER
Proven method of rapidly developing

arms, shoulders and chest.

S90-32 $10.95

IRON SHOE
Another fast method to develop

the upper torso. Good for devel-

oping back muscles.

S90-33 $10.25
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MARTIAL ARTS TRAINING FILMS

THE TECHNIQUES OF KARATE
(Fully endorsed by the Japan Karate Association)

Demonstrations of techniques in slow and regular motion, performed by some of the out-

standing members of the Japan Karate Association, such as Sensei Nakayama, Okazaki,

Kanazawa, Mikami and many more. Each reel is approximately 240'. 8mm black and white

only. Instruction booklet included.

$12.50 Each
Item No.

V10-01 . . . Reel 1, use of hands, legs, calisthenics

VI 0-02 . . . Reel 2, the thrust, strike and kick

VI 0-03 . . . Reel 3, Blocking, Heian 1, 2, 3. 4, 5

VI 0-04 . . . Reel 4, Katas, Tekki 1, 2, 3, Empi, Jutte, Chinte, Jion

V10-05 . . . Reel 5, Katas: Bassai Dai, Bassai Sho, Gankaku, Hangetsu

VI 0-06 . . . Reel 6, Katas: Kanku Dai, Kanku Sho, Sochin, Unshu

VI 0-00 . . . Complete 6 reel set $60.00

TECHNIQUES OF THE SAI Techniques used by Fumio Demura.

Reel 1 shows the gripping, flipping

movements and the basic steps of

the Sai. Reel 2 covers the Sai Kata

movements viewed from the front,

sides and top with slow motion.

V11-01 ...Reel 1,8mm,
black/ white, Fundamentals

of the Sai $14.95

V1 1-02... Reel 2, 8mm,
black/white, The Sai Kata .. 14.95

V11-20... Reels 1 & 2 set.

8mm, black/white 26.90

V1 1 -21 ...Reel 1, Super 8

color, Fundamentals of

the Sai 24.95

V1 1-22... Reel 2, Super 8

color, The Sai Kata 24.95

V1 1-00... Reels 1 &2 set,

Super 8 color 44.90

SIL LUM KUNG FU
(The Continuous and Returning Fist)

Performed by Leo T. Fong

Sifu Fong shows the intricate fist move-

ments of the style at regular speed and in

slow motion. Also, it has the practical appli-

cation of the moves used against an oppo-

nent. Approximately 200' long.

Item No.

V20-01 . . . 8mm, black/ white $13.50

V20-11 . . . Super 8, color 19.95

SYAU WAN CHUAN
(Small Circular Fist)

Performed by Sifu Kam Yuen

Kung Fu style from a northern Sha-

jlin Monastery which utilizes quick

accurate foot and kick techniques

with fist movements. Covers a multi-

ple of diverse movements from front,

and sides with detailed analysis by

slow motion against opponents. Ap-

proximately 200' long.

Item No.

V21-01 . ..8mm,
black/white $12.95

V21-11 . . . Super 8,

color 19.95

MY JONG LAW HORN
(Single Saber Fung Fu Form)
Performed by Sifu Raymond Wong

This is one of five single saber

forms of Kung Fu. Its speed and

beauty of movements are something
to watch. The moves are shown at

regular speed and slow motion. It

also shows the application of the

moves against an opponent with a

staff. Approximately 200' feet long.

Item No.

V22-01 . . . 8mm,
black/white $13.00

V22-11 ...Super 8, color 20.00

THE JHOON RHEE DAILY DOZEN
First time on film, Jhoon Rhee presents the exercises

used by all his students to condition the body for Tae
Kwon Do. Approx. 200'.

V30-01 8mm, black/white $14.95
V30-02 Super 8 color 24.95

JHOON RHEE BASIC TAE KWON DO
Jhoon Rhee shows the basic form of Tae Kwon Do. It

shows basic foot and arm movements and the tempo
in which it is performed. Approx. 100'.

V12-01 8mm black/white $12.95
V12-11 Super 8 color 19.95

NUNCHAKU
TECHNIQUES
Performed by Joon M. Jee

20 practical self defense moves
using the nunchaku and Hapkido. One
does not have to be a nunchaku ex-

pert to apply these techniques. A
practical approach on how to use the

nunchaku to disarm, throw and ren-

der your opponent helpless. Approx.
200'.

V13-01 8mm Black/white ....$13.95

VI 3-11 Super 8 color 23.95
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LIGHTWEIGHT FOAM PADS

CURVED STRIKING PAD
Very light in weight, only 2 l/2 lbs. yet
tough. It is made of top quality foam
core covered with tough vinyl. Di-

mensions: 26"xl4 1/2"x4 1/2 ".

S30-60 $19.30

BODY STRIKING PAD
The Body Striking Pad gives a large

target to attack high or low. Easily

held by one man. Weighs only S l/2
lbs. Has high quality foam core and
covered with vinyl. Dimensions:
42"xl9"x4y2 ".

S30-61 $28.70

FOAM STRIKING DUMMIES
(ROUND AND SQUARE)
Made to take the toughest kind of
punishment. The lightness makes
them very portable. Round Dummy
weighs 91/2 lbs., the Square Dummy
weighs 13 lbs. Easily handled by one
man.
S30-62 Square (50"xl5") $62.70
Shipping and Handling SI 5.00

S30-63 Round (50"xl4") $72.50
Shipping and Handling $15.00
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NAME

ADDRESS-

_STATE_
(Please print legibly or type to avoid delay) Postal Requirement

NOTE: When ordering the following item numbers add $15.00 shipping and handling charge for

shipment to business address only. If using residence address add $15.00 shipping and handling
charge plus additional $8.00 home delivery charge. To avoid home delivery charge give telephone
number so you may pick bag up at truck terminal.

S30-01, S30-10, S30-20, S30-30, S30-32, S30-40, S30-50, S30-62, S30-63, S-31-04

AUTHORIZED FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
• JALA AGENCIES, Strathfield, Australia

• MAGAZINE SHOP, Hilo, Hawaii

• LIN’S ORIENTAL IMPORTS, Anchorage, Alaska

• S.E.D.I.R.E.P. SARL., Boulogne, France

• DON RAY INTERNATIONAL, Singapore

• ORIENTAL MARTIAL ARTS, Montreal, Canada

• HAKUBUNOO, INC., Honolulu. Hawaii

• YVES M. CAROUGET G., Maracaibo, Venezuela

• SAKURA TRADING CO., Isleworth, England

QTY. CAT. NO.

NO FOREIGN RETAIL

ORDERS ACCEPTED

.

EXCEPT:

• CANADA
• ALL APO/FPO
ADDRESSES

DESCRIPTION

SHIPPING & HANDLING CHARGES FOR U.S. & CANADA
IF YOUR ORDER IS:

UP TO $ 5.00.. ..ADD 50c
$ 5.01 TO $ 7.00.. ..ADD 65c
$ 7.01 TO $ 9.00.. ..ADD 80c
$ 9.01 TO $12.00. ...ADD $1.0
$12.01 TO $15.00, ...ADD $1..25

$15.01 TO $18.00....ADD

$18.01 TO $21.00. ...ADD
$21.01 TO $25.00.. ..ADD
$25.01 TO $30.00....ADD

51.50

12.00

52.50
53.00

Over $30.01 ADD 10%

TOTAL FOR
MERCHANDISE

Calif, resident

6% sales tax

TOTAL AMOUNT
ENCLOSED

FOR BETTER SERVICE \
AND YOUR

PROTECTION PLEASE: /

AVOID DELAY: Include shipping & handling costs with order!

1. Do not send cash through the mail.

2. Make checks, money orders or certified checks payable to:

MARTIAL ARTS SUPPLIES CO., INC.
Allow 30-day delay in shipping time on personal check for check to clear.

3. NO PERSONAL CHECK ACCEPTED OVER $25.00. ORDERS OVER $25.00, SEND MONEY
ORDER OR CERTIFIED CHECK.

WELCOME
TO OUR NEW PATRONS

We are offering a FREE copy
of one catalog of your choice
with a minimum purchase of
$10.00 — and FREE copies of
both catalogs with a mini-
mum purchase of $20.00. All
additional and subsequent
copies will be sold at $1.00
per copy due to rising costs
in printing and mailing.

Mark here:

Q SPORTING GOODS CATALOG

No. V02-74

BOOK CATALOG No. VO] 74

DOJO: PRICE LIST INQUIRY

ALL PRICES AND MERCHANDISE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE

C.O.D.’s not acceptable

y right®



THE BRUCE LEE MEMORIAL you’ve all been waiting for.

* M kp C-i ol- Reminiscences with

“
-a

"The Little Dra9°n
’

s ’’ closest friends,

and the greatest collection of

Uldi (JIIUUIV Bruce Lee photographs ever

„ 1 vat assembled in a single publication.

the World
This collection of rare photos in color and black-and-

white, accents the candid accounts of his life, his

enthusiasms and his legendary abilities as a martial

artist. Available in both soft-cover and hard-bound

editions, each with a full color centerspread of

Bruce Lee. Not available on newsstands.

Place your order now-

the supply is limited!

Soft Cover

#904-S—$2.00*
Hard Cover

#904-H—$4.95*
•PLUS SHIPPING & HANDLING

Quantity buyers please inquire about special discount*

Available for the 1st time

a 45rpm Sinqle release

Robert Lee sings
,.Two Smash Hits

Taken Directly from

the BRUCE LEE Album...

THE BALLAD OF BRUCE LEE

and

JKDfJeet Kune Do)

yours for only

$1*
The Above Price Encludes Shipping & Handling Cost

To Order: Use the Ohara Postage Paid Envelope or The Ohara Coupon on Page 69

Copyrighted material



Full Color
Martial Arts
pomes
your choice ml* $1.19 ea. WILLIAM SHATNER/FIGHTING STAR No. 703

KARATE
Wi
V

istiik*

,v A ' T'
ljm

Ii %
>.£

raiaaia 1 lcTl« B Jl | I | 1 1 1 1 ill [»

ESESSfflfflES

Robert Lee's new hit Album introduces

A Daringly different sound. ... A new
dimension in Today's Music World

A True Collectors Item
For Only $5.95

Yes, please send me "THE BALLAD OF BRUCE LEE". I am

enclosing $5.95 Make all checks & money orders payable to:

RAINBOW ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

1849 W. Empire Ave. Burbank, CA 91504

TOTAL for all items. $_Quantity
Item

Code No.
Unit
Price Amount

R 90S
Calif. Residents Please

Add 6% Sales Tax $—

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED •_

Name

Address

Please Print

City State Zip

FOREIGN COUNTRIES: add 50% more for postage. —
>v *itb» Ini tf.O -r Bark Drr *, p». ble in U.S. funds.

JKD (Jeet Kune Do) Let’s Go For A Walk
Parting This Boy
Ballad of Bruce Lee Sittin’ Around
Sometimes We’ve Got A Lot of World to See
Pointing Finger This is the Good Time


